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About This Report
INTEGRATED THINKING
We understand the interconnectedness of various internal and external elements and how these factors impact our ability to create 
sustainable value. Sustainable value creation cannot exist without the careful consideration of the relationship between the capitals that 
we deploy, the trade‑offs that we make in executing our strategic objectives, the operating environment in which we operate, the needs 
of our various stakeholders, effective risk management and the operating activities of our various businesses, amongst many matters. 
Integrated thinking therefore underpins our integrated decision‑making and actions taken to ensure the creation of value over the short, 
medium and long term and is embedded in everything that we do.

MATERIALITY
This Report focuses on matters which we 
consider to be material in our value‑
creation process. Material matters and 
the process we follow to determine 
these matters are outlined on page 22. 
This assessment includes both qualitative 
and quantitative matters which we 
believe affect our various stakeholders 
in their assessment of the value added 
by the Group. Material matters influence 
our strategy and inform the content of 
this Report. 

REPORTING FRAMEWORKS
Reporting principles and frameworks used 
in the preparation of this Report include:

•  the International Reporting <IR> 
Framework of the International 
Integrated Reporting Council;

•  International Financial Reporting 
Standards;

•  the Companies Act, No. 71 of 2008, 
as amended;

•  the JSE Listings Requirements;

•  the King IV Report on Corporate 
Governance™ for South Africa, 2016;

•  the GRI Reporting Standards; and

•  the South African Code for the 
Reporting of Oil and Gas Resources. 

COMBINED ASSURANCE
The Group is in the process of formally 
implementing a combined assurance 
model to optimise, co‑ordinate and 
integrate the assurance obtained from 
management and internal and external 
assurance providers, on risks facing 
the Group. The Group’s combined 
assurance model is closely aligned 
with the Enterprise Risk Management 
framework implemented by the Group, 
which identifies risks facing the Group 
and implements the necessary internal 
controls. External assurance has been 

SCOPE AND BOUNDARY 

1 Reporting period
This integrated annual report for the year ended 29 February 2020 
(”the Report”) of Efora Energy Limited (”Efora” or “the Company” 
or, together with its subsidiaries and joint venture, “the Group”) 
provides material information on the Group’s ability to create value 
over the short, medium and long term. Events after the reporting 
period and up to the date of approval of the integrated report have 
been taken into account in the preparation of this Report.

2 Scope
The Report provides a high‑level overview of our strategy and 
business model, investment case, value creation and trade‑offs, 
operating context, material risks and opportunities, stakeholders’ 
interests, performance, governance and leadership team. 

Our value‑creation process is inherent in our mission on page 4 and 
is described in our business model on page 10.

3 Boundary
The Report covers the main operations and activities that contribute 
to the Group’s performance and information on our key subsidiaries 
and joint arrangements in Egypt, South Africa, Zimbabwe, Mauritius, 
Nigeria and the Democratic Republic of Congo. The Report should 
be read in conjunction with the full set of audited annual financial 
statements for the year ended 29 February 2020 which are available 
on our website at www.eforaenergy.com. 

4 Financial and non‑financial reporting
In addition to containing information on financial performance and 
reporting, this Report also covers non‑financial matters that have a 
significant impact on our ability to create value.

5 Targeted audience
This Report is intended for all our key stakeholders identified on 
pages 13 to 15 of the Report.
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obtained with respect to the following 
aspects of this Report:

•  the annual financial statements were 
audited by SizweNtsalubaGobodo 
Grant Thornton Inc. (”SNG Grant 
Thornton”) as Auditors of the Group;

•  BDO PS Advisory Proprietary Limited 
(”BDO”), as Internal Auditors, 
performed reviews of the Group’s 
various processes as disclosed on 
page 60; 

•  an independent audit was conducted 
of the Group’s reserves in the Lagia 
Oil Field by Boury Global Energy 
Consultants Limited; and

•  BDO conducted a limited assurance 
review for the South African operations 
with respect to the following indicators 
in the Sustainability Report on page 32:

	 – 	Electricity	usage
	 – 		Water	usage
	 – 	Diesel	usage
	 – 	Emissions	in	tonnes	of	CO2 

equivalent:
  • 	direct	emissions	(fuel	used	in	

generators and fleet)
  • 	indirect	emissions	(purchased	

electricity)
  • 	indirect	emissions	(business	

travel)
	 – 		Energy	usage
	 – 	Waste	disposal

The limited assurance report is available 
on our website at www.eforaenergy.com.

The Board, assisted by the Audit, Risk 
and Investment Committee, satisfactorily 
considered the assurance obtained and the 
effectiveness of internal controls for the 
year ended 29 February 2020 in approving 
the integrated annual report. It is expected 
that the assurance process will continue to 
improve as the business grows and the risk 
management strategy evolves.

FEEDBACK

 investorrelations@eforaenergy.com

We welcome any feedback on this Report, as we strive to provide our stakeholders with better information. Please provide your 
feedback to the above dedicated e‑mail address, and we will consider this in our future integrated reports and communications 
with our stakeholders.

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENT
The integrated annual report contains forward‑looking statements that, unless 
otherwise indicated, reflect the Group’s expectations as at the date thereof. 
Actual results may differ materially from the Group’s expectations if known 
and unknown risks or uncertainties affect its business, or if estimates or 
assumptions prove inaccurate. The Group cannot guarantee that any forward‑
looking statement will materialise and, accordingly, readers are cautioned not to 
place undue reliance on these forward‑looking statements. The Group disclaims 
any intention and assumes no obligation to update or revise any forward‑
looking statement even if new information becomes available as a result of 
future events or for any other reason. Statements relating to “reserves” and 
“resources” are also deemed to be forward‑looking statements, as they involve 
the implied assessment, based on certain estimates and assumptions, that the 
reserves and resources described can be profitably produced in the future, 
discovered and/or recovered. 

The forward‑looking financial information disclosed in this integrated report has 
not been reviewed or audited or otherwise reported on by our Auditors.

APPROVAL OF THE REPORT BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
This Report was approved by the Board of Directors (”Board”) of the Company and 
authorised for release on 28 June 2021. The Board and the Audit, Risk and Investment 
Committee, in its advisory capacity to the Board, have reviewed the content of the 
Report and believe that it addresses all material issues and presents fairly the integrated 
performance of the Group. The Board has considered and evaluated the material issues 
that would impact the preparation and presentation of this Report and acknowledges its 
responsibility to ensure the integrity of the Report, which it considers to be presented in 
accordance with the reporting principles and frameworks that are applicable to the Group. 
The Report is signed on behalf of the Board.

Vuyo Ngonyama Darrin Arendse
Chairperson Chief Executive Officer (Interim)
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1 2 3 41 2 3 4
We respect all our 
stakeholders

We are 
committed to the 
empowerment of 
our people

We are committed 
to building 
collaborative 
relationships

We act with 
integrity at 
all times

1 2 3 4

OUR VALUES
Our values are the foundation of how we do business and interact with others. 
We will vigorously guard against any actions that could compromise our 
agreed values.

* At 29 February 2020

  REVENUE OF

  R2.0 BILLION*
 CUSTOMERS IN 

 6 COUNTRIES*

  OPERATIONS IN

  5 COUNTRIES

 OPERATIONS IN

 3 O&G SEGMENTS
 MARKET CAP OF

 R154.5 MILLION*

 EMPLOYEES

 104*

WHO WE ARE
Efora is a South African based oil and gas (”O&G”) 
company with a focus on delivering energy for the 
African continent by using Africa’s own resources to 
meet the significant demand for energy expected over 
the next decade.

•  We are listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange 
(”JSE”).

•  We actively manage a diversified portfolio of assets 
comprising: 

 –  oil production in Egypt;
 –  O&G exploration in the Democratic Republic of 

Congo (”DRC”);
 –  crude oil trading in Nigeria; and
 –  downstream distribution operations throughout 

South Africa, in Zimbabwe and Mauritius.

•  We differentiate ourselves by being one of the very 
few O&G companies trading on the JSE and we put 
our stakeholders’ needs at the core of what we do.

OUR PURPOSE
To deliver energy to the African continent in line with 
the growth in demand

OUR VISION
To become a leading independent pan‑African O&G 
company focused on sustainable growth 

OUR MISSION
To explore, develop, produce and sell O&G and 
associated products to international markets and 
in South Africa, and to participate in upstream, 
midstream and downstream O&G projects and 
businesses on the African continent that create 
value for all our stakeholders, while upholding the 
principles of good corporate, social and environmental 
responsibility

OUR TOP PRIORITY
To deliver sustainable value to all our stakeholders by 
improving the performance and cash flows of our key 
businesses

About Us

Grow our  
portfolio

Pursue 
operational 
excellence

Improve 
capital 

excellence
Balance 
our  
portfolio

Sound  
governance

OUR STRATEGY

MATERIAL MATTERS
We formulate our strategy by addressing 

material matters which impact our ability to 
create value. 

Improving the performance and  
sustainability of our businesses

Macroeconomic environment

Capital excellence

HSE

Sound governance
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5 6 75 6 7
We pursue 
innovation to 
deliver value

We strive to create 
and promote a high-
performance and 
results-driven culture

We are committed 
to environmental 
stewardship

5 6 7

WHAT SETS US APART

African strategy
Investment opportunity in an O&G company that provides exposure 
to the growing energy sector in Africa.

Diversified energy portfolio
The Group focuses on opportunities across the integrated energy 
value chain with a business model aimed at targeting high-growth 
areas in the African energy sector.

Focus on cash flow
The Group’s business strategy primarily focuses on low-risk, cash-
generating assets and projects.

African‑based management
Efora is an African-based entity with an African management team 
with strong experience of doing business in the O&G sector.

African growth potential
The O&G sector is expected to play a significant role in meeting 
the growing energy needs of Africa.

Good corporate governance
The Group is focused on the execution of its activities in 
compliance with laws, regulations, guidelines, policies and 
procedures to ensure that it operates ethically and transparently. 

OUR AFRICAN FOOTPRINT

OUR MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS*

Government Employees
Pension Fund

Other

Gentacure Proprietary
Limited

86.34

%

3.51

10.15

UPSTREAM
OPERATIONS

MIDSTREAM
PROJECTS

DOWNSTREAM
TRADING

EFORA
HEAD OFFICE

EGYPT

DRC

SOUTH
AFRICA

ZIMBABWE

NIGERIA

* At 28 February 2020
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Year at a Glance

REVENUE
LOSS AFTER  

TAX

NET ASSET 
VALUE 

PER SHARE

NET CASH 
GENERATED 

FROM 
OPERATIONS

HEADLINE 
EARNINGS 
PER SHARE

R2.0 billion R57.9 million R0.37 R88.9 million 4.96 cents

(2019: R2.6 billion), 
a decrease of 25%

(2019: loss of 
R579.9 million), 
an improvement 

of 90%

(2019: R0.39), 
decrease of 5% 

(2019: net cash 
utilisation of 

R153.6 million), 
an improvement 

of 158%

(2019: headline 
loss per share 

of 45.31 cents), 
an improvement 

of 111%

A decrease in volumes at Afric Oil and Lagia by 27% and 18%, respectively | A decrease of R31.7 million 
in the cash cost base | Impairments totalling R112.1 million (2019: R160.3 million) of oil and gas 

properties and intangible assets | Recognition of arbitration award of R128.0 million | A decrease of 
R21.0 million in finance costs due to decrease in borrowings

See page 66 for the Chief Financial Officer’s Review

OUR FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

OTHER

Legal
•  Award of R75.0 million 

plus interest and costs in 
the Group’s claim against 
Encha. Compromise 
reached post period (see 
page 90)

•  Full and final settlement 
of the claim against 
Mr R Vela (post‑period)

•  Finalisation of the 
liquidation of EERNL 
with no recovery of 
funds owed to the Group

•  Delay in finalising the 
Group’s claim against 
Transcorp as a result 
of deferral of court 
processes. Matter 
referred to arbitration 
post‑period. Settlement 
agreement concluded 
post period (see 
page 90)

Human capital
•  Appointment of Managing 

Director at Afric Oil
Financial
•  Repayments totalling R80.4 million 

of the Group’s debt, mainly to the 
Unemployment Insurance Fund 
(R75.1 million)

•  Zimbabwe classified as a 
hyperinflationary economy 
resulting in a first‑time net 
monetary loss of R39.2 million

•  Net foreign exchange gains 
totalling R34.6 million (2019: 
net foreign exchange loss of 
R5.4 million)

•  Post period, Afric Oil placed under 
voluntary business rescue (see 
page 89)

Operations 
(see full Operational Review on page 30)
•  A decline of 27% in volumes sold by Afric Oil as 

a result of the loss of customers, difficult trading 
conditions and shortages of petroleum products 
experienced during the year

•  Deferral of the Lagia field development programme 
pending completion of strategic review of asset, 
resulting in a further decline of 18% in volumes from 
the field. Competent Person’s Report valuation of 
the Lagia field at 1 March 2020 was US$2.6 million 
(2019: US$7.2 million)

•  Extension of Block III licence and engagement with 
partners on the block regarding exploration plans

•  Acquisition of an additional 30% interest in Block III 
at no cost to the Group

•  One crude oil lifting of 950 000 barrels during the 
year
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Chairman’s Review
by Vuyo Ngonyama

The year under review was characterised by continuing economic volatility, with emerging economies 
particularly affected by the slow demand for commodities. While we enjoyed a sense of renewed 
hope and positive market sentiment during the early part of 2019 partly as a result of a peaceful, 
successful national election – the South African economy did not live up to the promise of “a new 
dawn” during the year ended 29 February 2020.

After a sharp fall towards the end of 
2018, oil prices in 2019 started on 
a positive note, recovering some of 
the earlier losses. From the low point of 
$50/bbl reached in late‑December, prices 
recovered to above $70/bbl by April, 
with many analysts at this point expressing 
optimism for market stability through 
2019. Instead, global markets faced 
another year of sustained price volatility 
driven by wide uncertainty related to 
global supply and demand trends. 

Diplomatic and economic tensions 
between major oil‑producing countries 
like the United States, China, Russia, Iran 
and Saudi Arabia added to unpredictable 
market conditions throughout most of 
the financial year. Unlike during 2017 
and 2018, the challenges faced by the 
oil market in 2019 extended to the 
demand‑side.

The Group’s financial performance for the 
year ended 29 February 2020 (“FY19/20”) 
was predictably impacted by the 
movements in international markets and 
the effects of ongoing depressed prices of 
crude oil and related liquid fuel prices. 

PROGRESSING OUR 
STRATEGY
As a Board we acknowledge the challenges 
faced by the Group which impacted the 
execution of our strategy during FY19/20. 
Central to these challenges were a weak 
balance sheet, a decrease in market share 
of our key subsidiary, Afric Oil, and low 
oil prices which made further investment 

in Lagia unattractive. Subsequent to the 
year‑end developments with COVID‑19 
exacerbated the Group’s exposure to our 
top risks especially as it relates to liquidity 
and working capital funding insufficiency, 
oil price volatility, the inability to meet our 
downstream targets due to the decline 
in demand for fuel products and health 
exposure due to COVID‑19. The Group's top 
risks are further outlined on pages 19 to 21.

The restructuring of our balance sheet has 
been something we have been working 
on for some time now, with some success, 
prior to impairments recognised in FY19/20 
and prior financial years, which mainly 
arose from the deterioration in value of the 
Group’s oil and gas assets and intangible 
assets as a result of the decline in oil prices 
and the loss of customers at Afric Oil 
divisions. Whilst we reassess our strategy 
in line with recent developments in the 
Group, we recognise that some of our 
assets remain at risk of a continued decline 
in value in prevailing market conditions. We 
have accelerated the completion of strategic 
reviews pertaining to these assets to ensure 
that we readily respond to limit the Group’s 
exposure to value erosion.

We recognised that our customer base 
required further diversification especially 
after the impact on the business of the 
loss of a key customer in September 2020. 
The prevailing operating context has made 
it very difficult to secure new business as 
a lot of the industries which we service 
have not been operating at full capacity 
given the ongoing lockdown restrictions. 

These developments had a material 
impact on the financial performance and 
financial position of Afric Oil post the 
reporting period.

For the past two years we have been 
unable to drill additional wells at Lagia, 
which would have had the potential of 
changing the output from the field to 
make a significant contribution to the top 
line of the Group. Raising funding with 
our existing balance sheet proved nearly 
impossible. The retention of Lagia on cold 
flow with the continued volatility in oil 
prices poses a risk to the valuation of this 
asset which decreased to $2.6 million as 
at 29 February 2020 from $7.2 million in 
the prior financial year. As such, post the 
reporting period we made the difficult 
decision to dispose of our interest in Lagia 
as fully set out on page 90.

The liquidity challenges faced by 
the Group are not new, and recent 
developments with COVID‑19 have 
increased the financial pressures 
experienced by the Group. We have taken 
urgent steps to broadly manage key costs, 
streamline processes and improve our 
working capital management.

OUR ASSET BASE
We continue to believe in the potential 
of all of the assets we hold across the oil 
and gas value chain. We are also aware 
of opportunities that exist within the 
upstream and midstream space, specifically 
with respect to our interest in Block III, 
which we have strategically retained, 
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and through negotiations with our partners 
have secured an increase in participating 
interest at no cost to the Group – an aspect 
that has significantly increased the 
underlying value of the asset, part of which 
we can extract through monetisation. 
We are pressing ahead with finalising 
the renewal of the exploration permit 
for Block III, which has been impacted by 
developments with COVID‑19.

Other key assets of the Group include the 
financial assets recoverable from Encha 
and Transcorp totalling R379.9 million 
as at 29 February 2020, the realisation 
of which should contribute to the 
Group’s ability to explore other business 
development initiatives. Post‑period 
developments relating to these assets are 
outlined on page 90.

CHANGES IN DIRECTORATE
Post the reporting period we have had 
a number of changes to the directorate. 
In September 2020 and May 2021 
we bid farewell to our long‑serving 
Executive Directors, Tariro Gadzikwa and 
Damain Matroos, who both left to pursue 
other opportunities after eight years and 
six years with the Group, respectively.

In July 2020 Thuto Masasa resigned from 
her position as Independent Non‑executive 
Director and Chairperson of the Audit, Risk 
and Investment Committee (“Committee”) 
following her appointment as Head of 
Advisory at BDO. She was replaced by 
Malande Tonjeni who now serves as the 
Chairperson of the Committee. Ms Tonjeni 
is a chartered accountant and a seasoned 
executive, director and trustee with working 
experience across various sectors. We are 
excited to have her on board and look 
forward to her valuable contribution over 
the coming years.

In April 2021 Mr Boas Seruwe resigned 
from his role as director, having served 
as Chairperson of the Board since his 
appointment in 2017.

I wish to thank all the directors who left 
over the past year for their invaluable 
contribution and leadership over the 
years, and wish them well in their new 
endeavours. I look forward to working 
with the remaining directors in my new 
role as the Chairperson of the Board.

Whilst we finalise our recruitment process, 
we have appointed Darrin Arendse and 
Thabang Monametsi to serve as the 
interim Chief Executive Officer and interim 
Chief Financial Officer, respectively.

BUSINESS RESCUE 
PROCEEDINGS AT AFRIC OIL
The indebtedness of Afric Oil to the 
Unemployment Insurance Fund (“UIF”) 
continued to place significant pressure 
on its balance sheet and cash flows. 
We had been in discussions with the 
Public Investment Corporation, manager 
of the UIF, to restructure this debt to align 
repayment obligations to the existing cash 
profile of Afric Oil, given the challenges 
experienced by the business in recent 
times. Unfortunately our efforts did not 
yield the outcome we had anticipated 
as the loan restructuring was declined in 
January 2021. The UIF has now moved 
to perfect the security held for this debt 
as set out fully on page 89. Given the 
inability to recapitalise the business, 
the board of Afric Oil resolved to place the 
company under voluntary business rescue. 
The process commenced in April 2021 
and is in early stages. We will update 
our shareholders once we have more 
information regarding the process.

POST-PERIOD 
RESTRUCTURING OF THE 
GROUP GOVERNANCE 
AND MANAGEMENT 
STRUCTURES
We have identified that our governance 
and management structures can operate 
more efficiently to aid the speed of 
decision‑making whilst also managing 

the costs of the Group. These revised 
and improved management structures 
were rolled out in the first half of the new 
financial year.

THE YEAR AHEAD
While our current challenges are 
temporary, nothing has changed about 
Africa as a continent with massive 
potential and many opportunities for 
value creation in terms of hydrocarbons 
and the associated value chain. Although 
our industry finds itself in yet another 
challenging period, I believe that the 
industry will emerge even stronger and 
that the Group will rise above this time 
of uncertainty to advance its vision of 
becoming a significant player in the 
African oil and gas sector. In order to 
achieve this our key priorities over 
the coming months include revisiting 
our strategy in order to adapt to the 
unprecedented operating context given 
recent developments with COVID‑19 
which have had a material impact on 
the Group, streamlining our governance 
structures, securing the renewal of the 
exploration permit in the DRC, disposing 
of our interest in Lagia and finalising the 
permanent appointments of the Chief 
Executive Officer and Chief Financial 
Officer.

I want to thank our dedicated Directors 
and employees for their efforts during the 
year. Our people form the keystone on 
which the future success of the Group will 
be built and their valuable contributions 
across the various disciplines will continue 
to add value for the benefit of the 
Group and all its stakeholders over the 
coming years.

Vuyo Ngonyama
Chairperson

28 June 2021
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Our Business Model and Value Creation
CAPITALS 
WE RELY 
ON

OUR INPUTS* OUR OUTPUTS*

Financial

F

•  Market capitalisation of R154.5 million 
(2019: R242.8 million)

•  Debt of R186.1 million (2019: R240.7 million)
•  Supplier credit facilities R248.5 million 

(2019: R130.0 million)
•  Financial guarantees R18.6 million (2019: 

R15.7 million)

Human

H

• 104 employees (2019: 113)
•  Diverse and highly experienced leadership team
•  Reward structures linked to performance
•  Client and people‑centred culture
•  Transformed workforce

Manufactured

M

•  R53.2 million (2019: R72.9 million) of property, 
plant and equipment

•  R110.9 million (2019: R99.3 million) of exploration 
and evaluation assets

•  R32.1 million (2019: R76.8 million) of O&G 
properties

•  Three fuel depots in Gauteng, the Western Cape 
and Zimbabwe

Natural

N

•  Land, water and energy resources
•  Crude oil reserves of 4 988 Mbbl (2019: 5 097 Mbbl)

Social and relationship

S

•  Effective and constructive relationships and 
partnerships (Block III, SEER, PetroSinai, customers, 
governments, suppliers, banks and lenders)

•  Recognised reputable wholesaler of fuel products
•  Afric Oil recognised as the first black‑owned and 

managed fuel distributor with over 25 years' 
industry presence

Intellectual

I

•  Expertise of our highly experienced management 
team

• Various systems and processes

Other top‑of‑mind risks are outlined on pages 19 to 21.

•  12 634 barrels produced 
from the Lagia Oil Field 
(2019: 15 371 barrels)

•  950 000 barrels 
of crude oil lifted 
(2019: 950 000 barrels)

•  148.3 million litres of 
petroleum products 
sold in southern Africa 
(2019: 203.7 million 
litres)

OUR BUSINESS 
ACTIVITIES

Exploration
Exploration for O&G on 
Block III in the DRC

Production and 
development
•  Production and 

development 
operations at the 
Lagia Oil Field on 
the Sinai Peninsula 
in Egypt

•  Sale of crude oil 
to the Egyptian 
General Petroleum 
Corporation

Crude trading
Crude trading in Nigeria 
under contract with 
the Nigerian National 
Petroleum Corporation

Wholesale of fuel 
products
A supplier of diesel, 
petrol, paraffin, 
lubricants and 
commercial burner fuel 
to a diverse portfolio 
of customers on cash 
and credit terms in 
southern Africa

Other
•  Head office support 

services

•  Business 
development

We continue to manage the following key risks
1   Liquidity and working capital funding insufficiency
2   Commodity price, exchange and interest rate exposure

3   Failure to achieve development goals and downstream ambitions
4   HSE exposure

* For the year ended 29 February 2020
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CREATING VALUE FOR OUR STAKEHOLDERS
OUTCOMES*

Financial
•  Reduction of R21.0 million in finance costs
•  Share price down by 36%
•   Debt repayment of R80.4 million (2019: R210.5 million)
•  Decrease in cash cost base by R31.7 million 

(2019: R35.3 million)
•  Loss before interest, tax and depreciation of R85.2 million 

(2019: R667.6 million) 
•  Headline earnings per share of 4.96 cents (2019: loss of 

45.31 cents)
•  Net asset value of R413.8 million (2019: R434.0 million)
•  Net cash generated from operations of R88.9 million 

(2019: used R153.6 million)
•  Net borrowings to shareholders' equity ratio of 45% 

(2019: 55%)

Human
•  R46.2 million (2019: R60.1 million) paid in remuneration 
•  No salary increases (2019: 4.5% South Africa, 15% Egypt)
•  Employee turnover of 8% (2019: 24%)
•  Employee satisfaction rating of 79% (2019: 62%)
•  Zero fatalities and no total recordable incidents (2019: nil)
•  40% black representation in top management (2019: 72%)
•  R0.2 million expenditure on training (2019: R0.5 million)

Manufactured
•  Depreciation, depletion and amortisation totalling R29.4 million 

(2019: R31.6 million)
•  R0.8 million (2019: R0.04 million) in additions to property, plant 

and equipment
•  No additions to O&G properties (2019: R3.0 million)
•  Valuation of Lagia of US$2.6 million (2019: US$7.2 million) 

based on Competent Person’s Report 
•  Renewal of Block III licence
•  Increase in interest in Block III to 42.5% from 12.5% at no cost 

(2019: no additions)

Natural
•  No environmental incidents (2019: Nil)
•  Water usage of 2 964 m3 (2019: 5 151 m3)
•  Energy usage of 14 861 gigajoules (2019: 18 471 gigajoules)
•   Carbon emissions totalling 1 382 mtCO2 (2019: 1 683 mtCO2) 

Social and relationship
•  B‑BBEE status of Level 2 (2019: Level 2)
•  Payroll taxes totalling R9.7 million paid to SARS 

(2019: R12.3 million)
•  Expenditure on supplier development of R0.5 million 

(2019: R1.2 million)
•  Preferential procurement expenditure totalling R1.4 billion 

(2019: R1.0 billion)
•  CSI contribution totalling R0.4 million (2019: R0.4 million)
•  Skills development expenditure totalling R0.7 million 

(2019: Rnil)
• Company is 64.50% black owned

Intellectual
•  Appointment of new managing director on 1 March 2020
•  Expenditure to improve systems and processes R1.8 million 

(2019: R1.5 million)
•  Introduction of new processes to improve operations 

Strong governance and ethics. Details pertaining to our governance processes are outlined 
on pages 43 to 47.

* For the year ended 29 February 2020
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The Needs and Expectations of 
Our Stakeholders 

IDENTIFY KEY 
STAKEHOLDERS
•  Providers of capital
•  Those that impact us and 

those we impact

STAKEHOLDER 
ENGAGEMENT
•  Identify key needs and 

expectations
•  Determine material 

matters

RESOURCE AND 
ALLOCATION PLANS
•  Allocation of capitals

FORMULATE STRATEGY
•  Establish strategic priorities
•  Incorporate risk mitigation
(see page 23)

IMPLEMENTATION
•  Outcomes and impacts
•  Provide feedback
(see page 11)

RISKS AND 
OPPORTUNITIES
•  Identify risks and 

opportunities that arise 
from these relationships

(see page 19)

Our regular engagement 
with stakeholders assists the 

Board to understand their needs 
and expectations and, therefore, 

to identify material matters which inform 
our strategy and decision‑making. Efora fully 

appreciates that such engagements are 
central to the Group's value‑creation 

processes and sustainability. We set out 
our stakeholder engagement process 

and its interface with our strategy 
on pages 23 to 25.
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Key stakeholder How we engaged Key interests

Our strategic 
response
(see page 23)

How we create value for our 
stakeholders
(see page 11)

Effectiveness 
of our 
engagement

SHAREHOLDERS 

3 319 shareholders • 	Meetings	and	
AGM

• 	Annual	and	
interim reports

• 	Website
• 	Media	

engagements
• 	Announcements

• 	Liquidity	and	funding	of	
the Group

• 	Impact	of	the	coronavirus	
on the performance of the 
Group

• 	Renewal	of	the	Block	III	
licence

• 	Transformation	and	
empowerment status

• 	Value	creation	reflected	in	
share price and dividend 
growth

• 	Sustainable	growth	in	
revenue, earnings and 
assets

• 	Cost	optimisation	
and sound cash flow 
management

• 	Integration	and	synergies	
across the various 
businesses

• 	Remuneration	philosophy	
and implementation 
aligned to business 
performance

• 	Strong,	experienced	
and lean management 
structure

• 	Transparent	and	timely	
reporting 

• 	Sound	strategy,	risk	
management and 
governance

We recognise that our 
value‑creation outcomes 
as set out on page 11 
in many ways fall below 
the expectations of our 
shareholders. Top of 
the agenda is improving 
the performance of our 
business operations across 
the value chain.

LENDERS 

Two lenders • Meetings
• 	Annual	and	

interim reports
• 	Financial	

information
• Announcements

• 	Strengthening	of	the	
balance sheet

• 	Solvency	and	liquidity	
management 

• 	Compliance	with	
covenants and debt 
service capabilities

• 	Adherence	to	other	
contractual terms

Whilst we are exploring 
various methods to 
manage the debt within 
the Group we create value 
for our lenders by:
• 	generation	of	interest	

income;
• 	maintaining	good	

relationships and 
transparency; and

• 	renegotiating	terms	
suitable for the Group’s 
current financial 
position in order to 
ensure debt obligations 
are satisfied.

13
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Key stakeholder How we engaged Key interests

Our strategic 
response
(see page 23)

How we create value for our 
stakeholders
(see page 11)

Effectiveness 
of our 
engagement

EMPLOYEES 

71 employees 
in SA of whom 
39% are female 
and 61% are male

33 employees in 
foreign territories

• 	Employee	
surveys

• 	Rewards	and	
recognition 
programmes

• 	Performance	
management 
systems

• 	One-on-one	
interactions

• 	Leadership	
channels

• 	Notice	boards
• 	Regular	team	

meetings and 
workshops

• 	Security	of	employment	
• 	Regular	engagement	with	

the Company
• 	Career	development	and	

growth opportunities
• 	Fair	remuneration
• 	Work-life	balance
• 	Financial	performance	of	

the Group
• 	Sound	HSE	practices
• 	Diversity	and	

transformation
• 	A	stable	work	environment	

and conditions of 
employment

Employees are at the 
centre of what we do. 
We create value by:
• 	employing	skilled	and	

experienced people in 
the countries where we 
operate;

• 	providing	opportunities	
for learning and career 
progression;

• 	rewarding	employees	
for the contribution 
they make via short‑
term and long‑term 
incentive plans; 

• 	providing	opportunities	
for employment and 
gender equity through 
our various policies; and

• 	maintaining	a	strong	
culture of HSE 
compliance.

REGULATORS

SARB

SARS 

National Energy 
Regulator of 
South Africa 
(NERSA)

JSE

Various local 
and foreign 
government 
departments 

• Meetings
• 	Annual	and	

interim reports
• Announcements
• Liaisons
• 	Compliance	

returns
• Workshops

• 	Compliance	with	all	
legal and regulatory 
requirements

• 	Tax	and	regulatory	
contributions

• 	Transformation	and	
sustainable economic 
development

• 	Licencing	authorisations

Regulators provide a 
functioning and enabling 
environment in which 
to operate effectively. 
We create value for our 
regulators through:
• 	contributions	to	the	

fiscal budget through 
our tax and licence 
payments; 

• 	compliance	with	
regulations which 
ensures regulators 
maintain effective 
systems; and

• 	knowledge	sharing	as	
subject matter experts.

CUSTOMERS

A diverse 
portfolio of 
customers in 
the countries in 
which we operate

• Meetings
• 	Website	and	

operational 
channels

• 	Annual	and	
interim reports

• 	Regular	
correspondence, 
both formal and 
informal

• 	Quality	and	pricing	of	
products 

• 	Efficiency	of	delivery	and	
operations of the Group

• 	Security	of	supply	and	
dependable service

• 	Reputable	and	ethical	
business practices

• B-BBEE	ratings

Our customers are the 
reason we exist. We create 
value by:
• 	providing	products	on	

suitable commercial 
terms and on schedule 
in various locations; 

• 	working	closely	with	our	
customers to ensure 
we meet their changing 
demands; and

• 	providing	credit	
that enhances our 
customers’ ability to 
conduct business.

The Needs and Expectations of Our Stakeholders continued
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Key stakeholder How we engaged Key interests

Our strategic 
response
(see page 23)

How we create value for our 
stakeholders
(see page 11)

Effectiveness 
of our 
engagement

SUPPLIERS

Local and foreign 
suppliers

• Meetings
• 	Website	and	

operational 
channels

• 	Annual	and	
interim reports

• 	Regular	
correspondence, 
both formal and 
informal

• 	Supply	opportunities	and	
contract terms

• 	Management	of	credit	
facilities in accordance 
with the contractual terms

• 	Reputable	and	ethical	
business practices

• 	Compliance	with	HSE	
standards

• 	Sustainable	volume	
commitments 

• 	B-BBEE	ratings	

Our supply chain is an 
integral part of our value 
chain. We create value 
through:
• 	our	preferential	

procurement policies;
• 	meeting	our	credit	

terms and ensuring our 
trade debt is settled 
timeously; and

• 	aiding	the	development	
of smaller players by 
providing loans.

COMMUNITIES

Communities in 
the countries in 
which we operate

• CSI	initiatives
• 	Website	and	

social media 
engagements

• 	Through	
operating 
partners

• 	Social	and	economic	
development

• 	Education
• 	Employment	opportunities
• 	The	impact	of	our	

operations on health, 
safety and the 
environment which may 
affect their surroundings 
and well‑being

We create value by:
• 	providing	employment	

opportunities; 
• 	support	for	education	

and skills development 
in the communities in 
which we operate; and

• 	contributing	through	
our CSI initiatives.

 Good

 Requires improvement
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Risks and Opportunities in 
Our Operating Environment
The Group’s operations and performance continue to be affected by developments in our operating environment which present risks and 
opportunities that could impact the execution of our strategy. The Group constantly repositions to ensure adequate adaptation to changes 
which influence our value‑creation activities. Our material matters are inherent in our key risks and opportunities.

COVID-19 PANDEMIC
At the end of March 2020 
the South African economy, which 
is central to the key operations of 
the Group, went into lockdown. 
Although key subsidiaries within 
the Group were categorised as 
essential services providers, 
overall demand for fuel products 
decreased as economic activity 
was curtailed by the lockdown 
measures. Demand for the 
Group’s products significantly 
deteriorated and remains below 
anticipated targets.

Looking ahead, the South African 
economy is expected to contract 
from the effects of the pandemic. 
It is also uncertain what lies 
ahead as it relates to further 
developments with COVID‑19 as 
the country prepares for a third 
wave.

Risks
1   Liquidity and working capital 

funding insufficiency

3   Failure to achieve 
development goals and 
downstream ambitions

4   HSE exposure

Refer to pages 19 to 21 for 
the details pertaining to the 
management of our top risks.

MACROECONOMIC FACTORS
Volatility of the US Dollar/Rand exchange rate
The Rand/US$ exchange rate remained volatile during the year under review, 
impacted mainly by the recession combined with the impact of the US‑China 
trade disputes. Overall, the exchange rate weakened and averaged R14.58/US$1 
for the year ended 28 February 2020 compared to R13.53/US$1 in the prior year. 
This had a significant impact on the translation of our foreign operations, US$‑
denominated financial assets, our ability to fund the development programme at 
Lagia and the performance of our upstream and downstream businesses. Post the 
reporting period, developments with COVID‑19 placed additional pressure on the 
exchange rate which saw the US$ trading above R19 late in April 2020.

Looking ahead, there is sentiment that the Rand/US$ exchange rate will trade 
somewhere between R12/US$1 and R14/US$.

Global oil prices and demand/supply dynamics
Crude oil prices averaged $64/barrel for the year under review compared to an 
average of $70/barrel during the previous financial year, as supply outweighed 
demand due to the failure of OPEC to reach an agreement. The downward pressure 
on oil prices was exacerbated by the COVID‑19 pandemic which resulted in lower 
demand for fuel products due to lockdown measures. This meant that the risk of 
running out of storage capacity as supply increased further pushed oil prices down 
with prices plummeting to $19/barrel in April 2020.

Looking ahead, market projections are that crude oil will trade above $60/barrel. 

Risks 
1   Liquidity and working capital funding insufficiency

2   Commodity price, exchange and interest rate exposure

3   Failure to achieve development goals and downstream ambitions

Refer to pages 19 to 21 for the details pertaining to the management of our top risks.
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COMPETITOR 
LANDSCAPE
The Group experienced significant 
competition from heavy 
discounting by small entrants into 
the market, low‑cost importers 
and illegal importation of fuel 
products which resulted in a loss 
of its customer base. This led 
to the erosion of the top line by 
approximately 25% for the year 
under review. Post the reporting 
period the Group also lost a key 
customer which placed further 
pressure on revenue. Recent 
developments include Afric 
Oil, a material subsidiary, being 
placed under business rescue in 
April 2021 (see page 89).

Looking ahead, we remain 
optimistic that the business 
rescue process at Afric Oil will 
achieve the desired outcome.

Risks
1    Liquidity and working capital 

funding insufficiency

3    Failure to achieve 
development goals and 
downstream ambitions

Refer to pages 19 to 21 for 
the details pertaining to the 
management of our top risks.

ECONOMIC 
SITUATION IN 
ZIMBABWE
The Group has experienced 
significant challenges with 
securing foreign currency in 
Zimbabwe to enable the sourcing 
of products, coupled with 
difficult trading conditions in the 
country. As such the Zimbabwean 
operations remained suspended 
for the year under review. 
Furthermore, the Zimbabwean 
economy was classified as 
hyperinflationary from July 2019 
which resulted in significant 
accounting losses arising from the 
modification of historical numbers 
for the effects of inflation.

It is not expected that the 
economic and business climate in 
Zimbabwe will resolve any time 
soon. It is therefore anticipated 
that the operations in Zimbabwe 
will remain suspended for some 
time to come.

Risks
3    Failure to achieve 

development goals and 
downstream ambitions

10    Geopolitical risk

Refer to pages 19 to 21 for 
the details pertaining to the 
management of our top risks.

LIMITED SUPPLY OF 
CRUDE OIL UNDER 
THE AGREEMENT 
WITH THE NNPC
Constraints on the availability 
of crude oil from the NNPC 
continued, which resulted in 
only one lifting during the year. 
It was our strategic intention 
to supplement the income 
streams of the Group through 
this arrangement. Developments 
with COVID‑19 have exacerbated 
the supply constraints and have 
impacted our strategic initiatives 
to delve into other midstream 
opportunities that would have 
been otherwise available to the 
Group.

Risks
1    Liquidity and working capital 

funding insufficiency

Refer to pages 19 to 21 for 
the details pertaining to the 
management of our top risks.
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Our Risk Management
We continue to strengthen our risk management practices in order to ensure that we achieve an 
acceptable balance between pursuing opportunities in line with our strategy and mitigating adverse 
outcomes associated with the risks identified.

The Group’s risk management framework 
ensures that information about risks 
derived from the risk assessment process is 
adequately reported and used as a basis for 
decision‑making and accountability. The risk 
matrix is one of the central elements of 
our ERM methodology and is utilised in our 
assessment of the key risks facing the Group. 
The risk matrix below reflects the strategic 
and escalated risks identified by the Group 
during the course of the financial year and 
emerging risks recognised subsequent to 
the year‑end. The Group’s approach to risk 
management is outlined alongside.

RISK ASSESSMENTS 
Risk assessment is the overall process 
of risk identification, risk analysis and 
risk evaluation. This is conducted either 
via a formal risk workshop facilitated by 
management or management engagement 
on progress with risk‑mitigation actions 
and	emerging	risks.	Quarterly	updates	are	
provided to the governance structures 
charged with the oversight of risk 
management.

CONTROL SELF-
ASSESSMENTS (”CSA”) 
A generic CSA has been developed that can 
be applied to all business functions. This tool 
is used by management to assess the status 
of risk controls in their respective functions. 

GOVERNANCE
The Group has a robust governance structure 
in place and risk management forms part of 
oversight functions. Risks are escalated to 
the various governance committees within 
Efora. The oversight of ERM rests with the 
Audit, Risk and Investment Committee. 
All escalated risks, defined as those assessed 
as “residually extreme”, were presented 
by the Executive Committee to the Audit, 
Risk and Investment Committee. A subset 
of those risks, identified by the Audit, Risk 
and Investment Committee as strategically 
significant, were presented to the Board. 
The strategic risks and escalated risks are 
reflected in the risk matrix alongside.

Strategic risk matrix

Severe

IM
PA

CT

Significant

Moderate

Minor

Minimal

LIKELIHOOD
Highly 

unlikely
Unlikely Moderate Likely Highly likely

Commodity price, 
exchange and interest rate 

exposure

Liquidity and working 
capital funding  

insufficiency

Failure to achieve 
development goals and 
downstream ambitions

Reputational damage

HSE exposure

Legal and statutory non‑
compliance

Geopolitical risk

Inability to attract or  
retain key talent

Establish 
context

Conduct risk 
assessment

Monitor and 
review

Communicate 
and consult

Report 
control 

incidents

1

2

3

1
• Identify risks
•  Risk analysis, evaluation 

and treatment
• Self‑assessment

2
•  Executive reporting 

and escalation
•  Track and report 

implementation
•  Monitor and review risk 

management frameworks

3
•  Notification of incident 

and compilation of 
report

•  Report approval, 
distribution and action 
tracking

Loss of IP due to 
IT breaches

Bribery, corruption, fraud 
or theft
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STATUS OF STRATEGIC AND ESCALATED RISKS

Risk 
Impact on value 
creation

Mitigation and 
opportunities

Strategic 
objectives 
affected Looking ahead

1 Liquidity 
and working 
capital funding 
insufficiency

Volumes sold and 
cash flows have been 
below our targets 
which impacts the 
sustainability of 
the Group.

• 	Recapitalisation	and	
funding initiatives. 

• 	Continued	cost	
optimisation.

• 	Strategic	review	of	
assets.

The coming months are absolutely 
critical and we remain focused 
on our initiatives to improve 
the performance outcomes and 
financial position of the Group.

2 Commodity 
price, 
exchange and 
interest rate 
exposure

• 	Volatility	that	can	
result in lower 
revenue growth 
and working capital 
pressure

• 	Higher	borrowing	
costs

• 	Higher	capital	
expenditure and 
acquisition costs

• 	Lower	profitability	
and cash flows

• 	Diversification	of	
revenue streams. 

• 	Restructuring	of	the	
Group's balance 
sheet.

• 	Disposal	of	the	
Group's interest in 
Lagia.

Volatility in the financial and 
commodity markets is expected to 
continue. The Group will look at 
adopting further risk management 
strategies to minimise the impact 
of currency, commodity price and 
interest rate fluctuations on the 
Group’s operations. 

3 Failure to 
achieve 
development 
goals and 
downstream 
ambitions

• 	Failure	to	achieve	
downstream targets 
creates liquidity 
and working capital 
challenges for the 
Group 

• 	Failure	to	achieve	
production and 
development 
goals will have an 
adverse impact 
on the financial 
performance and 
financial position 
of the Group and 
could, in extreme 
circumstances, 
threaten the Group’s 
licence(s) to operate

• 	Strategic	review	of	
assets. 

• 	Disposal	of	the	
Group's interest in 
Lagia.

The Group will continue to monitor 
the outcome of the business rescue 
proceedings at Afric Oil. We also 
plan to finalise the disposal of Lagia 
in the coming months.
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Our Risk Management continued

STATUS OF STRATEGIC AND ESCALATED RISKS continued

Risk 
Impact on value 
creation

Mitigation and 
opportunities

Strategic 
objectives 
affected Looking ahead

4 HSE exposure • 	Harm	to	people	and	
the environment 
and damage to the 
Group’s assets 

• 	Significant	fines	and	
penalties may be 
incurred by the Group

• 	Threat	to	the	
Group’s licence(s) to 
operate

• 	Reputational	
damage

• 	Risk	has	increased	
as a result of 
developments with 
the coronavirus, 
to the extent that 
it may impact the 
health and wellness 
of our employees

• 	Regular	audits	of	HSE	
practices

• 	Implementation	of	
safety improvement 
plans

• 	Continuous	
monitoring of 
standards and strict 
performance targets 
for HSE matters

•  Driving disciplined and 
consistent compliance 
with health and safety 
standards

The Group aims to maintain its 
impeccable safety record by 
ensuring that it continues to adapt 
to changing HSE laws and practices. 
We will also continue to promote 
the health and wellness of our 
employees by adhering to strict 
protocols, as regulated, to minimise 
the impact of the coronavirus.

5 Loss of IP due 
to IT breaches

• 	Loss	of	competitive	
advantage

• 	Financial	loss
• 	Loss	of	control	of	

operating systems
• 	Penalties	and	fines	

may be incurred by 
the Group

• 	IT	oversight	role	by	
the Audit, Risk and 
Investment Committee

• 	IT	policy	in	place	
and IT processes/
procedures developed

• 	Regular	IT	audits	
• 	IT	firewall	and	access	

controls in place
• 	Backups	conducted	on	

a regular basis, with 
a business continuity 
and disaster recovery 
plan in place.

Through its risk management 
processes the Group will continue 
to adapt its IT platforms to mitigate 
ever‑evolving cyberattack risks in 
order to minimise the threat of 
security breaches.

6 Reputational 
damage

Loss of customers and 
strategic partnerships

• 	Enforcement	of	the	
Group’s Code of 
Conduct and Ethics

• 	Regular	monitoring	
and response to 
reputational threats

We aim to continuously engage 
with stakeholders in order to 
identify threats that exist with 
respect to the Group’s reputation.

7 Legal and 
statutory non-
compliance

• 	Reputational	
damage

• 	Fines	for	non-
compliance

• 	Loss	of	licence(s)	to	
operate

• 	Internal	and	external	
legal support

• 	Regular	engagement	
with regulatory 
authorities

• 	Monitoring	of	
compliance and 
annual compliance 
certification

Compliance with laws and 
regulations is at the core of how 
we conduct our business. We will 
continue to manage this risk 
through continuous engagement 
with relevant stakeholders 
to ensure we keep abreast of 
regulatory and statutory changes.
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Risk 
Impact on value 
creation

Mitigation and 
opportunities

Strategic 
objectives 
affected Looking ahead

8 Inability to 
attract or 
retain key 
talent

• 	Short-term	to	
medium‑term 
disruption of 
operations

• 	Decrease	in	
investor confidence 
regarding the 
Group’s ability to 
deliver

• 	Remuneration	policy	
in place and reviewed 
through external 
benchmarking

• 	Improvements	
in the Group’s 
employee value 
proposition through 
the introduction of 
policies to ensure 
gender mainstreaming 
and internal equity

The Group continues to improve 
its employee value proposition 
and succession planning in line 
with ever‑evolving employment 
practices.

9 Bribery, 
corruption, 
fraud or theft

• 	Reputational	
damage

• 	Punitive	fines	for	
actions 

• 	Loss	of	licence(s)	to	
operate

• 	Existence	of	a	Code	of	
Conduct and Ethics

• 	Whistle-blower	policy	
and process in place

• 	Fraud	hotline
• 	Various	internal	

control processes

The Group will continue to 
maintain zero tolerance for 
unethical and fraudulent conduct 
in its engagements with its various 
stakeholders in line with its Code 
of Conduct and Ethics and various 
internal control processes.

10 Geopolitical 
risk 

• 	Deterioration	of	the	
Group’s intrinsic 
value and a decrease 
in its return on 
investment. 
At worst, a total 
loss of an asset/
investment

• 	Harm	to	our	
employees and 
the potential 
destruction of assets

• 	Maintenance	of	a	
geographically diverse 
portfolio

• 	Extensive	country	
risk assessments 
prior to entering new 
territories 

• 	Maintenance	
of positive and 
transparent 
relationships with 
governments 

• 	Application	of	the	
highest standards of 
corporate governance 
and ethics

• 	Focus	on	investing	
in countries 
with a strong 
legal framework 
which belong to 
international bodies

• 	Regular	monitoring	
of developments in 
countries in which we 
operate

We will continue to be measured 
in our approach to growing and 
maintaining our portfolio in line 
with our risk management strategy 
through the continuous evaluation 
and assessment of risks which exist 
in the countries where we operate.
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Our Material Matters
Our material matters are those issues that could substantially affect the Group’s ability to create value, impede the execution of our 
strategy and impact our ability to stay competitive and create value over the short, medium and long term. The process which the Group 
follows to determine material matters is outlined below.

Material matter Why it's important
Our strategic 
response

Improving the 
performance 
and 
sustainability of 
our businesses

The Group continues to generate operating losses and the sustainability of the Group continues 
to be a top risk which the Group faces and requires immediate remediation. Post the reporting 
period, developments with the coronavirus have also negatively impacted the performance of 
the business. Key priorities include improving the performance outcomes and financial position 
of the Group and conducting a strategic review of assets.

Adapting to 
volatility in the 
macroeconomic 
environment

The assets, revenue streams and finance costs of the Group are highly sensitive to fluctuations 
in the US$/R rate, oil prices and interest rates respectively. The Group is not immediately able 
to hedge these positions and is dependent on the diversification of its portfolio of assets, the 
optimisation of its cost structure and the efficiency of its operations to mitigate risks presented. 

Capital 
excellence

The Group’s access to capital is limited and we are cognisant of the importance of managing our 
capital effectively and restructuring the balance sheet to support the growth of the Group.

Health, 
safety and 
environment

We take pride in our safety record and the minimal impact of our operations on the 
environment. The Group is focused on ensuring the health of its employees and stakeholders, 
and the occurrence of the coronavirus has brought this to the fore. The Group ensures 
that it exceeds the minimum health standards currently in place by creating a safer 
working environment.

Sound 
governance

Sound governance practices are key to the ability of the Group to create value for its 
stakeholders and the Group is constantly evaluating its governance processes to support the 
efficiency of the Group.

The Group’s consultative process to identify and assess the material matters relevant to its businesses, both from within the organisation 
and applicable to its external environment, is an ongoing process. The process will continue to evolve and develop as consultations 
continue and the nature of our businesses change in line with our strategy. This will have a significant impact on the content of future 
integrated reports. Material issues identified so far, from current engagement with stakeholders and from evaluations performed by 
management which impact our strategy, are outlined below. 

•  Operating environment
•  Group strategy
•  Board discussions
•  Stakeholder engagement
•  Risk management 
•  Performance of the Group

•  Consider impact on the 
Group’s strategic priorities

IDENTIFY  
RELEVANT  
MATTERS

EVALUATE 
IMPORTANCE

PRIORITISE 
IMPORTANT 

MATTERS

DETERMINE  
MATTERS TO  

DISCLOSE

•  Consider feedback from the Board discussions
•  Matters that affect the sustainability of the Group
•  Consider outcomes of the risk management process
•  Consider feedback from engagement with stakeholders
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Our Strategy
Our immediate aim is to ensure we improve the performance of the Group to ensure its sustainability. We are intent on achieving this 
and our strategy, which is informed by our material matters and outcomes from our engagement with stakeholders, outlines the key 
actions the Group plans to undertake in order to create value for our stakeholders over the short, medium and long term. The Group is in 
the process of reviewing its strategy given recent developments in the Group. The strategy presented below will be adapted to take into 
account the outcomes of the business rescue proceedings at Afric Oil and the ongoing strategic review of assets, and opportunities under 
consideration by the Group.

NEAR TO MEDIUM TERM –
2021 TO 2023

LONG TERM –
2024 ONWARDS

KEY PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS
ACTUAL PERFORMANCE 
AND FUTURE TARGETS ARE 
PROVIDED ON PAGE 25

Maintain 
capital 

excellence

•  Pursue the restructuring of the Group’s balance 
sheet

•  Focused deployment of capital for growth
•  Raise additional funding and working capital 

facilities to enable targeted growth
•  Efficient funding model for the importation of fuel 

products

•  Strengthen the Group’s 
balance sheet

•  Grow the Group’s new 
product lines

•  Retail network of over 
15 sites in certain 
focussed locations 
across South Africa

•  Focused acquisitions to 
meet growth ambitions 
of the Group

•  Generate cash returns 
for shareholders

•  Ongoing review of 
quality of portfolio

•  Extract further value 
from the Group’s 
upstream and 
midstream positions

•  New funds raised

Pursue 
operational 
excellence

•  Continued emphasis on cost optimisation including 
driving efficiencies in logistics to reduce the cost 
per unit of revenue

•  Secure access to strategic supply positions to 
serve the various regions in South Africa on a 
competitive basis 

•  Improve the supply prices for fuel products to 
improve the competitive position of the Group

•  Further enhance systems and processes to 
improve operations response times

•  Continuous improvement of the Group’s HSE 
practices

• Afric Oil annual volumes 
• Afric Oil gross margin 
• Afric Oil annual costs per litre
• Operating cost per barrel 
•  Lagia average barrels of oil per 

day
• Consolidated EBITDA 
• Employee satisfaction index
• Total recordable injury rate
• Zero environmental incidents

Grow our 
portfolio

•  Deployment of resources to focus on sectors 
where the Group has a competitive advantage

•  Launch of additional product lines, e.g. lubricants 
and sanitisers

•  Expand the Group’s position in the fuel retail 
sector in South Africa

•  Secure import storage facilities to support the 
growth strategy across the various locations

•  Enhance strategic partnerships in the fuel sector to 
strengthen the Group’s market position

•  Leverage our SEER trading position
•  Evaluate opportunities to secure a strong partner for 

Block III to undertake the exploration opportunities

•  Volumes growth
•  New business net margin
•  Fuel imports model

Balance our 
portfolio

•  Review of the Group’s retention and optimisation 
of its operations in South Africa, Egypt and 
Zimbabwe

•  Review exploration position in the DRC and 
renewal of the Block III licence

•  Farm‑out of Lagia

Sound 
governance

• Effective ERM process to manage risks
•  Maintain at least a Level 2 rating in terms of the 

B‑BBEE codes applicable to the Group
•  Simplification of organisational structure
• Progression of significant litigation
•  Improve brand recognition and reputation

• Improve B‑BBEE level
• Preferential procurement
• Management control

The measurement of the performance of the Group against its strategic objectives is outlined on page 25.
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The Board has set key performance 
indicators that are aligned with our 

strategic objectives as a foundation for 
measuring our ability to create value 

for our stakeholders. 
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Delivering on Our Strategy
The Board annually sets the key performance indicators for the Group that are aligned with our strategic objectives as a foundation for 
measuring our ability to create value for our stakeholders. We publish these targets to provide guidance to our shareholders on the 
Group’s performance objectives for the current and next financial year. The performance of the Group against its targets for the year 
ended 29 February 2020 is outlined below.

KPI Weighting Target Actual
Target 

achieved
Future 

weighting
Future 
targets

UPSTREAM Production: average barrels 
of oil per day (gross 100%) 5% 32 35 5% 14

Operating cost per barrel 
($/bbl) 5% 56 62 5% 250

Attract JV Partner 
(% farmed down) 5% 40 –

DOWNSTREAM Volumes: total for the year 
(million litres) 5% 160.1 148.3 10% 156.5

Average gross margin (R/l) 5% 0.36 0.41 5% 0.43

Cost (R/litre) 5% 26 13

HSE Total recordable injury rate 
(”TRIR”) 5% 2.6 – 5% 2.6

Environmental matters 5% – – 5% –

BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT

Volume growth (million 
litres per year) 12.5% 138.2 8.1 10% 91.4

New business net margin 
(Rc/l) 7.5% 0.36 0.35

Lubricants volume (million 
litres) 5% 0.8

Lubricants net margin (R/
litre) 5% 4.00

Implementation of fuel 
imports model (target date) 5% Sep 2020

FINANCE
New funds raised (R’m) 15% 200 53 15% 100

Consolidated EBITDA (R’m) 10% 27.6 (85.2) 10% 45.5

STAKEHOLDERS Qualifying	procurement	
spending allocated to 
black‑owned businesses 
during the year (%) 5% 50 51

Improvement of B‑BBEE 
rating 5% Level 1

Improve management 
control (EE) on B‑BBEE 
scorecard (points) 5% 16 – 18 16 5% 16 – 18

Employee Satisfaction 
Index (%) 5% 75 – 85 79 5% 75 – 85

Total 100% 100%
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Market headwinds, oil price instability and international tensions all contributed to a challenging 
financial year for most commodity-based businesses in South Africa. Trading conditions continued 
to present challenges as South Africa’s GDP showed negative growth during much of 2019.

The never‑ending trade war escalation 
between the United States and China as 
well as price wars between Russia and 
Saudi Arabia saw global stock markets, 
including the JSE, negatively impacted. 
The ever‑present threats of ratings 
downgrades, electricity insecurity and 
geopolitical trade constraints were also 
contributing factors to a difficult trading 
environment during the financial year 
ended 29 February 2020.

EXECUTION OF OUR 
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
Going into FY20/21 we had set ourselves 
firm goals as it relates to our operations, 
business development initiatives, 
financial targets and stakeholder‑related 
key reporting areas. Whilst we made 
good progress in achieving some of our 
ambitions, which sets a firm base for 
future initiatives in the pipeline, we were 
unable to meet all of our strategic targets 
and significant efforts are being invested 
in achieving an improvement in the 
underlying key businesses.

Our upstream business
We retained our key positions in our 
upstream portfolio, being our investment 
in Lagia in Egypt and Block III in the 
DRC. Regarding our Lagia asset, we have 
always firmly believed in the value and 
future potential of the asset, however 
unfavourable developments in the 
commodities space which saw a significant 

decline in oil prices post the acquisition of 
the asset, especially in recent times, have 
meant that further capital investment 
in the asset has become unjustifiable at 
the prevailing oil prices. We had hoped 
we would have been able to farm down 
part of the asset but have not had much 
success to date. Given the risk that 
exists from a further deterioration in 
the value of the asset as we have been 
unable to advance the field development 
programme over the years, the Board 
made the tough decision to pursue the 
disposal of our interest in Lagia as fully 
set out on page 90. In the interim we 
have continued to focus our attention 
on reducing operating costs at Lagia and 
our rationalisation of the management 
structure in Egypt has gone a long way in 
achieving this objective.

Having operated on cold flow for the 
duration of the year, Lagia reported a loss 
of R81.0 million (2019: R171.9 million) 
including impairments totalling 
R67.0 million (2019: R152.3 million) of 
oil and gas properties and intangible 
assets. These impairments, as expected, 
were primarily a result of the further 
decline in oil prices, the deferral of the 
drilling programme and also a significant 
change in discount rate. Volumes from 
the field decreased by 18% (2019: 27%). 
In the next few months, we hope to 
finalise the disposal of Lagia and terminate 
our presence in Egypt. An independent 

valuation pegs the asset at a valuation of 
$2.6 million as at 1 March 2020 and the 
Group currently retains full ownership of 
the asset.

We are pleased with progress on Block III, 
as we saw an increase in the Group’s 
interest in the asset to 42.5% at no cost to 
the Group. We remain assured that this 
block is an exciting prospect for the Group 
with significant unaudited prospective 
resources. The renewal of the exploration 
licence which expired in July 2020 is 
ongoing and has been impacted by 
the lockdown in the DRC as a result of 
COVID‑19. We are confident that we will 
secure the renewal and that exploration 
activities will resume in the near term.

Negative impact of market 
conditions on our downstream 
ambitions
Afric Oil remains the core operating asset 
of the Group and has been in our portfolio 
for a little over three years, during which 
time we have experienced an increase 
in our new customer base and also an 
erosion of the customer base that existed 
at the time we acquired the asset. Central 
to this was a highly unanticipated loss of 
a key customer in the first quarter of the 
financial year coupled with other losses 
of smaller low‑margin cash customers. 
Having further evaluated the positioning of 
the Afric Oil business in the downstream 
market we had implemented measures 

Chief Executive Officer’s 
Review
by Darrin Arendse
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to ensure firstly, that we retained the 
existing customer base and secondly, 
that we were adequately positioned to 
attract new business. As mentioned in the 
Chairman's Review, despite these intiatives, 
unprecedented developments with 
COVID‑19 excerbated Afric Oil's operational 
challenges, culminating in the company 
being place under voluntary business 
rescue in April 2021. We will continue 
to monitor progress relating to these 
proceedings which are in early stages.

Our fuel wholesale business in Zimbabwe 
remained suspended during the year 
under review as the economic and 
business climate continued to be unstable. 

The volumes sold by Afric Oil therefore 
decreased to 148.3 million litres (2019: 
203.7 million litres) during the year ended 
29 February 2020, which was one of 
the key factors that led to the reported 
loss after taxation of R128.7 million 
(2019: R143.3 million). Included in this 
reported loss is a charge of R45.1 million 
attributable to the impairment of 
customer relationships and brand 
intangible assets. These assets were 
recognised at the time of the acquisition 
of Afric Oil and the impairment was a 
direct result of the loss of customers and 
lower traded volumes.

Ongoing cost optimisation
Cost optimisation continues to be on 
the agenda, especially given the decline 
in the top line of the Group. We are 
pleased with our efforts which over a 
two‑year period have now resulted in a 
decrease of R66.7 million in the Group’s 
key cash costs – remuneration, business 
development, travel and lease costs. 

We have also completed the restructuring 
of our operations to ensure we improve 
our agility and leverage synergies across 
the Group. 

Our HSE initiatives
We have managed to live up to our 
high standard of zero harm during the 
year, with no significant recordable 
environmental issues, incidents, fatalities 
or injuries. This represents an outstanding 
record for our industry. The Group 
is committed to enforcing our HSE 
policies and procedures to ensure that 
we maintain our zero harm approach. 
This achievement is testament to the 
commitment of our teams across the 
various locations to uphold the zero harm 
principle of the Group. 

Given developments with the Coronavirus 
post the reporting period, we have put 
in place measures at all our operations 
and at our head office to ensure that the 
health and well‑being of our employees 
are protected. We implemented 
social distancing measures in line 
with recommendations made by the 
South African Government and local 
and international health bodies, and in 
this regard implemented a remote work 
initiative which entailed equipping all 
staff members who could do so, to work 
from home. We also suspended all travel 
and have communicated our health and 
safety protocols to all our stakeholders. 
As at the date of this report, with the 
country in lockdown level 4, our staff have 
returned to the office and we continue to 
enforce our stringent COVID‑19 protocols. 
I am happy to report that our employees 
have adapted well and that the impact on 
productivity was minimal. 

POSITIONING THE GROUP 
FOR SUSTAINABILITY
One of the key issues that has plagued 
the Group over a number of years is 
the ongoing uncertainties pertaining 
to the viability of the Group, especially 
as it relates to the onerous debt 
obligations to the Unemployment 
Insurance Fund (“UIF”) totalling 
R185.4 million (2019: R235.2 million) 
as at 29 February 2020. As reported in our 
results, the inability to service this debt 
remains a significant risk that the Group 
faces, especially given developments with 
the Coronavirus which have negatively 
impacted the demand for fuel products 
post period. Over the past year we sought 
to negotiate the restructuring of this 
debt given the challenges experienced 
by Afric Oil which have resulted in its 
inability to meet debt repayment terms. 
Unfortunately our request to the UIF 
was declined in January 2021 and the 
lender has requested Afric Oil to settle 
all amounts outstanding which remain 
unpaid as at the date of this report. 
As mentioned in the Chairman's Review, 
Afric Oil has since been placed under 
business rescue and we await the 
outcome of this process.

Despite the ongoing crude oil shortages 
in Nigeria, we remain optimistic that 
crude trading presents another lucrative 
business opportunity for the Group. In this 
regard we continue to strengthen our 
strategic alliances in Nigeria to ensure we 
can leverage our position and unlock the 
value that exists in this segment of the 
value chain. We are also exploring other 
crude trading opportunities on the African 
continent.
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Chief Executive Officer’s Review continued

As one would expect, with the increased 
ownership of Block III comes increased 
financial responsibility. The future 
work programmes and budgets for the 
exploration of the block are yet to be 
determined. We recognise the opportunity 
to farm down part of our interest in order 
to manage our financial exposure.

OUR LITIGATION 
SUCCESSES
We are pleased to report that, after several 
years of successfully pursuing our claims, 
all legacy litigation matters have now 
been resolved. Further details regarding 
developments with the Encha and 
Transcorp receivables are provided on 
page 90.

COVID-19
Business has been slow since March 2020 
due to developments with COVID‑19 
and the ongoing lockdown, which have 
negatively impacted the demand for 
fuel products countrywide. At the time 
of writing this report, South Africa has 
moved to a level 4 lockdown with eased 
restrictions on national travel. With this 
in mind, we are optimistic that this will 
aid the business rescue proceedings at 
Afric Oil. There remains a great degree of 
uncertainty in our industry and the world 
economy at large. 

APPRECIATION 
I wish to thank our Board for their ongoing 
support and commitment as we continue 
to transform Efora to become a leading 
pan‑African independent oil and gas 
company. Our strength as an organisation 
lies in staying focused and committed 
to achieve our vision with a strong and 
dedicated management team, and an 
experienced and diverse Board to drive 
the organisation forward. 

I extend a special gratitude to our 
outgoing CEO, Mr Damain Matroos. He left 
the Group after being with us for six years 
to pursue other opportunities. He played a 
significant role in the development of this 

Company and made pivotal contributions 
to our past and current successes – the 
impact of which will be felt for years to 
come. We wish him well in his future 
endeavours.

I would also like to express my 
gratitude to our stakeholders, especially 
our shareholders and customers, 
for continuing to place faith in our team 
to deliver on your expectations.

Lastly, l would like to thank all our 
employees for their commitment during a 
difficult period. There is still some way to 
go to achieve our goals, but l am confident 
l can rely on your continued support as we 
move forward.

OUTLOOK
The Board will continue to keep a keen 
eye on developments with COVID‑19 and 
its impact on our business. The acquisition 
of new business remains critical to the 
sustainability of the Group, albeit in 
an economic environment that is now 
characterised by low consumer confidence 
and limited productivity for most 
businesses operating within our target 
market. 

The outcome of the Afric Oil business 
rescue proceedings will also be critical 
given the materiality of the subsidiary, 
and its impact both on the financial 
performance and position of the Group. 
Other key priorities for the near term 
include firming up on our exploration 
initiatives in Block III, implementing the 
improved governance structures and 
concluding our exit from Egypt. 

Please take care and stay safe.

Darrin Arendse
Chief Executive Officer (Interim)

28 June 2021
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We will continue to keep a keen eye on 
developments with COVID-19 and its 

impact on our business to ensure we are 
adequately positioned to respond to any 

threats to our business. 
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Operational Review

LAGIA, EGYPT The Lagia development programme remained suspended during the year 
under review amidst the low oil price environment and funding constraints experienced 
by the Group. The Lagia Oil Field therefore remained on cold flow for the duration of the 
year as the costs associated with steam injection are not sustainable. The heavy oil reserves 
continue to pose operational challenges for the Group, especially at the prevailing oil prices. 
Volumes from the field therefore declined by 18% to 12 634 barrels for the year under review 
(2019: 15 371 barrels).

Lagia remains a key asset to the Group with a 2P valuation of US$2.6 million based on the 
Competent Person's Report issued on 1 March 2020 (2019: US$7.2 million). The impairment 
of the asset during the year was as a result of lower oil prices and production forecasts and a 
change in discount rate. Post the reporting period, the Board made a decision to dispose of 
the Group's interest in Lagia as set out page 90.

SOUTH
AFRICA

NIGERIA

CRUDE TRADING, NIGERIA The shortage of crude oil under the contract with the 
Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (”NNPC”) prevailed throughout the year. Our joint 
venture, SEER, was able to secure only one lifting of 950 000 barrels in January 2020. 
We continue to seek the renewal of the crude trading licence which expired in May 2020. 
The renewal process has been impacted by developments with COVID‑19. The Group is also 
exploring other crude trading opportunities on the African continent. 

AFRIC OIL, SOUTH AFRICA AND ZIMBABWE Volumes sold by the Group decreased to 148.3 million litres from 
203.7 million litres in the prior financial year, a decrease of 27% attributable to the loss of customers – especially 
cash customers – difficult trading conditions and shortages of petroleum products experienced during the year.
Given these developments, during and post the reporting period, Afric Oil embarked on a journey to reposition the 
business as well as the brand and implemented some of the following immediate measures:

Guarantee of supply and improved cost price
In a South African fuels market that remains in short supply, guarantee of supply is a key strategic objective. 
To achieve this, the need to reduce our over‑reliance on one major supplier required us to conclude and explore 
additional supply agreements. In this regard Afric Oil onboarded additional multinational refiners operating locally 
as well as refiners trading internationally which delivered improved margins on the existing portfolio of customers. 
The newly negotiated pricing allowed us to play in the cash market where pricing is a big determining factor along 
with service delivery.
This strategy was done in synergy with the supply relationship with our existing major local supplier as we moved 
forward to place less reliance on local supply in favour of accessing petroleum products in international markets. 
To complement this strategic initiative Afric Oil negotiated a storage contract with Vopak Terminals in Durban and 
Lesedi. Access to and use of these terminals commenced on 1 August 2020 and 1 September 2020, respectively.

Streamlining our operational processes and ensuring our business is fit for purpose
The Afric Oil Executive team realised that our operational processes and the administrative processes that support 
our operations did not align ourselves to agility and speed, both of which we saw as key differentiators required to 
excel in the South African downstream fuels supply and distribution sector. It is with this in mind that we reviewed 
all our processes within the business and restructured our organisation to support our people in executing their 
roles with excellence.

EGYPT

DRC

SOUTH
AFRICA

ZIMBABWE

NIGERIA

UPSTREAM

MIDSTREAM

DOWNSTREAM
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EGYPT

DRC

SOUTH
AFRICA

ZIMBABWE

NIGERIA

BLOCK III, DRC Following Total E&P RDC’s (”Total”) untimely exit from the block earlier on in the financial year we now hold 
a 42.5% interest in Block III and remain in partnership with the DRC Government (15%) and DIGOil (42.5%). The increase in 
participating interest was acquired at no cost to the group. We engaged with our operating partners throughout the year to 
further plans on the block. No exploration activities were undertaken during the year pending the finalisation of the renewal 
of the permit which first required the relinquishment of 50% of the exploration acreage. The relinquishment exercise was 
completed and the relevant paperwork has been submitted to the DRC Government. The partners will retain the most 
prospective areas on the block. The Group will be expected to fund its working interest share of forward costs which is still to 
be determined.

The licence for Block III expired at the end of July 2020 and we remain in discussions with our partners to finalise the renewal 
of the permit. Developments with the coronavirus and the resultant lockdown in the DRC have had an impact on this process. 
The Group is confident that the licence for the block will be renewed and that exploration plans will continue in the near term.

We remain confident that this block remains an exciting prospect for the Group with significant unaudited prospective resources. 

EGYPT

DRC

SOUTH
AFRICA

ZIMBABWE

NIGERIA

EGYPT

DRC

SOUTH
AFRICA

ZIMBABWE

NIGERIA

Releasing additional working capital to enable growth
The Afric Oil Executive team negotiated improved access to guarantees which released an additional R35.0 million in credit facilities 
which we are were able to use in targeting customers requiring 7, 15 and 30‑day terms.

Our Zimbabwe operations
We continued to suspend our operations in Zimbabwe pending the resolution of the economic and business climate in the country.

Post period business rescue proceedings
As mentioned in our condensed reviewed results for the year ended 29 February 2020 issued on 31 August 2020, the Group was 
materially impacted by developments arising from the COVID‑19 pandemic and the post‑period loss of a material customer which 
accounted for 38% of the Group revenue for the year under review. Despite the initiatives implemented during the year to improve 
the performance of the business, as outlined above, these developments impacted Afric Oil’s ability to settle debt obligations. This 
resulted in the lender, the UIF, perfecting its security for the debt advanced to Afric Oil due to outstanding payments and the breach 
of debt covenants. As such, the Board of Afric Oil resolved to place the company under voluntary business rescue.
Afric Oil commenced business rescue proceedings on 19 April 2021 as envisaged in terms of chapter 6 of the Companies Act 
71 of 2008. Business rescue provides an opportunity for the appointed business rescue practitioners through Afric Oil management 
and staff, to continue with the normal trading activities, so as to ensure that Afric Oil continues its role as a product supplier in 
this market, thereby ensuring that the likelihood of recovery and turnaround of the business is maximised. The company remains 
operational and the intention of both management and the business rescue practitioners is to continue with the business operations 
with the most minimal of disruptions. A failure of continued business operations of the company will result in the financial collapse of 
the company and an outcome detrimental to the interests of all stakeholders, including our valued shareholders, customers, creditors 
and employees.
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Sustainability Report
OUR APPROACH 
This Report aims to provide an overview of the performance of the Group with respect to its sustainability initiatives and our approach 
to managing our most relevant sustainability‑related focus areas and reflects the manner in which these matters are aligned with our 
strategic priorities. It includes matters that have a material impact on the long‑term success of the business and primarily focuses on the 
value of human, social and relationship, and natural capitals while other matters are addressed elsewhere in the integrated annual report. 
This Report also focuses on the Group’s impact on the economy, environment, our people and the communities in which we operate.

OUR GOAL 
• To responsibly address our social and environmental challenges with consideration for the best interests of our stakeholders

• To uphold our value and commitment to zero harm by ensuring a safe and healthy workforce and safe and sustainable operations

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Our sustainability overview covers the Group’s administrative and operational activities in South Africa, Zimbabwe and Egypt, except 
where	otherwise	mentioned.	Quantitative	performance	data	is	not	included	for	those	operations	where	we	do	not	have	operational	
control or have joint control. 

 
Further details on the nature and location of these operations can be found on our website at www.eforaenergy.com.

This Report has been prepared with reference to the principles of King IV™, the Global Reporting Initiative’s (”GRI”) Sustainability 
Reporting Standards, the Egyptian General Petroleum Corporation’s (”EGPC”) regulations and Egypt’s Oil & Gas Health, Safety and 
Environment (”EOGHSE”) forum guidelines.

OUR SUSTAINABILITY FOCUS AREAS ARE:
• Human capital, health and safety, social and ethics

• Environmental and product sustainability

HUMAN CAPITAL
People are at the 

heart of our business 
and we aim to recruit, 

retain, develop and 
reward talented 

people to ensure our 
Group’s success. 

SOCIAL AND 
RELATIONSHIP 

CAPITAL
We aim to help develop 

local economies by 
creating jobs, sourcing 

from local suppliers 
and supporting local 
community projects.

NATURAL CAPITAL
Whilst facing 

environmental 
pressures, we drive 
energy and natural 
capital efficiency 

and look to reduce 
our greenhouse gas 
(”GHG”) emissions.
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Developing and retaining high‑
performance people
We focus on attracting, developing and 
retaining high‑performing and talented 
people with skills that are critical to the 
success of the business. We believe that 
people are essential to the sustainability of 
the Group and we aim to maintain a high‑
performing, diverse and healthy workforce 
by strengthening our leadership capacity, 
and enhancing employee performance and 
engagement through development and 
reward programmes and study assistance. 

Well-being of employees
As we are concerned about the well‑being of 
our employees after leaving our employment 
or when they retire, we contribute to defined 
benefit plans for our employees who have 
to co‑contribute to a retirement fund. 
This contribution policy only applies to locally 
based employees.

We conducted a follow‑up employee 
satisfaction survey in 2019 to determine if we 
improved the level of employee satisfaction 
across critical dimensions that influence 
employee engagement since the first survey 
in 2018. A rating of 79% (2018: 62%) was 
achieved for the 2019/2020 period, which is 
better than the target level 75%.

Diversity initiatives
We continuously monitor diversity by 
measuring the representation of women 
and local nationals in our workforce. We aim 
to improve the Group’s gender and race 
balance, in line with the Diversity Policy to 
be more inclusive and representative. 

Training and development
During the year the Group contributed to 
training and development initiatives for 
staff to further their careers, including study 
bursaries, study assistance, learnerships, 
apprenticeships and internships. 

HUMAN CAPITAL, HEALTH AND SAFETY, SOCIAL AND ETHICS

Our 2020 performance Focus areas for 2020/2021

Group
Employees
• 104 people employed in 3 countries 

•  68% of the workforce is employed in 
South Africa

•  Total employee turnover rate of 8%

South Africa
Diversity
•  2 Black South African women serving 

on the Group’s Board 

• 39% of total workforce is female

Investments
•  R0.2 million on training

•  R0.7 million was spent on 
skills development, bursaries, 
study assistance, learnerships, 
apprenticeships and internships

Employee training
•  7 learners and interns

• 42 employees received training

•  2 610 hours of educational and 
HSE training 

•  Focus on learning and development 
opportunities to facilitate career 
development and job‑related 
training to improve competence

•  Promote diversity through 
adherence to employment equity 
initiatives

•  Promote greater workforce flexibility 
through various initiatives such as 
flexi‑time and work‑from‑home 
arrangements

•  Improve policy environment to 
promote consistency and uniformity 
of practice

•  Promote workplace harmony 
through improved engagement 
with employees

Respecting human rights
We recognise that it is our responsibility to respect human rights and the general well‑
being of our employees and contractors. We follow an integrated approach to human 
rights which is embedded in our values, Code of Conduct, policies and business processes.

Our 2020 performance Focus areas for 2020/2021

• 	Zero	reported	incidents	of	
discrimination across the Group

• No	human	rights	violations	reported

• 	Uphold	zero	tolerance	for	
discrimination 

• 	Maintain	zero	human	rights	violations

• 	Conduct	human	rights	training	for	
employees
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Sustainability Report continued

Ensuring a healthy workforce and 
promoting safety

We care for the health of our people

Our objective is to manage our 
workforce’s occupational exposure

Our goal is zero harm

We aim to provide safe and healthy 
working conditions for all our employees 
and service providers as well as minimise 
the impact of our operations on the 
environment and communities in the 
countries in which we operate. 

Our health and safety approach is 
built on the Group’s guiding principles 
underpinned in its HSE Policy:

Compliance and standards 
•  Focus on complying with but also 

exceeding, where possible, all 
applicable global HSE laws and 
regulations

•  Compliance with all internal standards

•  Compliance with generally accepted 
environmental practices and 
established industry codes of practice

Reporting and monitoring
•  Regular evaluation and monitoring 

of the impact of past and present 
business activities on HSE matters

•  Comprehensive quarterly reporting 
of HSE matters to Efora’s Board of 
Directors

Continuous improvement
•  Use of innovative design and 

engineering to reduce the 
environmental impact of each of the 
Group’s operations throughout the 
asset’s life cycle

•  Efficient use of natural resources, 
including energy to minimise waste 
streams and emissions

Our 2020 performance across 
South Africa, Egypt and Zimbabwe 

Focus areas for 2020/2021

•  Zero reportable injuries or fatalities 
at any of our sites

• 0 accidents

• 0 safety incidents 

•  0 lost days due to work‑related 
injuries

•  0 absenteeism due to work‑related 
injuries

•  Monthly training for all drivers 
transporting dangerous goods

•  Implement ISO 9001 and 14001

• Improved fleet safety and security

•  Implement independent health 
assessments of employees at 
operational sites in South Africa

•  Continue monitoring and improving 
HSE Policy

•  Maintain a healthy workforce 

•  Aim to achieve long‑term health and 
wellness performance

Our HSE Policy outlines the Standard 
Operating Procedures which promote a 
culture of health, safety and protection of 
the environments in which we operate. 
The Group endeavours to stay true to 
its primary HSE objective as espoused 
in its Code of Business Conduct and 
Ethics, being that the health and safety 
of its employees and the communities in 
which it operates are fundamental to the 
sustainability of the Group’s operations. 
The Group also remains committed to 
ensuring that our operating partners 
share and practice the same commitment 
to HSE. This is monitored through the 
operating management structures.

Prevention programmes, accident 
monitoring and incident reporting
Enhancement to the Group’s accident 
prevention programmes is a direct 
result of the HSE review and self‑
assessment performed during the 
year. Enhancements made to the Lagia 
Oil Field included improvements to 
signage, fencing off of high‑risk areas 
and installation of explosive‑proof 
switches and gas detectors. The Group 
also saw improvements in the practices 
around accident monitoring, from the 
alignment of the HSE Policy with the 
EGPC regulations and EOGHSE guidelines. 
We continue to evaluate and monitor 
the impact of past and present business 
activities on HSE matters as a preventative 
tool to improve safety and health 
performance. 

Implementation of ISO 31000
The Group has implemented its HSE 
plans in keeping with the ISO 31000 

framework which also guides its overall 
ERM framework, of which HSE forms an 
integral part. The implementation of the 
HSE Policy and HSE processes included the 
improvement of the governance structure, 
HSE risk assessment, improvement of HSE 
controls and reporting on HSE matters. 
Ongoing reviews of enterprise risks 
include HSE exposure.

Improvement of Group-wide Standard 
Operating Procedures
To ensure compliance with EGPC 
regulations, EOGHSE forum guidelines 
and international oil and gas industry 
best practices, an internal HSE review and 
self‑assessment was conducted previously 
and HSE standard operating procedures 
improved. 

Following on from this, a number 
of initiatives have been successfully 
implemented following the review. 
These initiatives have contributed to the 
impeccable safety record which the Group 
has maintained since acquiring the asset.

COVID‑19 safety measures
The health and safety of our employees 
and customers is a key priority and 
maintaining safety and hygiene protocols 
is an integral part of the daily discipline 
in the Group. Strict protocols have 
been implemented in terms of social 
distancing and remote working during 
the national lockdown period. A plan has 
been developed taking cognisance of 
Regulation 10(8) of the National Disaster 
Regulations and the regulations issued 
in terms of section 27(2) of the Disaster 
Management Act and the guidelines 
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issued by the Department of Employment 
and Labour to ensure the safety of our 
employees at the office.

The Group has to date ensured 
compliance with the regulatory framework 
put in place by government to ensure 
the health and safety of its employees 
and customers alike, and will continue 
to monitor developments regarding the 
global pandemic and implement further 
protocols as the need arises.

Social investment 
Social performance and investment 
is crucial to delivering our strategy 
at community level. Building strong 
relationships with people, understanding 
their priorities and concerns, and 
managing the impact on communities 
are vital to being a responsible and 
sustainable business. We assess, monitor 
and manage the social impact of our 
projects and operations as part of our 
integrated environmental, social and 
health impact assessments. Our main 
contribution to society is providing energy 
products. We further contribute through 
paying taxes, focusing on procuring local 
goods and services, hiring primarily 
locally and supporting social investment 
programmes.

2020 social investment highlights

104 people employed by the Group

68% of workforce is employed locally

2 610 hours of training for employees 
and interns

28% of employees are female

R0.4 million spent on CSI contributions 

CSI projects in South Africa supporting 
underprivileged schools and education 

initiatives 

R9.7 million paid in taxes in 
South Africa

Local transformation and support
We aim to promote social and skills development and investment by hiring from local 
communities where possible. In accordance with our procurement policy, we aim to 
support and develop South African enterprises by requiring that our suppliers are at least 
a Level 4 contributor according to the B‑BBEE initiatives. 

The Group also invests in local communities through donations, voluntary non‑monetary 
contributions to underprivileged schools and the promotion of local employment.

Our 2020 performance Focus areas for 2020/2021

•  We spent 51.08% of total measured 
procurement spend on black‑owned 
enterprises at Afric Oil level

• 68% of workforce is locally employed

• CSI contributions of R0.4 million

•  The Company is 64.50% black owned

•   Improve the BEE rating at Company 
and Afric Oil level

•  Increase the Group’s preferential 
procurement expenditure

•  Implement enterprise supplier 
development plans with local 
suppliers

Ethical behaviour
We aim to promote high ethical standards throughout our business and endeavour to 
be consistently trusted as an ethical and transparent business partner. Good governance 
and leadership with integrity are important to our stakeholders and the sustainability of 
our business. 

Our Code of Conduct and Ethics
We mitigate the risk of bribery and corruption by the existence and enforcement of a 
Code of Conduct and Ethics, which was adopted in 2014. The Code is revised annually 
to ensure that it remains relevant and has since been implemented in the Group’s 
subsidiaries. Employees are required to attend a refresher session at least once a year and 
acknowledge that they understand the Code. Ethics training is given to new employees 
across the Group. 

Whistle-blower protection 
In 2016 we introduced a fraud hotline to enable stakeholders to report unethical behaviour. 
In order to achieve our goal of an ethically compliant business environment, the Group 
utilises the private and confidential services of Whistleblowers Proprietary Limited, which 
is an accredited and registered member of the Ethics Institute of South Africa. The hotline 
information is available in employees’ e‑mail signatures as well as on the Group website at 
www.eforaenergy.com.

Our 2020 performance Focus areas for 2020/2021

There was one report of inappropriate 
conduct but upon investigation there 
was no evidence of wrongful conduct 
by an employee and the matter was 
closed.

Maintain zero tolerance to unethical 
and fraudulent conduct in its 
engagements with its stakeholders in 
line with its Code of Conduct and Ethics 
and various internal control processes.

Assessment of efficacy of code of ethics 
and business conduct
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Sustainability Report continued

ENVIRONMENTAL AND PRODUCT SUSTAINABILITY

The Group heavily depends on natural 
resources for its business activities and 
sustainability. We also use technology, 
capital assets and skills to explore for, 
produce and distribute petroleum 
products to create economic and societal 
value. In generating this value we have 
to evaluate, monitor and minimise the 
unavoidable impact of our operations on 
the environment and the communities in 
which we operate and manage our use 
of renewable and non‑renewable natural 
resources. The 2018 reporting year serves 
as our baseline.

We aim to comply with all applicable 
environmental and product regulations in 
the countries in which we operate.

Energy usage
With a majority of the world’s energy originating from non‑renewable sources such as 
coal, oil and gas, we understand the importance of appropriately responding to energy 
security challenges by reducing our use of these resources and implementing initiatives 
to make use of renewable energy sources in the long run. By measuring our energy 
consumption, we can report on the effect of our operations on the environment. 

Total energy consumption
The Afric Oil distribution operations contributes to about 70% of the Group’s total energy 
consumption, whilst the Lagia Oil Field operations contributes to 25%. The 20% reduction 
in the Group’s total energy consumption to 14 861 gigajoules (”GJ”) is primarily as a result 
of a further decrease in Lagia’s operations. 

For more information on the impact of our energy consumption on GHG emissions and 
climate change, refer to the Emissions section below. 

Our 2020 performance Focus areas for 2020/2021

Egypt operations
Direct energy consumption
A total of 102 210 litres of diesel was used in our upstream production operations, a 
reduction of 24% from the previous period. This is the equivalent of 87 tonnes of direct 
energy used and represents 3 739 GJ of energy used.

Direct energy consumption:  
Egypt operations 2020 2019 2018
Litres diesel litres 102 210 135 231 453 508
Equivalent in tonnes tonnes 87 115 386
Equivalent in GJ GJ 3 739 4 985 16 719

South African operations
Direct energy consumption
A total of 281 193 litres of diesel was used in our downstream distribution operations, a 
reduction of 18% from the previous period. This is the equivalent of 239 tonnes of direct 
energy used and represents 10 287 GJ of energy used. 

Direct energy consumption:  
South African operations 2020 2019 2018
Litres diesel litres 281 193 341 067 503 662
Equivalent in tonnes tonnes 239 290 429
Equivalent in GJ GJ 10 287 12 574 18 568

Indirect energy consumption
Energy usage from non‑renewable sources decreased by 8% to 835 GJ, consisting of the 
day‑to‑day electricity usage at our various offices. 

Direct energy consumption:  
South African operations 2020 2019 2018

mWh 232 253 208
Equivalent in GJ GJ 835 912 749

•   Improve our energy efficiency 
by reducing reliance on non‑
renewable energy sources

•   Reduce our carbon footprint from 
energy and electricity

•   Improve the process of 
monitoring and reporting on our 
environmental performance in 
line with industry norms
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Emissions
With global warming on the rise and air quality diminishing with expanding operations, we understand the importance of the need to 
report on and reduce our atmospheric releases and to transition to low‑carbon energy options to counter the effect of GHG emissions in 
the long run.

Emissions from operations
We report our GHG emissions consistent with the recommendations of GRI. Our downstream distribution operations were major 
contributors to our carbon dioxide (”CO2”) emissions this year, accounting for 60% of the Group’s emissions. The total GHG emissions 
measured in tonnes of CO2‑equivalent (”mtCO2e”) for the Group decreased by 18% from the prior reporting period. 

Environmental compliance
We are committed to comply with all applicable environmental laws and regulations in the countries in which we operate. 

The Group has oil production and fuel distribution operations in Egypt and South Africa, respectively and the introduction of new 
obligations to reduce negative impacts on the environment in these jurisdictions will continue to impact our operations.

Environmental incidents
A major environmental incident or spill would be where rehabilitation and restitution would be required. All other incidents are 
categorised as minor. As a result of the Group’s HSE Policy, regular audits thereof and strict adherence thereto as well as continuous 
monitoring of the standards, there were no major environmental incidents during the year. 

Our 2020 performance Focus areas for 2020/2021

•   There were no major environmental 
incidents at our Egypt operations

•   There were no major environmental 
incidents at our South African 
operations

•  Uphold and maintain our record of no major environmental incidents

• Use of suppliers who support our environmental consciousness

• Continued compliance with environmental legislation

• HSE training at operations to highlight potential environmental impacts

Our 2020 performance Focus areas for 2020/2021

CO2 emissions: 2020 2019 2018
Egypt operations (mtCO2e) 277 363 1 218
South Africa operations and 
businesses (mtCO2e) 1 105 1 320 1 738
Total (mtCO2e) 1 382 1 683 2 956

•   Reduce direct GHG emissions

•  Reduce indirect GHG emissions by 
using less electricity

•  Reduce other indirect GHG 
emissions by travelling less

•  Ensure equipment is maintained 
to avoid unnecessary emissions
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Water effluent
We assess and carefully manage the risks of potential soil and groundwater contamination at our oil production sites. At the Lagia Oil 
Field, formation or produced water, a by‑product of the operations, is brought to the surface during the production of hydrocarbons. 
This water is discharged into evaporation ponds or draining pits for treatment and to separate it from the crude oil. The produced water 
from the wells was 18% less than the previous year and it is evaporated from the draining pits. The separated crude oil that is left behind 
is then pumped back into the production tanks, resulting in no production waste at the field. 

The Group does not discharge effluent at its fuel distribution operations and various offices. 

Water stewardship
Fresh water, a scarce resource, is essential to most industries and is integral to sustainable economic activity and growth. We responsibly 
manage the waste effluent and risks of spills from our operations and activities as we understand the overall scale of potential impacts 
and risks that our operations can have on water resources. We recognise that we have a responsibility to implement measures to reduce 
water consumption in our operations and day‑to‑day activities, and to apply good water stewardship practices. 

Water usage 
Our production operations normally require the use of large volumes of water. Since the suspension of the Lagia development programme 
we used significantly less water in operations. In our downstream operations we used about 41% less water as a result of water‑saving 
efforts. The consolidation of the Efora and Afric Oil head offices and reduction in staff complement also reduced water consumption by 
about 39%. As a result the Group’s total water usage decreased by 42% during the year.

We primarily use municipal water for our operations and day‑to‑day needs at our various offices. Further efforts to reduce the use of 
municipal‑supplied water are being investigated for the future.

Sustainability Report continued

Our 2020 performance Focus areas for 2020/2021

Water usage 2020 2019 2018
Egypt operations (m3) 1 139 2 138 8 000
South Africa operations and 
businesses (m3) 1 825 3 013 2 465
Total (m3) 2 964 5 151 10 465

•   Improve the Group’s overall water 
consumption by reducing use, 
increasing reuse and recycling

•  Implement measures to reduce 
use of clean municipal water in 
operations, where possible

Our 2020 performance Focus areas for 2020/2021

Produced water in Egypt 2020 2019 2018
Water effluent (m3) 1 113 1 351 4 486

•   Implement measures to further 
reduce waste water in operations
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DATA AND ASSURANCE

Waste and land risk management
We aim to reduce the amount of hazardous and non‑hazardous waste we generate and, wherever possible, to reuse or recycle materials 
in order to lessen our impact on the environment. At our fuel distribution operations, waste consists of the old oil drained from the 
transportation trucks during service. This oil is hazardous and is secured in a container at the workshops, until it is collected by a 
registered waste collector. 

Product stewardship 
As an integrated oil and gas company, we face mounting responsibility to limit the health, safety and environmental impacts of our 
products through each life cycle. 

We focus on safe product production, transportation and disposal, and on the advancement of the performance of our product logistics 
such as loading, transportation and storage of our fuel products.

The limited assurance report on the sustainability data is available under the Sustainability section on our website at www.eforaenergy.com.

Our 2020 performance Focus areas for 2020/2021

There were no reportable incidents 
during the year concerning our 
product logistics Group‑wide. 

•  Appointment of HSSE specialist to further improve HSSE environment 

• Commence implementation of ISO 9001 and 14001

• Continue initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services

•  Restructure and continue improvements in our logistics function

•   Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services, and extent of 
impact mitigation

Our 2020 performance Focus areas for 2020/2021

Hazardous waste from distribution operations 2020 2019 2018
Hazardous oil waste (m3) 0.7 0.8 3.6

•   Continue with initiatives to 
mitigate environmental impacts of 
waste products

•   Continued investment in initiatives 
to minimise the environmental 
impact of our businesses
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Our Board of Directors

Independent Non-executive Director 
Appointed: 10 February 2021  
Committee membership:  C  

Ms Tonjeni is a chartered accountant and a seasoned executive, director and trustee with working experience 
in mining, energy, manufacturing, retirement funds, construction, financial services and health sectors. She was 
segment head of KPMG BEE Advisory Services, advising on the implementation of the codes and sector charters. 
Prior to that she was a senior audit manager in the financial services banking division of KPMG. Ms Tonjeni is 
a non‑executive director of Sentech, Women’s Developments Bank Investments Holdings, Numsa Investment 
Company, Consumer Goods and Services Ombud, Government Employees Medical Scheme and 3Sixty Health. 
She also serves as a trustee of the Arcelor Mittal ESOPS Trust and the Alex Forbes Preservation Fund. 

MALANDE	TONJENI	(43)

Lead Independent Non-executive Director 
Appointed: 1 April 2017 
Committee membership: C    

Mr Mngconkola holds B.Tech (Business Administration) and Human Resources Management degrees and served 
the South African Government with dignity and pride for 30 years in the South African Police Service. He served 
on the board of the Public Investment Corporation SOC Limited where he was a member of the Investment, 
Audit and Risk, and Directors’ Affairs Committees and chairperson of the Human Resources and Remuneration 
Committee. Mr Mngconkola is also a member of the boards of the V&A Waterfront, Growthpoint Properties Limited, 
Harith General Partners and Premier Finishing and Food Brands.

PATRICK	MNGCONKOLA**	(58)

Independent Non-executive Director 
Appointed: 19 December 2018 
Committee membership:   

Ms Radebe holds B.Com (Law) and LLB degrees and is an admitted attorney and conveyancer with 19 years' post‑
admission experience in various fields of corporate law. Her experience spans commercial property finance, structured 
finance and telecommunications law, having worked for commercial property finance institutions and major 
telecommunication companies, respectively. Ms Radebe is currently the executive head of legal affairs at Vodacom and 
is a member of the Corporate Counsel Association of South Africa.

ZANELE	RADEBE	(46)

Chairperson and Non-executive Director  
Appointed: 19 December 2018 
Committee membership: C   

Mr Ngonyama holds B.Sc (Accounting) and MBA degrees from Roosevelt University. He has extensive oil 
industry experience which started at Texaco Inc. in Houston and culminated at Caltex Oil (SA) where he 
worked in finance, accounting and corporate planning. He facilitated the restructuring of the Chevron/Texaco 
lubricants business in five countries in West Africa and restructured the procurement function at the Chevron 
Refinery in the Western Cape. Mr Ngonyama has previously held executive positions in governance and risk 
management at Metropolitan Health and in real estate management for the National Department of Public 
Works. He is a non‑executive director at Pragma Holdings.

VUYO	NGONYAMA*	(62)
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*  Appointed as Chairman of the Board on 16 April 2021. Prior to that Mr Ngonyama was the Lead Independent Non-
executive Director since 26 November 2019 and Chairperson of the Audit, Risk and Investment Committee since 
13 August 2020. He relinquished both roles upon appointment as Chairperson of the Board.

**  Appointed as Lead Independent Non-executive Director on 16 April 2021.
***  Damain Matroos was in the role of Chief Executive Officer of Efora in an interim capacity from 1 February 2019. 

Prior to that he was the Group Chief Financial Officer. Mr Matroos left the Group on 4 May 2021.
****  Tariro Gadzikwa was in the role of Group Chief Financial Officer in an interim capacity from 7 February 2019. 

Prior to that she was the Group Financial Controller. Ms Gadzikwa left the Group on 30 September 2020.

 Nominations	Committee    Social, Ethics and Remuneration Committee 

 Audit,	Risk	and	Investment	Committee   C  Chairperson

Interim Chief Executive Officer  
Appointed: 5 May 2021

Mr Arendse is a highly experienced executive with over 30 years’ experience at executive and senior management 
levels across a range of industries including private, financial services, retail and mining, public and state‑owned 
commercial enterprises. He has been involved in the oil and gas industry for the past 12 years. Mr Arendse holds 
a B.Admin degree and an Honours B.Admin (Industrial Psychology) from the University of the Western Cape and 
has completed various executive management and leadership development programmes in his career to date. 
Prior to joining Efora, Darrin worked for a number of blue‑chip companies such as Standard Bank, De Beers Group, 
Pick n Pay and public sector organisations such as the City of Cape Town and the National Oil and Gas Company. 
He has also managed various corporate services portfolios which include human resources management, 
corporate governance, stakeholder relations management, communications, risk and compliance, property 
management and information technology.

DARRIN	ARENDSE	(58)

Interim Chief Financial Officer 
Appointed: 1 April 2021 

Mr Monametsi, a chartered accountant by profession, joined the Group in 2020 from Barloworld and was 
in the role of Group Financial Manager of a subsidiary prior to the appointment. He has worked for several 
JSE‑listed entities in various roles and has 10 years’ experience in finance, tax and reporting.

THABANG	MONAMETSI	(32)

BOAS	SERUWE	(54)
Former Chairperson and Independent Non-executive Director 
Appointed 1 April 2017 Resigned 15 April 2021

THUTO	MASASA	(41)
Former Independent Non-executive Director 
Appointed 1 April 2017 Resigned 31 July 2020

DAMAIN	MATROOS	(50)***
Former Chief Executive Officer  
Appointed 1 February 2015 Resigned 5 February 2021

TARIRO	GADZIKWA	(42)****
Former Chief Financial Officer 
Appointed 7 February 2019 Resigned 6 July 2020
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Our Executive Management

Interim Chief Executive Officer  
Appointed: 5 May 2021

Mr Arendse is a highly experienced executive with over 30 years’ experience at executive and senior management 
levels across a range of industries including private, financial services, retail and mining, public and state‑owned 
commercial enterprises. He has been involved in the oil and gas industry for the past 12 years. Mr Arendse holds 
a B.Admin degree and an Honours B.Admin (Industrial Psychology) from the University of the Western Cape and 
has completed various executive management and leadership development programmes in his career to date. 
Prior to joining Efora, Darrin worked for a number of blue‑chip companies such as Standard Bank, De Beers Group, 
Pick n Pay and public sector organisations such as the City of Cape Town and the National Oil and Gas Company. 
He has also managed various corporate services portfolios which include human resources management, corporate 
governance, stakeholder relations management, communications, risk and compliance, property management and 
information technology.

DARRIN	ARENDSE	(58)

Interim Chief Financial Officer 
Appointed: 1 April 2021 

Mr Monametsi, a chartered accountant by profession, joined the Group in 2020 from Barloworld and was in the 
role of Group Financial Manager of a subsidiary prior to the appointment. He has worked for several JSE‑listed 
entities in various roles and has 10 years’ experience in finance, tax and reporting.

THABANG	MONAMETSI	(32)
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Corporate Governance Review
OUR GOVERNANCE PHILOSOPHY
The Directors and Management subscribe to the principles and recommended practices of good corporate governance as set 
out in the King IV Report on Corporate Governance™ for South Africa 2016 (”King IV™”). The Company’s Board of Directors 
(”the Board”) recognises the responsibility of Efora to conduct its affairs with prudence, transparency, accountability, fairness 
and in a socially and environmentally responsible manner. The Company complies with the provisions of its Memorandum of 
Incorporation, the Companies Act and the JSE Listings Requirements, and the principles of King IV™ except has stated on page 47. 
Through application of the “apply and explain” approach to reporting, this Report is aimed at assisting stakeholders in assessing 
the Group’s approach to corporate governance and compliance with King IV™. The King IV™ Application Register for the period 
under review is available on our website at www.eforaenergy.com. 

OUR GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK 
The general powers of the Board and the Directors are set out in the Company’s Memorandum of Incorporation. Terms of 
reference for the Board are set out in the Company’s Board Charter which is reviewed annually. The charter covers the powers 
and authority of the Board and provides a clear and concise overview of the responsibilities and accountability of Board members, 
collectively and individually. 

Areas of governance have also been delegated to various Committees, with the Board ultimately endorsing and accepting 
collective responsibility for achieving the values underpinning good governance as advocated by King IV™. Efora’s governance 
framework provides a solid foundation for the implementation of King IV™ and is outlined below: 

 

SHAREHOLDERS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS Company Secretary 

Audit, Risk and 
Investment Committee 

Thuto Masasa1 (C)
Vuyo Ngonyama2 (C)
Malande Tonjeni3 (C)
Patrick Mngconkola 
Zanele Radebe

Social, Ethics and 
Remuneration Committee

Patrick Mngconkola (C)
Boas Seruwe4

Vuyo Ngonyama2

Zanele Radebe

Nominations Committee

Boas Seruwe4 (C)
Vuyo Ngonyama2 (C)
Thuto Masasa1

Patrick Mngconkola
Malande Tonjeni3

Chief Executive Officer

Damain Matroos5

Darrin Arendse6

Group Executive 
Committee

Information Technology 
Committee 

Combined assurance | Terms of reference | Delegation of authority

Ethics | Transparency | Integrity | Fairness | Responsibility | Accountability | Competence

For the Board and subcommittee charters, refer to the Efora website at www.eforaenergy.com.

(C) Chairperson
1  Resigned 31 July 2020 
2  Served as Chairperson of the Audit, Risk and Investment Committee between 13 August 2020 and 31 March 2021. Following the restructuring of the Board subcommittees 

on 28 April 2021, and in view of his appointment as Chairperson of the Board, Mr Ngonyama is no longer a member of the Audit, Risk and Investment Committee. 
Appointed to the Social, Ethics and Remuneration Committee on 28 April 2021. Appointed as Chairperson of the Nominations Committee on 28 April 2021. 

3  Appointed as a member to the Audit, Risk and Investment Committee on 15 February 2021 and as chairperson of the Audit, Risk and Investment Committee on 
1 April 2021. Appointed as a member of the Nominations Committees on 28 April 2021. 

4  Resigned on 15 April 2021
5  Resigned on 5 February 2021 and left the Group on 4 May 2021, after serving his notice period
6  Appointed on 5 May 2021
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Corporate Governance Review continued

In line with King IVTM, the Board comprises 
a majority of Non‑executive Directors, 
the majority of whom are independent. 
The Board evaluates its composition on 
an annual basis. In considering the Board 
composition, competency in respect of 
the Group’s affairs carries as much weight 
as independence. A key aspect of Efora’s 
governance philosophy is that no one 
individual has unfettered powers of decision‑
making. Details pertaining to members of 
the Board during and after the year under 
review are provided on pages 40 and 41. 

All Board members are suitably qualified for 
their roles as Directors and have extensive 
business experience and specialist skills. 
This enables them to provide balanced and 
independent advice and judgement in the 
decision‑making process. Board members 
are responsible for attending to their own 
continuing professional development 
requirements and are kept appraised of 
regulatory changes that are relevant to the 
Group. They have access to professional 
advisers at the Company’s cost, if required. 
Non‑executive Directors receive fees for 
their services as Directors, as approved by 
shareholders each year at the Company’s 
Annual General Meeting (”AGM”).

Efora is committed to fostering a corporate 
culture that embraces diversity and 
continues to assess the composition of its 
Board. In its pursuit of promoting broader 
diversity at Board level, and in line with 
the recent amendments to the JSE Listings 
Requirements, the Group has adopted a 

Diversity Policy, specifically focusing on 
the promotion of the diversity attributes 
of gender, race, culture, age, field of 
knowledge, skills and experience. The Board 
is satisfied with the progress achieved with 
respect to gender representation on the 
Board, with 43% of the Board comprising 
of females for the year under review. 
The Board will apply the provisions of the 
Diversity Policy in the nomination and 
appointment of Directors and will also take 
into account the resignations in July 2020 
from the Board of two female Directors.

The Board believes that the Independent 
Non‑executive and Non‑executive Directors 
are of the appropriate calibre, diversity and 
number for their views to carry significant 
weight in the Board’s deliberations and 
decisions. The classification of Independent 
Non‑executive Directors is determined by 
the Board on the recommendation of the 
Nominations Committee. In determining 
the independence of the Independent 
Non‑executive Directors, and with due 
regard to the criteria for determining 
independence as set out in King IV™ 
and the JSE Listings Requirements, 
character and judgement are considered, 
together with any of their relationships 
or circumstances which are likely to 
affect, or could appear to affect, their 
judgement. Following an assessment in 
June 2020, the Board agreed to categorise 
Mr Patrick Mngconkola as an Independent 
Non‑executive Director. The Chairperson 
of the Board for the year under review, 
by virtue of his employer’s association 

to the Company’s majority shareholder, 
was not independent. To guard against 
a perception that a conflict of interest 
could have arisen between the controlling 
shareholder and other shareholders, 
and in compliance with the recommended 
practices of King IV™, the Board elected 
a Lead Independent Non‑executive 
Director. The position was previously 
occupied by Ms Thuto Masasa up until 
25 November 2019. Mr Vuyo Ngonyama 
was subsequently appointed as the Lead 
Independent Non‑executive Director with 
effect from 26 November 2019 and served 
in this role until 14 April 2021. Efora is 
satisfied that the non‑independence of 
the Chairperson was properly addressed 
by the composition of the Board and 
particularly by the appointment of the 
Lead Independent Non‑executive Director. 
Mr Boas Seruwe resigned from his roles as 
Chairperson of the Board and Director of 
Efora on 15 April 2021. Mr Vuyo Ngonyama 
was appointed as the new Chairperson of 
the Board on 16 April 2021 following the 
Board's consideration that he is the best 
person to lead the Company and Board, 
following the resignation of the former 
Chairperson.

BOARD COMMITTEES 
The Board has established the standing 
Committees set out in the diagram 
on page 43 to promote independent 
judgement, balance of power and to assist 
with effectively fulfilling its responsibilities 
in accordance with the provisions of the 
Board Charter. Nonetheless, the Board 
acknowledges that the delegation of 
authority to its Committees does not 
detract from the Board’s responsibility 
to discharge its fiduciary duties to 
Efora. The Board applies its mind to all 
information, opinions, recommendations, 
reports and statements presented by 
Committees or their members. There is a 
balanced distribution of power between 
the Board, its Committees and the 
Executive Management. No individual or 
Committee has the ability to dominate 
decision‑making and no undue reliance is 
placed on any individual or Committee.

Each Committee consists of at least 
three Non‑executive members, with 
the majority of the members of the 
Nominations Committee and the Social, 
Ethics and Remuneration Committee 
being independent for the year under 
review. All members of the Audit, Risk and 
Investment Committee are Independent 
Non‑executive Directors in compliance 
with the requirements of the Companies 
Act. Each Committee operates under its 
own Terms of Reference which set out the 
Committee's roles and responsibilities, 

COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD FOR THE YEAR UNDER REVIEW

4 1 2
independent non-
executive directors

non-executive director executive directors

Expertise
Legal and compliance | Taxation | Operations | Accounting and finance 

Human resources | Strategy and risk management | Oil and gas | Sustainability 
Mergers and acquisitions | Sales and marketing | Leadership and governance | Assurance

INDEPENDENCERACE
NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS:  

TIME ON BOARD

2 1 – 2 years
3 >2 years

29% Executive
14% Non‑executive
57% Independent  

Non‑executive

86% Black
14% Foreign

57% Male 43% FemaleGENDER
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functions, scope of authority, composition 
and membership requirements. There 
is full disclosure, transparency and 
reporting from these Committees to the 
Board at each Board meeting, through 
written reports to the Board, including 
recommendations by the respective 
Committees in accordance with their 
Board‑approved Terms of Reference. The 
Chairpersons of the respective Committees 
are appointed by the Board. Relevant 
legislative requirements, such as those 
incorporated in the Companies Act, are 
incorporated in the Committees’ Terms 
of Reference. The Board confirms that its 
Committees functioned in accordance with 
their respective written Terms of Reference 
for the year under review. 

Members of the Executive Management 
are invited to attend Committee meetings 
either by standing invitation or on an ad 
hoc basis to provide pertinent information 
and insights in their areas of responsibility. 
Members of the Board are entitled to 
attend Committee meetings as observers. 
However, members attending as observers 
are not entitled to participate without 
the consent of the Chairperson, do not 
have a vote and are not entitled to fees 
for such attendance, unless the payment 
of fees is agreed to by the Board and 
shareholders. Meeting attendance at Board 
and Committee meetings is provided on 
page 47.

BOARD APPOINTMENTS, 
SELECTION PROCESS AND 
SUCCESSION PLANNING
The Non‑executive Directors have no 
fixed terms of appointment as their 
reappointment is dependent on re‑election 
by shareholders. One‑third of the Non‑
executive Board members are required to 
retire by rotation every year and, if eligible, 
are considered for reappointment at the 
AGM. Details pertaining to the Directors 
who are up for rotation are contained in 
the Notice of AGM. 

Any new appointment is a matter 
considered by the Board as a whole, 
assisted by the Nominations Committee. 
A formal and transparent process for 
nominating, electing and appointing 
Directors is in place. The experience 
and skills required for each Board 
position are agreed by the Board and 
are considered in conjunction with the 
Group’s Diversity Policy. The curricula vitae 
of the candidates are considered by the 
Nominations Committee and a short list 
of candidates is prepared, recommending 
the candidates in order of preference. 
The Board will nominate two or three 

of the Board members to interview the 
candidates. The outcome of the interviews 
is then reported to the Board, with the 
Board remaining ultimately responsible 
for selecting the ideal candidate. 
All recommended Director appointments 
are subject to background and reference 
checks. Newly appointed Directors undergo 
a detailed induction process to familiarise 
themselves with the Group. There were 
no changes in the composition of the 
Board during the year under review. Post 
the reporting period, there were four 
resignations from the Board as highlighted 
below:

•  Mr Boas Seruwe who resigned on 
15 April 2021 for personal reasons;

•  Ms Thuto Masasa who resigned on 
31 July 2020, following her appointment 
as head of BDO Advisory as this 
presented a conflict of interest due to 
BDO being the internal auditors of the 
Group;

•  Mr Damain Matroos who resigned 
on 5 February 2021 and left the 
Group on 4 May 2021 to pursue other 
opportunities; and

•  Ms Tariro Gadzikwa who resigned 
on 6 July 2020 and left the Group on 
30 September 2020 for a career break.

In February 2021, the Board 
appointed Ms Malande Tonjeni as an 
Independent Non‑executive Director. 
In April and May 2021, the Board 
appointed Mr Darrin Arendse and 
Mr Thabang Monametsi as Interim CEO and 
Interim CFO, respectively. 

Succession planning is important in 
ensuring continuity and maintaining the 
correct mix of expertise on the Board. 
The Nominations Committee, together 
with the Chairperson, deals with succession 
planning for Directors. There is a succession 
plan in place for Executive positions, 
which is reviewed by the Nominations 
Committee, in conjunction with the Social, 
Ethics and Remuneration Committee, on an 
annual basis. 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS, 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
AND CHAIRPERSON 
While retaining overall accountability, and 
subject to matters reserved for it, the Board 
has delegated to the Executive Directors 
authority to run the day‑to‑day affairs of 
the Group. The Executive Directors are held 
accountable through regular reports to the 
Board and are measured against agreed 
performance criteria as set out in the 
scorecards on pages 55 and 56. 

The Executive Directors, together with other 
Executive Management, are individually 
mandated and held accountable for:

•  the implementation of strategies and 
key policies determined by the Board;

•  managing and monitoring the business 
and affairs of the Group in accordance 
with approved business plans and 
budgets;

•  prioritising the allocation of capital and 
other resources; and

•  establishing the best management 
and other operating practices for the 
Group.

The roles and responsibilities of Chief 
Executive Officer and Chairperson of 
the Board remained separated. Both the 
Chairperson and Chief Executive Officer 
operate under distinct mandates issued 
and approved by the Board that clearly 
differentiate responsibilities within 
Efora and ensure a balance of power 
and authority. 

During the year under review the Board 
independently considered the 
performance of the Chairperson and the 
CEO. The Chairperson and the CEO did 
not participate in the Board’s discussions 
regarding their own performance. 
The role and responsibilities of the CEO 
are formalised and his performance was 
evaluated against Board‑approved criteria. 
The Board’s governance and management 
functions are aligned through the CEO. 
In line with the recommendations 
of King IV™, the Chairperson is not a 
member of the Audit, Risk and Investment 
Committee. He is the Chairperson of the 
Nominations Committee and a member 
of the Social, Ethics and Remuneration 
Committee. 

Given changes to the Executive 
directorship post the reporting period, 
the Board has commenced a process to 
identify permanent replacements for the 
CEO and CFO roles and shareholders will 
be advised once this process has been 
finalised.

BOARD EVALUATION
Directors hold one another accountable 
through annual evaluations of their 
performance. The Board, through 
its Company Secretary, performed 
evaluations of the performance of the 
Board of Directors for the year under 
review and the Board was satisfied 
that the evaluation process assisted 
with improving its effectiveness and 
performance. The evaluation covered, 
amongst other matters, the key 
principles and practices for these types 
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Corporate Governance Review continued

of evaluations and was completed by all 
Directors. The evaluation questionnaire 
allowed for scope and comments for 
areas of improvement. No significant 
remedial actions were required following 
the evaluation and the Board was 
satisfied that the results suggested a well‑
performing, effective Board.

The Lead Independent Non‑executive 
Director provides another avenue that 
can be used to hold Board members, and 
specifically the Chairperson, to account 
should the need arise. 

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
To ensure conflicts of interest are avoided 
Board members annually provide a 
general disclosure of their personal 
financial interests in terms of section 75 
of the Companies Act, and are reminded 
at the commencement of every Board and 
Board Committee meeting that they are 
required to declare any material personal 
financial interests that they may have 
in contracts entered into or authorised 
by the Company or in any matters to be 
discussed at the meeting, as well as any 
changes to their interests as previously 
declared. A register is maintained by 
the Company Secretary of all Directors' 
interests in contracts.

FAIR AND RESPONSIBLE 
REMUNERATION
The Board of Efora is committed to 
ensuring fair and equitable remuneration 
practices across the Group and is 
guided in its pursuit thereof by its 
Remuneration Policy which applies to 
Executive Management and employees. 
It recognises that whilst remuneration is 
not the only driver of performance, it is 
a critical element to be considered if the 
Company is to become an employer of 
choice for talented people who are driven 
and excited by its vision.

The Board ensures that Executive 
remuneration is dealt with fairly and 
transparently by the Social, Ethics and 
Remuneration Committee. The Group 
Executive Committee is accountable 
for ensuring the fair implementation of 
remuneration practices across the Group 
and is guided by the Remuneration Policy 
of the Group. Remuneration outcomes 
for the year under review are provided on 
page 56.

ENGAGEMENT ON 
STRATEGIC MATTERS
The Board conducts strategy sessions 
with the Executive Committee yearly in 
February. During the year under review 
the Board also conducted a strategy 

session in conjunction with the Afric Oil 
Board to ensure alignment within the 
Group. The Board receives regular updates 
from the CEO on strategic matters and 
occasionally engages with selected key 
stakeholders.

DEALING IN SECURITIES 
Efora adopted a policy on dealings in Efora 
securities, as well as a Price‑sensitive 
Information Policy in line with the JSE 
Listings Requirements and the provisions 
of the Financial Markets Act, No. 19 of 
2012. Directors and related parties are 
prohibited from trading in Efora shares 
during closed periods or when they are in 
possession of price‑sensitive information. 
Closed periods extend from the end of 
Efora’s financial half‑year and year‑end, 
respectively, until publication of the 
relevant results. All dealings in shares of 
Efora by Directors are reported on the JSE 
Stock Exchange News Service (”SENS”) 
within 72 hours of the trade. Directors’ 
interests in securities are available in the 
Directors’ Report in the annual financial 
statements which are available on our 
website at www.eforaenergy.com.

COMPANY SECRETARY
Fusion Corporate Secretarial Services 
Proprietary Limited (”Fusion”) remained 
the Company Secretary of the Company 
for the year under review. All Directors 
have access to the services and advice of 
Fusion. The Company Secretary is not a 
Director of Efora and maintains an arm’s 
length relationship with the Board. 

The Company Secretary supports 
the Board as a whole, and Directors 
individually, by providing guidance on 
to how to fulfil their responsibilities as 
Directors in the best interest of Efora. 
The Company Secretary is responsible for, 
amongst other matters:

•  ensuring proper administration of the 
Board;

•  adherence to sound corporate 
governance procedures; and

•  the functions as specified in the 
Companies Act. 

The Board considered the Company 
Secretary’s competence, skills, 
qualifications and experience as 
required in terms of the JSE Listings 
Requirements and remains satisfied with 
the competency, experience and ongoing 
appointment of the Company Secretary.

The certificate that the Company 
Secretary, represented by 
Melinda van den Berg, is required to 
issue in terms of section 88(2)(e) of the 
Companies Act, is included in the annual 

financial statements which are available 
on our website at www.eforaenergy.com.

STAKEHOLDER 
ENGAGEMENT
The Company identifies key stakeholders 
with legitimate interests and expectations 
relevant to the Company’s strategic 
objectives and long‑term sustainability, 
and strives to have transparent, 
open and clear communications with 
them. The Board relies on stakeholder 
engagement to determine the various 
factors that inform our strategic priorities. 
This underpins our ability to create value 
and protect the interests of various 
stakeholders. Further details of these 
key stakeholders and the Company’s 
engagements with them are set out on 
pages 13 to 15.

The Chairperson of the Board and those 
of the Committees are expected to 
attend the Company’s AGM. Shareholders 
can use this opportunity to direct any 
questions they may have. 

VALUES AND CULTURE
Efora believes that the Group’s adoption 
of best practice in corporate governance 
contributes to value creation in the long 
term. Acting as a responsible corporate 
citizen engenders trust and confidence 
amongst all stakeholders. Establishing an 
ethical culture builds business support 
structures that support our core purpose, 
values and strategy. To ensure that the 
Group’s ethical culture is effectively 
maintained, governance structures are 
regularly reviewed to align with best 
practice, to reflect regulatory changes and 
to ensure the appropriate tone at the top.

The Group has in place a Business Code 
of Conduct and Ethics (”the Code”) that 
defines how we do business and interact 
with our stakeholders. All employees are 
trained to understand the requirements 
and obligations contained in the Code. 
The Group will rigorously enforce the 
content and spirit of the Code and 
will have zero tolerance for unethical 
behaviour and breaches of the Code. 
The Code ensures that behaviour is 
aligned with our values and addresses, 
amongst other matters: 

• conflict of interest;

• anti‑bribery and anti‑corruption; and 

•  anti‑competitive behaviour and 
practices. 

In 2016 the Board introduced a fraud 
hotline to enable stakeholders in all regions 
to report unethical behaviour. The hotline 
is managed by an external service provider, 
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Whistleblowers Proprietary Limited. 
One matter was reported through the 
hotline during the year under review. 
However, after further investigation, there 
was no conclusive evidence that any 
misconduct had taken place. Accordingly, 
the Social, Ethics and Remuneration 
Committee and the Board were satisfied 
to close the matter and concluded that no 
disciplinary action was required. The Board, 
in conjunction with the Social, Ethics and 
Remuneration Committee, as well as the 
Audit, Risk and Investment Committee, 

Board

Audit, 
Risk and 

Investment 
Committee

Social, 
Ethics and 

Remun- 
eration 

Committee

Nomi-
nations 

Committee Total Total %

Member Expertise 9 12 3 2 26

IN
DE

PE
N

DE
N

T 
N

O
N

‑E
XE

CU
TI

VE Thuto Masasa

Leadership and governance
Accounting	and	finance
Assurance
Strategy and risk management
Sustainability

7/9  (C) 11/12 – 2/2 20/23 87%

Vuyo Ngonyama

Leadership and governance
Operations
Oil and gas
Accounting	and	finance
Sales	and	marketing
Strategy and risk management

8/9 12/12 – 2/2 22/23 96%

Zanele Radebe
Leadership and governance
Legal and compliance
Mergers	and	acquisitions
Strategy and risk management

8/9 12/12 3/3 – 23/24 96%

N
O

N
‑E

XE
CU

TI
VE Boas Seruwe

Leadership and governance
Taxation
Accounting	and	finance
Strategy and risk management
Sustainability

(C) 9/9 – 3/3  (C) 2/2 14/14 100%

Patrick Mngconkola
Leadership and governance
Human resources
Strategy and risk management
Sustainability

9/9 – (C) 3/3 – 12/12 100%

EX
EC

U
TI

VE

Damain Matroos

Leadership and governance
Operations
Oil and gas
Mergers	and	acquisitions
Accounting	and	finance
Strategy and risk management
Sustainability

9/9  (Invitee) 
12/12

(Invitee) 
3/3

(Invitee) 
2/2 26/26 100%

Tariro Gadzikwa

Leadership and governance
Compliance
Operations
Oil and gas
Accounting	and	finance
Assurance
Strategy and risk management
Sustainability

6/9 (Invitee) 
10/12 – – 16/21 76%

AD
VI

SE
RS

Company Secretary 9/9 12/12 3/3 2/2 26/26 100%

External Auditors – (Invitee) 
6/6 – – 6/6 100%

Internal Auditors – (Invitee) 
6/6 – – 6/6 100%

Refer to Director resignations outlined on page 45.

will continue to monitor the Group’s 
fraud hotline. 

COMPLIANCE WITH 
APPLICABLE LEGISLATION 
In accordance with the JSE Listings 
Requirements, Efora’s Directors confirm 
that, to the best of their knowledge, 
Efora complied with the provisions of the 
Companies Act, the laws of establishment 
and operated in accordance with its 
Memorandum of Incorporation during the 

year under review, save for the inability 
by the Company to timeously release the 
annual financial statements for the year 
ended 29 February 2020.

The Company is also not in compliance with 
the JSE Listings Requirements regarding 
the timeous release of results pertaining 
to the years ended 29 February 2020 and 
28 February 2021, and its interim period 
ended 31 August 2020. The Company is 
working on issuing the financial results for 
the specified periods.

DIRECTORS’ AND EXTERNAL ADVISERS’ ATTENDANCE AT BOARD AND COMMITTEE MEETINGS 
for the year ended 29 February 2020
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Dear Stakeholders

I am pleased to present the Remuneration Report of the Social, Ethics and Remuneration Committee 
(“the Committee”) for the year ended 29 February 2020. In the context of the accountability and 
transparency encouraged by King IVTM, this Remuneration Report is presented in three sections – 
background, an overview of the Remuneration Policy and the Remuneration Implementation Report 
which articulates the link between strategy, sustainable value creation, performance and remuneration.

Remuneration Report
by Patrick Mngconkola

COMPOSITION AND 
GOVERNANCE
The Board has ultimate responsibility 
for the appropriateness of remuneration 
policies and executive remuneration. 
The Board delegates oversight of this 
responsibility to the Group’s Social, 
Ethics and Remuneration Committee, 
the composition of which is provided on 
page 43 of the integrated report.

Members of the Committee and its 
Chairperson are appointed by the 
Board on the recommendation of the 
Nominations Committee. The Board 
is aware of the recommendations of 
King IV™ with respect to the membership 
of a committee which deals with 
remuneration matters which should 
comprise a majority of Independent 
Non‑executive Directors and be chaired by 
an Independent Non‑executive Director. 
In this regard, and following a rigorous 
independence assessment subsequent 
to the year‑end, Mr Patrick Mngconkola 
was reclassified as an Independent Non‑
executive Director. The Board is satisfied 
that, following the reclassification, 
the Committee’s composition aligns 
with King IVTM. The CEO and CFO attend 
meetings as invitees to make proposals 
and to provide such information as the 

Committee may require but are excluded 
from any deliberations pertaining to their 
own remuneration. The Board is satisfied 
that the Committee is sufficiently qualified 
and experienced to discharge its duties 
as set out in the Terms of Reference. Fees 
paid to members of the Committee are 
disclosed on page 56 of the integrated 
report.

ROLE AND MANDATE OF 
COMMITTEE 
The Committee operates and carries out 
its duties in terms of Board‑approved 
Terms of Reference, which take into 
account the recommendations of 
King IVTM, and other relevant best 
practice and are reviewed annually. 
The Committee acts on behalf of Efora 
and its subsidiaries on matters relating 
to remuneration. The Committee has 
been mandated by the Board to assist 
in exercising its responsibilities by 
overseeing all aspects of remuneration 
and presenting feedback on all Committee 
decisions to the Board. The overarching 
responsibility of the Committee with 
respect to remuneration matters is to 
ensure that the Company has the right 
remuneration policies and practices that 
attract, motivate and retain the best 
talent underpinned by transparency, good 

governance, accountability and fairness. 
The Committee is also responsible for 
ensuring that the implementation and 
execution of the Remuneration Policy 
achieves its objectives. The Terms 
of Reference of the Committee are 
available on the Company’s website at 
www.eforaenergy.com. 

KEY FOCUS AREAS OF THE 
COMMITTEE
The Committee met three times during 
the year under review and key focus areas 
with respect to remuneration matters are 
summarised below:

•  recommended Group performance 
targets for the financial year to the 
Board for approval and measured 
resultant performance outcomes;

•  reviewed governance structures within 
the Group and proposed changes 
to the Board and shareholders for 
consideration;

•  approved amendments to the 
Remuneration Policy following 
engagement with stakeholders;

•  approved remuneration disclosures in 
the integrated report;

•  recommended the Non‑executive 
Director Remuneration Policy 
Statement to the Board for approval; 
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•  recommended amendments to the 
Group’s management structures; and 

•  recommended share allocation to 
employees in terms of the long‑term 
incentive plan (”LTIP”) approved in the 
prior financial year. 

REVIEW OF GOVERNANCE 
STRUCTURES
The Committee reviewed the Group’s 
existing governance and management 
structures and made recommendations 
to the Board and shareholders regarding 
synergies that can be realised by 
consolidating certain structures. The 
Committee will continue monitoring and 
overseeing the restructuring process 
and the implementation of the revised 
structures during the year ahead. 

REMUNERATION POLICY 
As part of the Committee’s annual 
review of the Remuneration Policy, 
the Committee recommended the 
amendment of the Remuneration Policy 
to the effect that the Board’s discretion 
in respect of awarding executive 
bonus payments will be subject to, 
amongst other factors, sustainability 
and affordability. The Committee is 
satisfied that the Remuneration Policy is 
appropriate and that it complies with the 
recommended practices of King IV™.

VOTING 
Shareholders will be requested to cast 
a non‑binding advisory vote on the 
Remuneration Policy and Implementation 
Report at the Company's AGM on 

30 July 2021. This allows shareholders 
to express their views on the Company’s 
Remuneration Policy and the 
Remuneration Implementation Report. 

At the AGM held on 16 August 2019, 
the resolutions on the Company's 
Remuneration Policy and the 
Remuneration Implementation Report 
received non‑binding votes of 99.51% and 
99.53%, respectively.

OTHER REMUNERATION 
CONSIDERATIONS
The Committee considered the outcome of 
the strategy session held in February 2020 
and identified and assigned key performance 
targets to the Executive Management 
team. These targets took into account 
past performance of the Group and the 
immediate priorities to improve the overall 
financial performance and value creation of 
the Group. These targets are mentioned on 
page 25 of the integrated report.

After due consideration of the 
performance of the Group and the 
current economic climate, the Committee 
resolved not to increase the remuneration 
of Non‑executive Directors, Executive 
Directors, Senior Management and 
support staff for the coming financial year. 

REMUNERATION POLICY 
AND OUTCOMES 
I am pleased to present the Company’s 
Remuneration Policy and outcomes for the 
financial year ended 29 February 2020 in 
Parts I and II of my report.

KEY FOCUS AREAS FOR THE 
YEAR AHEAD
•  Implementation of streamlined 

governance and management 
structures;

•  Further alignment of performance 
targets to strategic objectives;

•  Further standardisation of 
remuneration practices across the 
Group; and

•  Overseeing stakeholder management.

CONCLUSION
The Committee is satisfied with 
the Company’s application of the 
requirements of King IV™ and the JSE 
Listings Requirements, except as outlined 
on page 47 and that it has carried out 
its responsibilities with respect to 
remuneration matters of the Group 
for the year ended 29 February 2020. 
The Committee will continue to promote 
the enhancement of remuneration 
practices for alignment with market 
conditions and the performance of 
the Group.

Patrick Mngconkola
Chairperson: Social, Ethics and 

Remuneration Committee

28 June 2021

The overarching 
responsibility of the 

Committee with respect to 
remuneration matters is to ensure that 

the Company has the right remuneration 
policies and practices that attract, 
motivate and retain the best talent 
underpinned by transparency, good 

governance, accountability 
and fairness.
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Remuneration Report continued

PART I: REMUNERATION POLICY

The Company’s approach to 
remuneration
The Company strives to be an employer of 
choice in its chosen market by creating an 
environment where people deliver great 
results and share in the value they create. 
Appropriate remuneration and reward 
policies and practices play a critical role 
in attracting, motivating and retaining 
solid and high‑performing individuals, 
and people with scarce and critical skills. 
How the Company remunerates employees 
reflects the dynamics of the market and 
context in which it operates, thereby 
promoting alignment with the strategic 
direction and specific value drivers of the 
businesses within the Group. 

The Company recognises fair reward and 
recognition as key strategies to foster a 
high‑performance culture, an important 
factor in employee engagement. 
Performance‑related pay (”PRP”) hence 
forms the cornerstone of our reward 
philosophy, supported by a robust 
performance management system. 
Reward and recognition also augment the 
Company’s performance‑driven culture and 
its drive to achieve business objectives. 

Key principles 
of Efora’s 
Remuneration 
Policy

Support for strategic 
objectives

Open	communication

Non‑discriminatory 
practices

Internal  
equity

External  
equity

Performance‑driven 
remuneration

Affordability	and	
sustainability

The Company has adopted an 
integrated approach to rewarding its 
Executives and employees based on the 
following principles: 

•  adopting a competitive market 
remuneration position and targeting 
the market median (50th percentile), 
and 75th percentile for Executives; 

•  creating an effective balance between 
guaranteed and variable pay; 

•  using both cash and non‑cash 
incentives to reward, enhance and 
sustain individual performance, 
including short‑term incentives to 
achieve short‑term outcomes, as well 
as long‑term incentives; 

•  providing flexibility and choice for 
employment benefits, such as pension 
contributions, medical aid and a 
13th cheque; and

•  utilising the Committee to ensure that 
a fair and robust process is followed.

Governance and the 
Remuneration Committee 
The Board carries ultimate responsibility 
for the Group’s Remuneration Policy. 
The Board will, when required, refer 
matters for shareholder approval, such as: 

•  Non‑executive Director remuneration 
for serving on the Board and respective 
Board Committees; and

•  endorsement of the annual 
Remuneration Policy and 
Implementation Report. 

Voting results and shareholder 
engagement
At the AGM held on 16 August 2019 Efora’s 
Remuneration Policy and Remuneration 
Implementation Report received favourable 
votes of 99.51% and 99.53%, respectively, 
by shareholders entitled to vote at the 
AGM. The Remuneration Policy (Part I) 
and Remuneration Implementation Report 
(Part II) will be put to two separate non‑
binding shareholders’ votes at the upcoming 
AGM and the Committee looks forward to 
a positive outcome in this regard. If 25% or 
more of the votes cast are recorded against 
either the Remuneration Policy resolution or 
the Implementation Report resolution, then 
Executive Management will: 

•  appropriately engage with dissenting 
shareholders to ascertain the reasons for 
the dissenting vote. Where considered 
appropriate, Committee members may 
participate in these engagements with 
selected shareholders; and

•  make specific recommendations to the 
Committee as to how legitimate and 
reasonable objections of shareholders 
might be addressed, either in the 
Company’s Remuneration Policy or 
through changes on the implementation 
of the Remuneration Policy. 

This will be reported on as appropriate 
in the background statement of the 
subsequent Remuneration Report included 
in the integrated annual report.

Elements of remuneration 
The remuneration package comprises core fixed elements (total guaranteed package 
(”TGP”)) and two performance‑based variable elements (performance bonus and the 
share schemes). 

Total remuneration

FIXED VARIABLE (PERFORMANCE-BASED)

TGP Optional benefits 
(included in TGP)

Performance bonus Share schemes

The Group follows a “cost‑to‑company” 
approach with respect to the TGP which 
comprises:
(i) base salary in cash;
(ii)	 pension	and	medical	aid	contributions;
(iii) annual leave; and
(iv)	 social	security	contributions	(e.g.	UIF).

Employees who meet the criteria outlined 
in	the	Remuneration	Policy	and	are	in	good	
standing with the Group may be eligible to 
be considered for: 
(i) a performance bonus;
(ii)	 	share	options;	and/or	
(iii)  shares under the LTIP.
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Eligibility for participation in the performance bonus is based on the attainment of annual targets, both financial and non‑financial. 
The Committee determines eligibility for participation in the share option scheme and LTIP. The Committee considers the appropriate 
mix of remuneration to attract and retain the required expertise and skills to support the Group’s growth ambitions. The Group’s current 
remuneration structure is summarised in the table below:

ALL EMPLOYEES
NON-EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTORS (”NEDs”)

COMPONENT TGP
SHORT-TERM  
INCENTIVES

LONG-TERM 
INCENTIVES FIXED PAY

Remuneration 
element

Base	salary	and	retirement	
and	standard	benefits

Performance bonus Share	options

LTIP

NED fees

Objective Guaranteed	remuneration	
is designed to ensure 
that individuals are paid 
equitably	relative	to	their	
worth in the market and 
their	contribution	to	the	
success of the Group.

The investment in a short‑term bonus 
payment is primarily focused on 
encouraging employees to increase 
productivity	in	order	to	achieve	the	
Group’s targets.

Long-term	incentives	
act	as	a	retention	
mechanism, encouraging 
a longer‑term horizon for 
decision‑making. They also 
encourage ownership of 
equity in the Group.

Remunerates NEDs 
for their services and 
contribution.

Eligibility All employees All employees Executive	Directors	
(share	options)

Executives	and	all	
employees (LTIP)

All NEDs

Pay delivery Monthly in cash Annually	in	cash	at	the	discretion	of	the	
Board,	subject	to	affordability

Discretionary	in	share	
options

Settled	through	the	
vesting	of	allocated	shares	
on	attainment	of	Group	
performance criteria (LTIP)

Monthly (retainer) in cash

Quarterly	(meeting	
attendance	fees)	in	cash

Application •  The Group pegs its 
salary midpoint to 
the	national	market	
midpoint. In the 
instance	of	critical	
and scarce skills the 
Group remunerates 
positions	falling	into	
this category up to 25% 
above the midpoint.

•  The Group reviews 
salaries annually and 
takes into account 
Group performance, 
inflation	and	market	
movements, and 
performance	ratings.

•  Remuneration	is	
regularly benchmarked 
against companies 
of similar size and 
complexity in the 
O&G sector.

•  In all cases the annual Group 
corporate scorecard (”Scorecard”) 
will trigger the awarding of 
performance bonuses. The Board 
also	considers	affordability	and	the	
business outlook prior to approving 
the	payment	of	incentives.

•  The bonus is over and above the 
guaranteed	remuneration	and	is	
not guaranteed income.

•  The award of bonuses takes 
into	account	market	practices	
established through regular 
benchmarking.

•  No bonuses will be paid if the 
Scorecard is below 2.5 points out of 
a	5-point	rating	scale.	Should	this	
criteria be met individuals 
with	performance	ratings	less	
than 2.5 will not qualify for a 
performance bonus.

•  Bonuses are paid at 15% to 200% of 
the TGP based on performance and 
the	employee’s	job	grade.	Executive	
Directors	are	incentivised	at	
between 40% and 200% of the TGP 
depending on performance and 
the	attainment	of	stretch	targets.	
In	the	case	of	other	Executives	the	
range is between 20% and 100%. 
Bonuses for all other employees are 
paid at 15% to 50% of the TGP.

Share option scheme

This is a three‑year scheme 
which outlines the number 
of	share	options	that	are	
available	to	participants	
as well as the maximum 
number of shares that may 
be allocated to any one 
individual.	Allocation	of	
shares under this scheme 
is	at	the	discretion	of	
the Board.

LTIP

The Board in its sole 
discretion	determines	
the aggregate number of 
plan shares which shall be 
allocated	to	participants	
at	any	given	point	in	time.	
Allocated plan shares 
vest	over	a	five-year	
period depending on the 
attainment	of	agreed	
performance criteria. 

•  Fee quantum is 
set by reference to 
the	responsibilities	
assumed	in	executing	
the	duties	of	a	
Director and is based 
on	a	fixed	monthly	
retainer and quarterly 
meeting	attendance	
fees.

•  NED fees are 
recommended to 
the Board by the 
Committee	for	further	
recommendation	
to shareholders for 
approval annually.

•  All fees are paid 
in line with the 
authority granted 
by shareholders at 
each AGM.

•  NED	remuneration	
is regularly 
benchmarked against 
companies of similar 
size and complexity in 
the O&G sector.
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Remuneration Report continued

Remuneration of Executives 
The Basic Conditions of Employment 
in terms of the Basic Conditions of 
Employment Act applies to the Executive 
Directors of the Group. The objective of 
Efora’s Remuneration Policy with respect 
to Executives is to attract and retain 
high‑calibre Executives, and to motivate 
and reward them for achievement of the 
Group’s strategic goals. The Remuneration 
Policy applicable to Executives is outlined 
below. 

TGP

The TGP of Executives is determined 
on a basis similar to all other employee 
categories as outlined in the table on 
page 51 and takes into account the market 
dynamics, the level of complexity and 
accountability attributable to each role.

Performance bonuses

The objective of awarding performance 
bonuses to Executives is to promote 
and maximise the effective and efficient 
application of the Group’s resources and 
the realisation of its strategic objectives. 
Performance is rewarded in terms of 
the performance management system 
in place, subject to affordability. In all 
cases the Group Scorecard will trigger the 
awarding of performance bonuses subject 
to individual performance scorecards. 
The Board also considers affordability, 
sustainability and the business outlook 
prior to approving the payment of 
incentives or bonuses. The bonus is over 
and above the TGP, is not guaranteed 
income and may change substantially from 
year to year at the discretion of the Board. 
Performance bonuses align with market 
practice and good governance principles. 
Group and individual scorecards are 
agreed upfront which form the basis for 
measuring performance, with the former 
being predominant. 

Approach and qualifying requirements

The annual assessment of performance 
is based on the audited results of the 
preceding financial year which are 
evaluated based on the criteria in the 
Board‑approved Scorecard and takes into 
account agreed non‑financial measures. 

Calculation of bonus payments for Executives

Bonuses will not be payable where the Group Scorecard is below 2.5 out of a maximum 
rating of 5. Key performance indicators and weightings in the Scorecard for the current 
evaluation period are as follows:

For each of these key performance indicators targets are agreed, which form the basis 
of the Group and individual performance evaluations. The performance bonus awarded 
to each Executive is based on the following formula and sliding scale, subject to the 
Group attaining a rating of at least 2.5 on the Scorecard and is dependent on their 
individual performance.

Performance bonus per Executive = TGP x Individual performance rating %

KPI Weighting

UPSTREAM Production:	average	barrels	of	oil	per	day	
(gross 100%)

5%

Operating	cost	per	barrel	($/bbl) 5%

Attract	JV	Partner	(%	farmed	down) 5%

DOWNSTREAM Volumes: total for the year (million litres) 5%

Gross margin (Rc/l) 5%

Cost (R/litre) 5%

HSE Total recordable injury rate (”TRIR”) 5%

Environmental	matters 5%

BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT

Volume growth (million litres per year) 12.5%

New business net margin (Rc/l) 7.5%

FINANCE New funds raised (R’m) 15%

Consolidated EBITDA (R’m) 10%

STAKEHOLDERS Qualifying	procurement	spending	allocated	to	
black‑owned businesses during the year (%) 5%
Improve management control (EE) on 
B‑BBEE scorecard (points) 5%
Employee	Satisfaction	Index	(%) 5%

100%

Performance 
rating

% annual guaranteed package Performance 
descriptionExecutive Directors Executives

1.0 – 2.49 0% 0% Below target

2.5 – 2.99 40% 20% Below target
3.0 – 3.49 60% 40% On target
3.5 – 4.99 80% – 100% 60% – 80% Outperform
5.0 200% 100% Outperform

The Committee can recommend to the Board whether the above requires moderation. 
The Board has the sole discretion to determine the final bonus amount paid to 
each Executive.
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Share option scheme

Salient features
1.  The Company’s share option scheme 

(the “scheme”) has been established 
to benefit employees and Directors of 
the Company who are nominated by 
the Committee to be “Participants”. 
To qualify for options to be granted 
in terms of the scheme a Participant 
must be either an employee or a Non‑
executive Director of the Company. 
Options are granted at the discretion 
of the Committee, taking into 
consideration performance, value‑
added services, commitment, diligence 
and performing at levels above and 
beyond the call of duty; and the need 
to incentivise suitable candidates to 
accept appointments to the Board as 
Non‑executive Directors.

2.  The maximum number of shares 
that may be acquired pursuant to 
options granted in terms of the 
scheme is 12 483 386 shares and no 
Participant shall acquire in excess of 
4 161 129 shares. An option granted 
to a Participant will be an option to 
purchase a number of shares specified 
by the Directors at the strike price, 
which shall be the 15‑day volume 
weighted average price per share 
on the JSE as at the grant date. 
As at 29 February 2020, 8 051 181 
(2019: 8 051 181) share options 
were available for granting under 
the scheme. No share options were 
issued or exercised during the year. 
Share options that lapsed during the 
year are indicated on page 57 of the 
integrated report.

3.  If any Participant who is an employee 
ceases to be an employee, or in the 
case of any Participant who is a Non‑
executive Director of the Company, the 
Non‑executive Director’s appointment 
is terminated:

 (a)  for any reason not approved by 
the Directors (including without 
being limited to summary dismissal, 
proven dishonesty, fraudulent or 
grossly negligent conduct), then all 
of the options that may become 
exercisable on or after the date of 
termination will lapse immediately;

 (b)  as a result of his/her death, the 
executors or administrators of his/
her estate or his/her heirs shall 
be entitled to exercise all of the 
Participant’s share options within a 
period of two years; and

 (c)  as a result of his/her retirement, 
permanent disability or permanent 
incapacity, the Participant shall 
have a period of two years in which 
to exercise all or any multiple of 100 
of his/her share options.

4.  If any Participant who is an employee 
who leaves the employment of 
the Company or, in the case of any 
Participant who is a Director, resigns 
as a Director, then all of the options 
that may become exercisable on or 
after the date of termination will 
lapse immediately on the date of 
termination and all of the options 
must be exercised by the Participant 
within 30 calendar days after the date 
of termination.

LTIP

Salient features
1.  The plan takes the form of a Group 

performance‑based share plan.

2.  55 191 731 shares shall be utilised for 
purposes of the plan, which equates 
to approximately 5% of the number of 
issued shares at the date of adoption 
of this plan. Further shares may not 
be utilised for purposes of the plan 
without the approval of shareholders 
by ordinary resolution (requiring a 75% 
majority of the votes cast in favour 
of such resolution by all shareholders 
present or represented by proxy 
at the general meeting to approve 
such resolution).

3.  Vested plan shares and unvested 
plan shares shall rank pari passu 
with all other shares in respect of 
voting, dividend, transfer and other 
rights (collectively share rights). 
For avoidance of doubt:

 (a)  a Participant shall not be entitled 
to exercise any share rights in 
respect of (i) unvested plan shares 
or (ii) any vested plan shares which 
have not been allotted and issued 
to such Participant; and

 (b)  a Participant shall only be entitled 
to exercise share rights in respect 
of vested plan shares which 
have been allotted and issued to 
such Participant.

4.  The only persons entitled to participate 
in the plan are the Participants. 
For avoidance of doubt the following 
persons shall not be entitled to 
participate in the plan:

 (a) Non‑executive Directors;

 (b)  persons who are in the permanent 
employment of a company in 
which the Company has a direct or 
indirect equity interest, but which is 
not a subsidiary of the Company;

 (c)  employees who are employed by 
a Group company on a fixed‑term 
basis; and

 (d)  independent contractors providing 
consulting services or other services 
to a Group company.

5.  The Board shall in its sole discretion 
determine the aggregate number 
of plan shares which shall be 
allocated to Participants with effect 
from the commencement date 
(the initial allocation).

6.  Subsequent to the initial allocation, 
the Board shall, on an annual basis, 
determine the aggregate number of 
plan shares (if any) to be allocated 
to Participants with effect from 
each successive allocation date. 
Any allocation of plan shares to 
Participants subsequent to the initial 
allocation shall be made on the 
recommendation of the Remuneration 
Committee but shall be at the sole 
discretion of the Board.

7.  The aggregate number of plan 
shares that may be allocated to a 
Participant at any time shall not 
exceed 11 038 346.
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Remuneration Report continued

8.  The Group performance criteria which the Group must achieve as a condition for allocated 
plan shares to vest in Participants is outlined below:

* Driven by business development and acquisitions

The Board shall from time to time in its sole discretion determine or vary the Group 
performance criteria.

9. The Company shall:

 (a)  communicate the relevant Group 
performance criteria to Participants 
in writing prior to each allocation 
date; and

 (b)  communicate to Participants 
in writing prior to each vesting 
date whether the relevant 
Group performance criteria have 
been achieved.

10.  Subject to the relevant Group 
performance criteria being achieved 
allocated plan shares shall vest in a 
Participant as follows:

 (a)  33.333% of the allocated plan shares 
shall vest in the Participant on the 
third anniversary of the relevant 
allocation date (initial vesting date);

 (b)  33.333% of the allocated plan shares 
shall vest in the Participant on the 
fourth anniversary of the relevant 
allocation date (second vesting 
date); and

 (c)  33.333% of the allocated plan shares 
shall vest in the Participant on the 
fifth anniversary of the relevant 
allocation date (third vesting date).

11.  In the event that a Participant should 
cease to be an employee for any reason 
whatsoever prior to his/her initial vesting 
date, then the employee shall, with 

Key result area Threshold Target Stretch Weighting
Return on invested 
capital x1.1 x1.3 x1.5 25%
Shareholders’  
return 50% 70% >80% 25%
Volume growth from 
current business 0% 5% 10% 25%
Volume growth from 
new business* 50% 100% 150% 25%

effect from the date of termination of 
employment, cease to be a Participant 
and shall forfeit all and any accrued and 
future rights under the plan including, 
without limitation, the right to vesting of 
any allocated plan shares.

12.  In the event that a Participant should 
cease to be an employee subsequent 
to his/her initial vesting date in 
consequence of a fault termination 
event, then the employee shall, with 
effect from the date of termination of 
employment, cease to be a Participant 
and shall forfeit all and any future 
rights under the plan including, without 
limitation, the right to the vesting of 
any allocated plan shares which would 
have occurred subsequent to the 
date of termination of employment. 
For avoidance of doubt the Participant 
shall be entitled to retain any plan shares 
that have vested in the Participant 
prior to the date of termination of 
employment.

13.  In the event that a Participant should 
cease to be an employee subsequent 
to his/her initial vesting date in 
consequence of a no fault termination 
event, then the Participant shall retain 
his/her future rights to the vesting 
of allocated plan shares but, with 
effect from the date of termination of 

employment, shall otherwise forfeit 
all and any other rights under the 
plan including, without limitation, the 
right to participate in any allocation of 
plan shares subsequent to the date of 
termination of employment.

14.  Allocated plan shares which are not 
issued to a Participant by the Company 
in consequence of the relevant Group 
performance criteria not being achieved 
or in consequence of a forfeiture of 
rights shall revert to the status of 
unallocated plan shares.

15.  Within 30 days after a vesting date, 
the Company shall allot and issue 
vested plan shares to Participants for 
no consideration. 

NON‑EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
REMUNERATION
The following arrangements pertain to the 
Non‑executive Directors of the Company:

•  Non‑executive Directors receive an 
annual retainer fee and are remunerated 
per meeting in accordance with the 
attendance fees for scheduled meetings 
as agreed by shareholders on the 
Board’s recommendation at the AGM

•  Non‑executive Directors may be eligible 
for re‑election depending on their 
annual performance evaluation 

•  Travel, fares and reasonable 
subsistence shall be in line with Efora’s 
relevant policies

•  None of the Non‑executive Directors has 
service contracts with the Company. 

Affordability, company size, the current 
economic climate, as well as market surveys 
were considered and the Board agreed 
not to recommend an increase in the 
Non‑executive Directors' remuneration. 
Shareholders will consider the proposed 
fees at the upcoming AGM.
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PART II: IMPLEMENTATION OF REMUNERATION POLICY 

The following report reflects the remuneration outcomes for the year ended 29 February 2020. 

TGP
No increases were awarded to Executives and Senior Management during the year under review. Support staff were awarded an inflation‑
based adjustment. No increases were proposed for Executives, Non‑executives, Senior Management and support staff for the year ending 
28 February 2021. 

SHORT‑TERM INCENTIVES
Performance bonuses
No performance bonuses were paid for the year under review. The performance scorecards of the CEO and CFO are summarised below.

Performance of the CEO: Damain Matroos* 

Performance objectives

Performance level

Weight Rating

Below target On target Outperform

1 2 3 4 5
UPSTREAM Production:	average	barrels	of	oil	

per day (gross 100%) ● 5% 0.15

Operating	cost	per	barrel	($/bbl) ● 5% 0.10

Attract	JV	Partner	(%	farmed	down) ● 5% 0.05
DOWNSTREAM Volumes: total for the year (million 

litres) ● 5% 0.13

Gross margin (Rc/l) ● 5% 0.22

Cost (R/litre) ● 5% 0.25
HSE TRIR ● 5% 0.25

Environmental	matters ● 5% 0.15
BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT

Volume growth (million litres per 
year) ● 12.5% 0.13

New business net margin (Rc/l) ● 7.5% 0.20
FINANCE New funds raised (R’m) ● 15% 0.15

Consolidated EBITDA (R’m) ● 10% 0.10
STAKEHOLDERS Qualifying	procurement	spending	

allocated to black‑owned businesses 
during the year (%) ● 5% 0.15
Improve management control (EE) 
on B‑BBEE scorecard (points) ● 5% 0.15

Employee	Satisfaction	Index	(%) ● 5% 0.15
      100% 2.33

* Resigned on 5 February 2021 and left the Group on 4 May 2021.
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Performance of the CFO: Tariro Gadzikwa*

Performance objective

Performance level

Weight Rating

Below target
On 

target Outperform

1 2 3 4 5
UPSTREAM Operating	cost	per	barrel	($/bbl) ● 5% 0.10

Attract	JV	Partner	(%	farmed	down) ● 5% 0.05

DOWNSTREAM Volumes: total for the year (million litres) ● 5% 0.13

Cost (R’m/year) ● 10% 0.05

HSE TRIR ● 5% 0.25

BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT

Volumes growth (million litres per year) ● 5% 0.05

FINANCE New funds raised (R'm) ● 15% 0.15

Return	on	invested	capital,	relative	to	WACC ● 5% 0.05

Consolidated	EBITDA	(relative	to	budget) ● 20% 0.20

STAKEHOLDERS JSE compliance ● 5% 0.20

Improve	B-BBEE	rating ● 5% 0.25

Meeting	continuing	obligations	timelines ● 5% 0.25

Integration	of	finance	department ● 5% 0.15

Investor	communications	and	relationships ● 5% 0.15

 Total 100% 2.48

* Resigned as Director 6 July 2020 and left the Group on 30 September 2020. 

Remuneration of Executive Directors 
The total remuneration outcomes for Executive Directors, comprising salary and benefits 
for the year ended 29 February 2020 are detailed below: 

Executive Directors
Salary
R’000

Other 
benefits1

R’000

Discretionary 
bonus
R’000

Total
R’000

2020
Damain Matroos 3 076 746 – 3 822
Tariro Gadzikwa 2 024 553 – 2 577
 5 100 1 299 – 6 399
2019
Dr Thabo Kgogo2 3 710 81 1 573 5 364
Damain Matroos 3 107 110 1 230 4 447
Tariro Gadzikwa 209 6 – 215
 7 026 197 2 803 10 026

1 Other benefits for 2020 include acting allowances.
2 Resigned 31 January 2019.

Employment agreements
Contracts with Executives are on standard terms with notice periods of up to 
three months. Contracts sufficiently insulate the Group against risks that may arise out of 
the employment relationship.

Non‑executive Directors’ fees
There were no increases to Directors’ 
retainer and meeting fees for the year 
under review as approved by shareholders 
at the last AGM. NED fees paid for the 
2020 financial year are presented below:

Group and Company

2020
R’000

2019
R’000

Boas Seruwe 1 281 1 363

Thuto Masasa 847 762

Vuyo Ngonyama2 722 96

Patrick Mngconkola 665 980

Zanele Radebe2 672 97

Ignatius	Sehoole1 – 818

 4 187 4 116
1 Resigned 31 December 2018.
2 Appointed 19 December 2018.
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LONG‑TERM INCENTIVES 
Share options
There were no share options awarded during the year ended 29 February 2020. The interests of the Executives, Management and past 
Directors in share options previously awarded are as follows:

Name of 
holder Grant date

Share price
 at grant 

date
R

As at 
28 February 

2019
(000’s)

Lapsed
(000’s)

As at 
29 February 

2020
(000’s)

Exercise price 
after share 

consolidation
R Vesting date Expiry date

Brian	Christie* 21 Nov 2008 0.57 420 (420) – 8.22 21 Nov 2008 11 Apr 2019

21 Nov 2008 0.57 210 (210) – 8.22 21 Nov 2009 11 Apr 2019

21 Nov 2008 0.57 210 (210) – 8.22 21 Nov 2010 11 Apr 2019

10 Oct 2016 0.18 927 – 927 2.70 10 Oct 2016 9 Oct 2026

10 Oct 2016 0.18 464 – 464 2.70 10 Oct 2017 9 Oct 2026

10 Oct 2016 0.18 464 – 464 2.70 10 Oct 2018 9 Oct 2026

Gontse 
Moseneke*

8 Jul 2010 0.40 157 – 157 2.90 8 Jul 2010 7 Jul 2020

8 Jul 2010 0.40 78 – 78 2.90 8 Jul 2011 7 Jul 2020

8 Jul 2010 0.40 78 – 78 2.90 8 Jul 2012 7 Jul 2020

10 Oct 2016 0.18 346 – 346 2.70 10 Oct 2016 9 Oct 2026

10 Oct 2016 0.18 173 – 173 2.70 10 Oct 2017 9 Oct 2026

10 Oct 2016 0.18 173 – 173 2.70 10 Oct 2018 9 Oct 2026

Tariro 
Gadzikwa**

20 Jun 2014 0.50 125 – 125 5.28 20 Jun 2014 19 Jun 2024

20 Jun 2014 0.50 63 – 63 5.28 20 Jun 2015 19 Jun 2024

20 Jun 2014 0.50 63 – 63 5.28 20 Jun 2016 19 Jun 2024

Damain 
Matroos***

10 Jun 2015 0.25 161 – 161 2.33 10 Jun 2016 9 Jun 2025

10 Jun 2015 0.25 161 – 161 2.33 10 Jun 2017 9 Jun 2025

10 Jun 2015 0.25 161 – 161 2.33 10 Jun 2018 9 Jun 2025

 Total   4 432 (840) 3 592    
*  Past Directors who were permitted to retain their share options under the provisions of the scheme following the termination of their directorship of the 

Company.
**  Share options lapsed on 30 September 2020.
***  Share options lapsed on 4 May 2021.

Note: If, on the expiry of 10 years after the date of appointment or the subsequent date of grant of any option to a Participant, such 
Participant has not exercised his/her options in full, then the Directors shall be obliged and authorised to call upon him/her in writing to 
do so within 30 days after the date of such request, and if such Participant fails to comply with such request, or exercises his/her option in 
respect of only 100 shares or any multiple thereof, that part of the relevant option not exercised will automatically lapse.

LTIP
There are no shares that were allocated under the LTIP for the year under review.
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The Audit, Risk and Investment Committee (“the Committee”) is pleased to present its report for 
the year ended 29 February 2020 to shareholders in compliance with the requirements of the 
Companies Act, the JSE Listings Requirements and King IV™. The report aims to provide details of 
how the Committee satisfied its responsibilities and further aims to highlight significant matters 
that arose during the year under review. 

Audit, Risk and Investment 
Committee Report 
by Malande Tonjeni 

COMPOSITION, 
GOVERNANCE AND 
COMMITTEE ASSESSMENT
In compliance with the Companies Act, the 
Committee members shown on page 43 
of the integrated report were elected 
by shareholders at the Annual General 
Meeting (“AGM”) of the Company held in 
2019 to serve until the next AGM and their 
meeting attendance for the year under 
review is summarised on page 47.

In compliance with the requirements 
of the Companies Act, as well as the 
recommended practices of King IV™, 
all three members of the Committee as at 
29 February 2020 were Independent Non‑
executive Directors. The composition of the 
Committee remained unchanged during 
the year. The Board of Directors (“Board”) 
is satisfied that all members of the 
Committee had adequate qualifications, 
knowledge and experience to carry out 
their duties. Fees paid to Committee 
members are detailed on page 56 of 
the integrated report. On 31 July 2020 
Ms Thuto Masasa resigned from her 
position as Director and Chairperson of the 
Committee. Mr Vuyo Ngonyama stood as 
Chairperson of the Committee between 
13 August 2020 and 31 March 2021. 
Mr Patrick Mngconkola was appointed to 
the Committee on 13 August 2020.

On 10 February 2021, following 
her appointment to the Board, 
Ms Malande Tonjeni was appointed to the 
Committee as a member. Subsequent to 
the reconstitution of the Committee due 
to changes in the directorate, she became 

the Chairperson of the Committee with 
effect from 1 April 2021. The Committee 
now comprises Ms Malande Tonjeni 
(Chairperson), Patrick Mngconkola and 
Zanele Radebe. Shareholders will, at the 
next AGM scheduled for 30 July 2021, 
be requested to approve the continued 
appointment of the members of the 
Committee for the 2022 financial year.

The Chairman of the Board of Directors 
(“Board”) is not a member of the 
Committee. Other Directors, the Chief 
Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer 
and representatives of the Internal and 
External Auditors may attend meetings of 
the Committee by invitation. The Group 
Company Secretary is also the Secretary of 
the Committee. 

In accordance with its Terms of Reference, 
the Committee meets at least four times 
annually, but more often if necessary. 
During the period under review the 
Committee met 12 times. 

An evaluation of the effectiveness of the 
Committee was conducted by the Company 
Secretary. Overall, it was concluded that the 
Committee discharged its duties effectively. 
The Board is satisfied that the Committee 
adequately carried out its mandate for the 
year under review, based on reporting from 
the Committee. 

ROLE AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE 
COMMITTEE
The Committee has an independent role 
with accountability to both the Board 

and to shareholders. The Committee’s 
responsibilities include the statutory 
duties prescribed in section 94 of the 
Companies Act, activities recommended 
by King IV™, as well as additional 
responsibilities assigned to the 
Committee by the Board as set out 
in its Terms of Reference which are 
available on the Company’s website at 
www.eforaenergy.com. The Committee’s 
Terms of Reference are reviewed 
annually and updated where necessary. 
The Committee has conducted its affairs in 
compliance with these Terms of Reference 
and has discharged its responsibilities 
contained therein, as well as in the 
Companies Act. 

The Committee also meets separately 
and independently with the External and 
Internal Auditors. 

ACTIVITIES OF THE 
COMMITTEE 
Key focus areas during the year
•  Reviewed and approved the audited 

annual financial statements, summary 
annual financial statements, unaudited 
interim results, key accounting 
considerations, related SENS and results 
announcements and the adoption of 
IFRS 16

•  Reviewed and approved the annual 
integrated report

•  Reviewed and considered the internal 
and external audit findings

•  Regularly monitored the performance 
and financial position of the Group
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•  Regularly reviewed and considered 
Group risks

•  Monitored the Group’s ethics and fraud 
hotline

•  Reviewed and considered the report 
and queries on Proactive Monitoring 
from the JSE

•  Monitored legal matters within the Group

•  Made submissions to the Board on 
matters concerning the Company’s 

accounting policies, financial controls, 
financial performance and position, 
and its reporting

•  Monitored the effectiveness of the 
finance function

•  Reviewed and monitored the quality 
and effectiveness of the external audit 
process 

•  Had oversight of the Group’s financial 
controls systems

•  Reviewed and considered the strategy, 
financial plans and delegation of 
authority

The Chairperson, with the assistance of 
the Company Secretary, provided regular 
written reports to the Board summarising 
the Committee’s considerations and 
recommendations. The Board was 
satisfied with the Committee’s reporting in 
this regard.

Evaluation of financial statements and accounting practices
The Committee considered the annual financial statements, the accounting practices and the internal financial controls of the Group. 
Furthermore, the Committee considered, reviewed and discussed the Group annual financial statements with the independent 
External Auditors and finance team. The Committee also reviewed the following key and significant accounting matters:

Matter Response of the Committee 

Going concern Management performs an annual assessment of the ability of the Company to remain a going 
concern	in	light	of	plans	in	place	to	ensure	the	continued	sustainability	of	the	Group.	Management	
presented	its	most	recent	assessment	to	the	Committee	and	highlighted	the	key	assumptions	and	
judgements	which	support	this	evaluation.	The	Committee	was	satisfied	that	the	plans	in	place	
are	adequate	to	support	the	going	concern	assertion	and	mitigate	the	uncertainties	which	exist	as	
highlighted	in	note	37	of	the	annual	financial	statements.	

Impairment assessments of 
intangible assets, oil and gas 
properties,	and	investments	
in subsidiaries

Management performed assessments as at 29 February 2020 in order to determine the impairment 
of	intangible	assets,	oil	and	gas	properties,	and	investments	in	subsidiaries.	The	impairment	
assessments	are	based	on	recoverable	amounts	that	are	supported	by	estimations	of	future	cash	
flows,	discount	rates,	growth	rates,	margins	and	market	share	and,	in	the	instance	of	investments	
in	subsidiaries,	the	underlying	net	asset	values.	The	Committee	satisfactorily	reviewed	the	results	
of the impairment assessments and the process and methodologies followed to support the 
impairment	charges	recognised	in	the	annual	financial	statements	as	detailed	in	note	36.

Impairment	of	financial	
assets

The	Committee	satisfactorily	reviewed	the	appropriateness	of	the	methodologies	and	key	
judgements	applied	by	management	in	determining	the	impairment	of	financial	assets	as	outlined	
in	notes	7,	17	and	18	of	the	annual	financial	statements.

Events	after	the	reporting	
period

Management	performed	an	assessment	of	significant	events	that	occurred	subsequent	to	the	
reporting	date	as	outlined	in	note	34	of	the	annual	financial	statements,	with	a	particular	focus	on	
the	economic	effects	of	COVID-19.	The	Committee	concurs	with	management’s	assessment	to	treat	
these	developments	as	a	non-adjusting	event.

The Committee is satisfied that the Group 
and Company annual financial statements 
have been prepared in accordance 
with International Financial Reporting 
Standards (“IFRS”) as issued by the 
International Accounting Standards Board 
(“IASB”) and interpretations as issued 
by the International Financial Reporting 
Interpretations Committee (“IFRIC”) as 
well as the SAICA Financial Reporting 

Guides as issued by the Accounting 
Practices Committee, the Financial 
Reporting Pronouncements as issued 
by the Financial Reporting Standards 
Council, the Listings Requirements of the 
JSE Limited and in a manner required by 
the Companies Act. It is also satisfied that 
the adoption of the going concern basis in 
preparing the annual financial statements 
is appropriate. The annual financial 

statements will be open for discussion 
at the forthcoming AGM. The new 
Chairperson of the Committee and, 
in the instance of her absence, the other 
members of the Committee will attend the 
AGM to answer questions falling under 
the mandate of the Committee. 

After due consideration and review 
the Committee recommended the approval 
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Audit, Risk and Investment Committee Report continued

by the Board of the Group and Company 
annual financial statements for the year 
ended 29 February 2020. The Committee 
is of the opinion that the audited annual 
financial statements should be accepted 
and read together with the report of the 
independent External Auditor. The Board 
approved the annual financial statements 
on 28 June 2021. 

INTERNAL CONTROLS, 
RISK MANAGEMENT 
AND INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY (“IT”) 
GOVERNANCE 
The Committee has an oversight 
responsibility for internal controls, 
IT governance and risk management 
which are managed through various 
frameworks, policies, procedures and 
practices. Ultimately the Board, assisted 
by the Committee, is responsible for the 
effectiveness of these processes.

During the year under review, as part 
of the ongoing assessment of the 
internal control environment, the 
Committee regularly reviewed progress 
on the remediation of internal control 
deficiencies identified in previous internal 
audit reviews. The Committee is pleased 
to report significant advances in the 
Group’s internal controls.

The Committee periodically reviews 
the Company’s maturity in respect 
of IT governance. The IT Committee 
actively manages the IT governance 
and IT risk management matters 
and is responsible for the Group’s 
adherence to the various IT policies 
and procedures. The IT Committee met 
twice during the year and provided 
feedback to the Committee through the 
Executive Committee. During the year 
under review a disaster recovery and 
business continuity plan was successfully 
implemented. At year‑end the Board was 
satisfied with the status and effectiveness 
of IT governance.

The Board considers risk management 
as a key process in the responsible 
pursuit of strategic objectives and in the 
effective management of related material 
issues. Four reports were provided to the 
Committee during the year on outcomes 
from the Group‑wide Enterprise Risk 
Management processes. The Committee is 
satisfied with the safeguards in place with 
respect to identified risks. 

The Committee considered the outcome 
of various audits by the Internal 
and External Auditors, reporting by 
management as part of the overall 
Enterprise Risk Management and the 
existing IT framework and processes and 
is of the opinion that whilst opportunities 
for improving the overall control 
environment exist, the Group’s system of 
internal financial controls is adequate to 
form a basis for the preparation of reliable 
financial statements. 

COMPLIANCE
The Committee is responsible for 
reviewing any major breach of relevant 
legal and regulatory requirements. 
The Committee is satisfied that there has 
been no material non‑compliance with 
laws and regulations during the year 
under review, save for the inability by the 
Company to timeously release the annual 
financial statements for the year ended 
29 February 2020.

The Company is also not in compliance 
with the JSE Listings Requirements 
regarding the timeous release of 
results pertaining to the years ended 
29 February 2020 and 28 February 2021, 
and its interim period ended 
31 August 2020. The Company is working 
on issuing the financial results for the 
specified periods. 

Afric Oil is classified as a wholesaler 
in terms of its current business and 
holds a wholesale licence to conduct 
the business of a wholesaler of bulk 
petroleum products. In terms of the 
Petroleum Products Amendment Act, 
2003, a licensed wholesaler is precluded 
from holding a retail licence except for 
training purposes as prescribed and, 
as such, Boland Diesel is prohibited to 
undertake such activities due to the entity 
being owned by a wholesale business. 
As reported in the last integrated report 
this resulted in a contravention of 
section 2A(5)(a) of the Petroleum Products 
Amendment Act, 2003. We are pleased to 
report that the Board has since resolved 
this contravention such that Boland Diesel 
no longer carries out retail activities. 

INTERNAL AUDIT 
The internal audit function provides 
information to assist in the establishment 
and maintenance of an effective system 
of internal controls to manage the risks 
associated with the business and forms 
a third line of defence. The Committee is 
responsible for ensuring that the Group's 

internal audit function is independent and 
has the necessary resources, standing and 
authority within the Group to discharge 
its duties. The Internal Auditors are 
responsible for reporting the findings of 
the internal audit work executed against 
the agreed internal audit plan to the 
Committee at each Committee meeting. 

The Group’s Internal Auditor is BDO 
Advisory Services Proprietary Limited. 
Areas of internal audit focus during the 
year under review were sustainability, 
operations and logistics, financial 
discipline and inventory management. 
Significant findings arising from the 
reviews conducted are currently being 
remedied. The Committee is satisfied with 
the independence and expertise of the 
Group’s Internal Auditors. 

EXTERNAL AUDITORS 
SizweNtsalubaGobodo Grant Thornton 
Inc. is afforded unrestricted access to 
the Group’s records and management, 
and presents any significant issues 
arising from the annual audit to the 
Committee. In addition, Mr Altaf Fajandar, 
the designated audit partner, where 
necessary, raises matters of concern 
directly with the Chairperson of the 
Committee. The Committee considered 
and recommended to the Board the 
approval of the Auditors’ remuneration 
and terms and scope of engagement.

The Committee was satisfied that the 
External Auditor is independent of the 
Group as required by the Companies Act. 
The independence of the External Auditors 
is regularly reviewed. The requisite 
assurance was provided by the External 
Auditor to support and demonstrate its 
claim to independence and the Committee 
was satisfied with same.

The Committee has nominated, 
for approval at the AGM, 
SizweNtsalubaGobodo Grant 
Thornton Inc. as the External Auditor 
and Mr Altaf Fajandar as designated 
audit partner for the 2022 financial year, 
having satisfied itself, as required by the 
JSE Listings Requirements, that:

•  the audit firm is accredited by the JSE; 

•  the quality of the external audit is 
satisfactory; and

•  the External Auditors have confirmed 
their responsibilities pursuant to 
paragraph 22.15(h) of the JSE Listings 
Requirements. 
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Fees paid to External Auditors
The Committee determines the fees 
to be paid to the External Auditors. 
The approved Group annual audit 
fee for the financial year under audit 
was approximately R4.4 million 
(2019: R5.1 million). 

Non‑audit services
The Committee determines the nature and 
extent of non‑audit services that auditors 
may provide to the Group. There were 
no non‑audit services for the year under 
review (2019: RNil). 

COMBINED ASSURANCE
Subsequent to the year‑end the Group 
implemented a combined assurance 
model and plan to optimise, co‑ordinate 
and integrate the assurance obtained 
from management, and internal and 
external assurance providers, on risks 
facing the Group. The Group’s combined 
assurance model is closely aligned with 
the strategic direction of the Group, 
as well as the Enterprise Risk Management 
framework which identifies risks facing 
the Group and implements the necessary 
internal controls. 

The combined assurance model and 
plan is developed on the basis of a well‑
established "three lines of defence” model 
which recognises the different roles and 
responsibilities of management, oversight 
functions and independent assurance 
providers. The primary objective of the 
combined assurance plan is to provide an 
acceptable level of assurance to the Board 
that key risks are identified and managed 
effectively through the application 
of an effective control framework, 
without incurring duplication of effort 
and ensuring the most efficient use of 
resources. 

For the year under review the Committee 
is satisfied with assurance obtained 
from management, the External and 
Internal Auditors, Actuaries and the 
Competent Person with respect to the 
Group’s financial and non‑financial 
processes. The Committee will monitor 
the implementation and effectiveness of 
the combined assurance model during the 
next reporting period.

LITIGATION
Throughout the year the Committee 
monitored the Group’s outstanding 
litigation, in particular our claims against 
Encha Group Limited (“Encha”), Transcorp 
and Mr Robin Vela. We are pleased 

to confirm the arbitration award of 
R75.0 million plus interest and costs in 
our claim against Encha, following the 
Company’s appeal of an earlier judgment. 
We continue to pursue the recovery of 
the funds owed to the Group by Encha 
pursant to a compromise and payment 
plan agreed in August 2020 (see page 90).

We are also pleased to report that as at the 
date of this report the litigation between 
Efora and Mr Robin Vela has been fully 
and finally settled and neither party has a 
residual claim against the other. 

On 9 November 2020 SacOil 281 and 
EER 281 reached a settlement agreement 
with Transcorp, the terms of which are 
outlined on page 90. This brings to an 
end a protracted litigation process that 
commenced in 2015.

EVALUATION OF THE 
FINANCE FUNCTION
Ms Tariro Gadzikwa was the Group’s CFO 
for the year under review. The Committee 
satisfied itself as to the appropriateness 
of the expertise and experience of 
Ms Gadzikwa in accordance with 
paragraph 3.84g(i) of the JSE Listings 
Requirements. This was confirmed by 
the Board. On 6 July 2020 Ms Gadzikwa 
resigned from her role as a Director and 
left the Group on 30 September 2020. 
The Board has commenced a process of 
identifying a suitable replacement and 
shareholders will be advised as soon 
as such appointment has been made. 
Meanwhile, the Board has appointed 
Mr Thabang Monametsi as the interim CFO.

The Committee also considered the 
expertise of the finance department during 
the year under review and was satisfied that 
it had the appropriate expertise and was 
adequately resourced.

PROACTIVE MONITORING
The Committee confirms that it has 
considered the findings contained in the 
JSE’s various proactive monitoring and 
thematic review reports, when reviewing 
the Group annual financial statements 
for the year ended 29 February 2020. 
The Committee is satisfied that the 
necessary adjustments and improvements 
to the Group annual financial statements 
have been made. 

FRAUD HOTLINE 
The Committee in conjunction with 
the Social, Ethics and Remuneration 
Committee is also responsible for 

reviewing arrangements made by the 
Group to enable employees and external 
whistle‑blowers to report, in confidence, 
their concerns about possible 
improprieties or non‑compliance with 
laws and regulations or the Group’s Code 
of Conduct and Ethics. One matter was 
reported through the hotline, however, 
after further investigation, there was no 
conclusive evidence that any misconduct 
had taken place. To avoid the duplication 
of efforts this matter was dealt with by 
the Social, Ethics and Remuneration 
Committee of the Board which concluded 
that no further action was required.

Whistleblowers Proprietary Limited 
maintains and manages the Group’s 
hotline.

KEY FOCUS AREAS FOR THE 
YEAR AHEAD
•   Appointment of a permanent CFO

•  Continued monitoring of the 
remediation of internal control 
deficiencies

•  IT governance, specifically monitoring 
the effectiveness of the disaster 
recovery and business continuity plan

•  Monitoring the effectiveness of the 
restructured finance function 

•  Monitoring the implementation 
and effectiveness of the combined 
assurance model and plan

•  Continued monitoring of key actions 
implemented to improve the 
performance and financial position of 
the Group

CONCLUSION 
The Committee is committed to ensuring 
that the financial results of the Group 
fairly represent the performance and 
financial position of the Group and 
Company, and that adequate controls are 
maintained to ensure the integrity of our 
reporting. 

Malande Tonjeni
Chairperson of the Audit, Risk and 

Investment Committee 
28 June 2021
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Dear Stakeholders 

It pleases me to present the Social and ethics report of the Social, Ethics and Remuneration 
Committee (“the Committee”) for the year ended 29 February 2020 as required by the Companies 
Act, which aims to provide an overview of social and ethics matters within the Group with a focus 
on key developments during the year under review. Furthermore, the report provides highlights of 
our key focus areas for the year ahead.

Social and Ethics Report
by Patrick Mngconkola

COMPOSITION AND 
GOVERNANCE
The Committee is constituted as a formal 
Committee in terms of the Companies 
Act. The Committee operates according to 
formal Terms of Reference which contain 
the composition, role, responsibilities and 
duties of the Committee. The composition 
of the Committee is provided on page 43 
of the integrated report, together with 
details of attendance at meetings of the 
Committee held during the year under 
review which are provided on page 47. 
The Chief Executive Officer and Chief 
Financial Officer are invitees to meetings 
of the Committee. The Board is satisfied 
that the Committee is sufficiently qualified 
and experienced to discharge its duties as 
set out in its mandate.

ROLE AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE 
COMMITTEE 
The Committee, in accordance with the 
requirements of section 72(4) of the 
Companies Act, performs the statutory 
social and ethics committee functions 
required under Regulation 43(5) of the 
Companies Act on behalf of the Company 
and its subsidiaries. Furthermore, 
the Committee carries out all other 
duties assigned to it by the Board as set 
out in its Terms of Reference which are 
available on the Company’s website at 
www.eforaenergy.com. 

The primary role of the Committee 
is to assist the Board by supporting, 
advising and providing guidance on 
the effectiveness or otherwise of 
management’s efforts in respect of social, 
ethics and sustainable development‑
related matters which include:

•  monitoring the Group’s activities, 
having regard to any relevant 
legislation, other legal requirements 

or prevailing codes of best practice, 
for matters relating to: 

	 – 	social	and	economic	development;
	 – 	the	10	principles	set	out	in	the	

UNGC Principles; 
	 – 	the	Organisation	for	Economic	

Co‑operation and Development 
(OECD) recommendations regarding 
corruption; 

	 – 	the	Employment	Equity	Act;	and	
	 – 	the	Broad-Based	Black	Economic	

Empowerment Act; 

•  overseeing the implementation of 
King IVTM as it pertains to social and 
ethics issues;

•  reviewing the adequacy and 
effectiveness of the Group’s engagement 
and interaction with its stakeholders; and

•  determining clearly articulated ethical 
standards (Code of Ethics, conflict of 
interest, anti‑fraud) to be adopted by 
the Group, thus achieving a sustainable 
ethical corporate culture. This includes 
management of potential and actual 
conflicts of interest, fraud and corruption.
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 ACTIVITIES OF THE 
COMMITTEE

Three meetings were held during the year. 
Fees paid to Committee members are 
detailed on page 56. The key focus areas 
of the Committee with respect to social 
and ethics matters during the year under 
review were as follows:

•  Regularly reviewed the status of 
litigation within the Group

•  Monitored activity on the Group’s 
whistle‑blowing hotline

•  Reviewed the Group’s Code of Conduct 
and Ethics for alignment with best 
practices

•  Reviewed other relevant policies, 
including the procurement policy and 
study assistance policy 

•  Monitored the Group’s restructuring 
process 

•  Monitored risks pertaining to social 
and ethics matters

•  Reviewed all HSE reporting throughout 
the year

•  Regularly reviewed the application of 
the procurement policy and practices

•  Approved the B‑BBEE strategy

Ethics
The cementing of ethical practices within 
the Group continues to underpin our value 
creation. In this regard we monitored the 
tone at the top and the outcomes from 
the reporting from our various entities and 
from the Group’s whistle‑blowing hotline 
maintained by an independent service 
provider. The Committee also continued 
to review and strengthen the guidance 
encompassed in our Code of Business 
Conduct and Ethics and the implementation 

thereof during the finalisation of the 
integration of our various business units. 
The Committee is satisfied with the progress 
made in this regard. 

Socio‑economic development 
Transformation remained a key focus of 
the Group’s overall business strategy to 
improve its empowerment rating which it 
views as a measure of its transformation 
efforts. In the year under review the 
Group focused on socio‑economic 
development initiatives in the areas of 
education, health and skills development.

Through its subsidiary, Afric Oil, it has 
contributed an amount of R0.4 million to 
the Foundation for Rural Development 
based in the Greater Letaba Municipality, 
Mopane District, in Limpopo. This was 
to cater for some of the needs of the 
pupils at Thlothlokwe Primary School, 
in the Thlothlokwe Village. Their needs 
vary from sports kits, sanitary wear, 
painting, school trips and food for 
aftercare. The Company made monthly 
contributions in fulfilment of this social 
obligation. The Group also supported 
two schools in the Gauteng metro area 
viz, Tholimfundo and Wilhemina Primary 
Schools with donations for building 
reparations, equipment and support for 
their Mandela Day celebrations. These 
initiatives are in keeping with the Group’s 
commitment to making a positive social 
contribution to the communities in the 
jurisdictions it operates in.

In the area of skills development the 
Group extended bursaries both externally 
and internally to its employees and to 
children of employees where assistance 
was required. In the year under review 
R0.7 million was spent on bursaries.

The Group also focused its efforts on 
improving its B‑BBEE scorecard in the area 
of management control and preferential 
procurement and the latest empowerment 
rating is awaited.

HSE
We continue to maintain an impeccable 
record with respect to our HSE practices 
thus far and we remain proud of 
our accomplishment in this regard. 
Throughout the year we monitored the 
Group’s reporting with respect to HSE 
matters throughout the Group. Again, 
we are pleased to report that there 
were no reportable HSE incidents during 
the year. We continue to enhance our 
HSE practices, especially in Egypt and 
South Africa where we have operatorship 
and we hope to maintain our record. More 
information on the Group’s HSE practices 
is provided on page 34.

During the forthcoming year the Group will 
embark on an exercise to become ISO9001 
and ISO14001 compliant and certificated. 

Stakeholder relationships
The Group remains committed to 
transparent and fair business practices 
in all its dealings with stakeholders. 
The Company has actively engaged with its 
key stakeholders throughout the financial 
year in pursuit of transparently sharing 
information as part of the management 
of stakeholder interests. Key areas of 
engagement during the year under review 
included the restructuring of the Group’s 
governance and management structures, 
the shift in strategy with a focus on 
downstream operations and governance 
practices of the Group. Further details 
pertaining to our engagement with 
stakeholders are outlined on pages 13 
to 15 of the integrated report.
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Social and Ethics Report continued

WHISTLE-BLOWING
We encourage our stakeholders to make 
use of the Group's whistle‑blowing hotline 
maintained by Whistleblowers Proprietary 
Limited to report incidents of fraud or 
unethical behaviour within the Group. 
Details for the hotline are available on 
our website at www.eforaenergy.com. 
All reporting is anonymous and information 
provided by each whistle‑blower is recorded 
in an occurrence book under a reference 
number and forwarded to Efora’s Company 
Secretary. One incident was reported 
through the hotline pertaining to a matter 
at Boland Diesel. However, after further 
investigation, there was no conclusive 
evidence that any misconduct took place. 
Accordingly, the Committee and the 
Board were satisfied to close the matter 
and conclude that no disciplinary action 
was required.

COVID-19 GLOBAL 
PANDEMIC 
The health and safety of our team and 
customers is a key priority and maintaining 
safety and hygiene protocols is an integral 
part of the daily discipline in the Group. 
Strict protocols have been implemented 
in terms of social distancing and remote 
working during the national lockdown 
period. A plan has been developed 
taking cognisance of Regulation 10(8) 
of the National Disaster Regulations 
and the regulations issued in terms of 
section 27(2) of the Disaster Management 
Act and the guidelines issued by the 
Department of Employment and Labour 
to ensure the safety of our employees at 
the office. 

The Group has to date ensured compliance 
with the regulatory framework put in place 
by government to ensure the health and 
safety of its employees and customers alike. 
The Committee will continue to monitor 
developments regarding the global pandemic 
and implement further protocols as the 
need arises.

KEY FOCUS AREAS FOR THE 
YEAR AHEAD
•  Enhancement of our stakeholder 

engagement practices

•  Enhancement of our sustainability 
practices and reporting

•  Enhancement of the Group’s HSE 
standards 

CONCLUSION 
The Committee has considered the 
relevant laws and regulations applicable 
to the Group’s operations during the 
reporting period and its compliance with 
these. There were no material areas of 
non‑compliance reported that require 
disclosure except as disclosed on page 47. 
The Committee is further satisfied that it 
has fulfilled its mandate as set out in the 
Companies Act, read with Regulation 43 
of the Companies Regulations and in its 
Terms of Reference.

Patrick Mngconkola

Chairperson of the Social, Ethics and 
Remuneration Committee

28 June 2021
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Overall, conditions in the petroleum products market remained challenging during the year ended 
29 February 2020 which led to a significant decrease in revenue. The decline in oil prices also 
impacted the valuation of our oil and gas properties at year-end. 

These market conditions led to the recognition of material impairments of non‑financial 
assets which significantly affected our bottom line. The impact of the first‑time net 
monetary loss on hyperinflation accounting for our Zimbabwe subsidiary was another 
key factor which contributed to the reported loss for the year of R57.9 million. Whilst we 
concede that our results are not ideal, we managed to decrease our loss position from 
R579.9 million in the prior financial year. Other positive financial outcomes for the year 
under review include the recognition of the arbitration award, a reduction in the operating 
cost base, a decrease in debt and finance costs, an improvement in cash generated from 
operations and forex gains on our US dollar asset base.

REVENUE AND GROSS 
MARGIN
Revenue per segment
The fuel products wholesale business, 
under the South Africa segment, remains 
the primary revenue stream of the Group 
and the 25% (2019: 1%) decline in revenue 
was a result of the loss of a key customer 
and other smaller‑margin cash customers. 
Revenues from Lagia which produces oil, 
under the Egypt segment, were marginal 
for the year under review given the 
suspension of the drilling campaign and 
the retention of the field on cold flow. 
Our operations in Zimbabwe remained 
suspended given the unfavourable 
business and economic climate in‑country.

Product mix
The Group’s product mix remains 
relatively unchanged year on year 
(“y‑o‑y”) and diesel remains the primary 
product offering of the Group at 86% 
(2019: 86%) of total revenue, followed by 
paraffin at 7% (2019: 9%), petrol at 5% 
(2019: 5%) and remaining products at 2% 
(2019: <1%). The availability of paraffin 
continues to be a challenge in the industry 
and limited the Group’s ability to increase 
sales for this product line.

Gross margins have slightly improved as 
the loss of customers mainly impacted 
the low‑margin cash customer base. 
Although the Group’s competitiveness 
was impacted by an increase in prices 
from a key supplier, the improvement in 
the overall margin was achieved through 
better sourcing from other suppliers.

2020
R2.0 BILLION  
TOTAL REVENUE

99.8% South Africa
0.2% Egypt

2019
R2.6 BILLION  
TOTAL REVENUE

99.1% South Africa
0.1% Egypt
0.7% Zimbabwe

2020
PRODUCT MIX

86% Diesel
7% Paraffin
5% Petrol
2% CB fuel

0.16% Crude oil
0.02% Lubricants

2019
PRODUCT MIX

86% Diesel
9% Paraffin
5% Petrol

0.02% Crude oil
0.15% Lubricants

Chief Financial Officer's 
Review 
by Thabang Monametsi
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FINANCE AND OTHER 
INCOME
The Group recognised R227.5 million 
(2019: R162.4 million) in finance and 
other income for the year under review. 
In November 2019 we won our arbitration 
against Encha and were awarded 
R128.0 million (as at 29 February 2020), 
representing our claim of R75.0 million 
plus interest to date and legal costs. 
Furthermore, the weakening of the Rand 
against the US Dollar led to the recognition 
of forex gains totalling R34.6 million 
(2019: forex loss of R5.4 million) on our 
US Dollar asset base inclusive of the 
Transcorp Refund, on which we also 
recorded interest income of R24.0 million 
(2019: R22.4 million). The remaining income 
streams totalling R40.9 million arose 
primarily from the recovery of past business 
development costs (R11.8 million), slate 
income (R9.8 million) and the derecognition 
of other payables upon prescription 
(R10.3 million). 

OTHER OPERATING COSTS
The single largest factor to impact our 
operating costs was the recognition of 
impairments attributable to our oil and gas 
properties and intangible assets totalling 
R112.1 million (2019: R160.3 million). 
The decline in oil prices, the deferral of 
the Lagia drilling campaign and a material 
change in discount rate were the biggest 
factors impacting the valuation of oil and 
gas properties at year‑end. Given the loss 
in pre‑acquisition customers at Forever 
Fuels, we had to fully impair the customer 
relationships and brand intangible assets. 

The decrease in impairment of 
financial assets to R32.1 million 
(2019: R374.9 million) resulted from an 
improvement in the management of our 
trade receivables and an improvement 
in the credit risk on our loans and other 
receivables.

We had a significant reduction in 
our operating costs base for the year 
under review. Our efforts to streamline 
management structures and business 

processes and seek synergies across the Group resulted in a decrease of R13.9 million in 
remuneration, R13.8 million in business development costs, R4.0 million in leasing costs 
and R3.3 million in depreciation. Remaining costs decreased by R19.8 million, mainly due 
to a decrease in inventory losses, losses on disposal and listing costs.

*  Other costs include inventory losses, disposal losses, motor vehicle costs, audit fees, consultancy fees and 
listing costs, to name a few expense items.

ANALYSIS OF LOSS AFTER TAX
On 11 October 2019 the Public Accountants and Auditors Board of Zimbabwe classified 
Zimbabwe as a hyperinflationary economy in accordance with the provisions of IAS 29 
– Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies (“IAS 29”), applicable to entities 
operating in Zimbabwe with financial periods ended on or after 1 July 2019. The Group 
therefore applied IAS 29 to account for the Zimbabwe operations where we hold a 100% 
interest in Afric Oil Petroleum Private Limited. The key impact was the recognition of 
a net monetary loss of R39.1 million, recorded as a new line item on the statement of 
comprehensive income in line with IAS 29 arising from the modification of historical 
numbers for the effects of inflation. 

The Group’s debt primarily from the Unemployment Insurance Fund attracted interest of 
R26.5 million (2019: R47.5 million) which is a significant reduction y‑o‑y as we were able 
to repay R80.4 million during the year. We recognise that these finance costs are quite 
significant given the cash flows generated by the Group hence the initiative to seek the 
recapitalisation of Afric Oil partly to repay this debt.

The impact on our bottom line of the new IAS 29 accounting, finance costs and other 
matters already highlighted is analysed below.

Rm 2020 2019
Net	loss	before	taxation  (62.7) (677.4)
Impairment	of	financial	assets 29.5 374.9 
Impairment	of	non-financial	assets 112.1 303.9 
Net monetary loss 39.2 –
Depreciation	and	amortisation 29.4 31.6 
Encha	arbitration	award (128.0) –
Finance costs 26.5 47.5 
Gain	on	derecognition	of	cost	carry	arrangement – (67.1)
Forex gains/(losses) (34.6) 5.4
Adjusted net profit before taxation 11.4 18.8

Other operating costs
R'million 

Remuneration

Leasing costs

Other*

Business 
development

Legal costs

Depreciation

– 20 40 60 80

 2019   2020

Impairments
R'million 

Impairments – 
financial assets

Impairments – 
non‑financial 

assets

– 100 200 300 400

 2019   2020
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Financial Review continued

FINANCIAL POSITION
The Group’s cash increased by R6.2 million y‑o‑y driven by an improvement in cash 
generated from operations, underpinned by better working capital management. 
The Group decreased its debt by 52% over a three‑year period by applying funds 
previously raised by way of a Rights Issue and available cash flows from its primary 
subsidiary, Afric Oil. The net asset position which has decreased by 76% over a three‑
year period continues to be impacted by significant impairments of assets of which 
R144.2 million was recognised in the current year with respect to oil and gas properties, 
intangible assets and financial assets (2019: R678.8 million, also inclusive of goodwill and 
the investment in joint venture). A summary of the Group’s statement of financial position 
is provided below:

Rm 2020 2019 % change

Exploration	and	evaluation	assets 110.9 99.3 12

Oil	and	gas	properties 32.1 76.8 (58)

Intangible assets 10.0 80.4 (88)

Loans and other non‑current receivables 380.4 230.2 65

Property, plant and equipment 53.2 72.9 (27)

Right‑of‑use of assets 7.2 – *

Inventories 11.2 13.7 (18)

Trade and other receivables 93.2 188.5 (51)

Cash and cash equivalents 68.2 61.9 10

Total assets 766.3 823.7 (7)

Total shareholders’ equity 413.8 434.0 (5)

Borrowings 186.1 240.7 (23)

Lease	liabilities 6.9 0.7 871

Loan from joint venture 12.9 12.0 8

Taxation	payable 8.4 12.9 (35)

Trade and other payables 138.3 123.5 12

Total equity and liabilities 766.3 823.7 (7)

Exploration and evaluation assets: Represents the Group's interest in Block III in the DRC 
which increased by 12% due to forex gains.

Oil and gas properties and intangible assets: These assets were impacted by impairments 
recognised during the year as highlighted on pages 81 and 82. The balances at 
29 February 2020 primarily represent the Group's interest in Lagia.

Loan and other receivables: These receivables increased by 65% due to the recognition of 
the Encha Refund and exchange gains on the Transcorp Refund, off‑set by the impairment 
of the latter.

OUTLOOK
Resolving the liquidity position of the Group will be at the top of the agenda, as will the 
improvement of the performance of our key operating subsidiary, Afric Oil. The Group will 
also see through the implementation of the revised governance structures underpinned 
by more streamlined operational processes. 

Thabang Monametsi
Chief Financial Officer (Interim)

28 June 2021

Cash
R'million 

2018

2019

2020

– 20 40 60 80

Debt
R'million 

2018

2019

2020

– 100 200 300 400

NAV
R'million 

2018

2019

2020

– 50 100 150 200

The above analysis illustrates the impact 
of the above monetary and non‑monetary 
items on the performance of the Group, 
some of which are once‑off in nature. 
Initiatives are currently under way to 
minimise further impairments through 
value preservation of key assets, improved 
credit risk management and restructure 
the statement of financial position of the 
Group which will create a firm foundation 
to position the Group for profitability.
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Independent Auditor’s Report
To the Shareholders of Efora Energy Limited on the summary consolidated financial statements

OPINION 
The summary consolidated financial 
statements of Efora Energy Limited, 
as set out on pages 70 to 90 of the 
Efora Energy Limited audited summary 
group financial statements for the year 
ended 29 February 2020, which comprise 
the summary consolidated statement of 
financial position as at 29 February 2020, 
the summary consolidated statements of 
comprehensive income, changes in equity 
and cash flows for the year then ended, 
and related notes, are derived from the 
audited consolidated financial statements 
of Efora Energy Limited for the year 
ended 29 February 2020. We expressed 
an adverse audit opinion on the audited 
consolidated financial statements in our 
report dated 28 June 2021.

In our opinion, the accompanying 
summary consolidated financial 
statements are consistent, in all 
material respects, with the audited 
consolidated financial statements, 
in accordance with the requirements of 
the JSE Limited Listings Requirements 
for abridged reports, set out in note 1 
to the summary financial statements, 
and the requirements of the Companies 
Act of South Africa as applicable 
to summary financial statements. 
However, the summary consolidated 
financial statements are misstated to 
the equivalent extent as the audited 
consolidated financial statements of 
Efora Energy Limited for the year ended 
29 February 2020.

SUMMARY CONSOLIDATED 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
The summary consolidated financial 
statements do not contain all the 
disclosures required by International 
Financial Reporting Standards and the 
requirements of the Companies Act of 
South Africa as applicable to annual 
financial statements. Reading the summary 
consolidated financial statements and 
the auditor’s report thereon, therefore, 
is not a substitute for reading the audited 
consolidated financial statements and the 
auditor’s report thereon. 

THE AUDITED 
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS AND OUR 
REPORT THEREON 
We expressed an adverse audit opinion 
on the audited consolidated financial 
statements in our report dated 
28 June 2021. The basis for our adverse 
opinion is as follows:

Afric Oil (Pty) Ltd, an indirect material 
subsidiary, has continued to make losses, 
incurring a total comprehensive loss 
for the year ended 29 February 2020 
of R110 million. As at that date, 
the entity is in a net liability position of 
R224 million. The major contributor to 
the entity’s liabilities is the loan from 
the Unemployment Insurance Fund 
(represented by the Public Investment 
Corporation) standing at R185 million at 
year‑end. The covenants of this loan are in 
breach and the required repayment of the 
loan is a significant concern to the cash 
flow of the entity. The financial statements 

are prepared on the going concern basis 
which, in our judgement, is inappropriate 
in these circumstances.

DIRECTORS’ 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE 
SUMMARY CONSOLIDATED 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
The directors are responsible for the 
preparation of the summary consolidated 
financial statements in accordance with the 
requirements of the JSE Limited Listings 
requirements for abridged reports, set 
out in note 1 to the summary financial 
statements, and the requirements of the 
Companies Act of South Africa as applicable 
to summary financial statements.

AUDITOR’S RESPONSIBILITY 
Our responsibility is to express an opinion 
on whether the summary consolidated 
financial statements are consistent, in 
all material respects, with the audited 
consolidated financial statements based 
on our procedures, which were conducted 
in accordance with International 
Standard on Auditing (ISA) 810 (Revised), 
Engagements to Report on Summary 
Financial Statements. 

SizweNtsalubaGobodo Grant Thornton Inc. 
Altaf Fajandar

Director
Registered Auditor

28 June 2021

20 Morris Street East
Woodmead
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Notes
2020

R’000
2019

R’000

Revenue 3 1 957 309 2 599 369

Cost of sales (1 901 223) (2 530 997)

Gross profit 56 086 68 372

Other income 149 032 94 199

Other	operating	costs1 (280 543) (861 828)

Loss from operations (75 425) (699 257)

Share	of	profit	from	joint	venture,	net	of	taxation – 1 138

Finance income 78 425 68 230

Finance costs (26 524) (47 474)

Net monetary loss (39 151) –

Loss before taxation (62 675) (677 363)

Taxation 4 777 97 504

Loss for the year (57 898) (579 859)

Other comprehensive income:

Items that may be reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent periods:

Exchange	differences	on	translation	of	foreign	operations2 39 446 84 420

Other comprehensive income for the year 39 446 84 420

Total comprehensive loss for the year (18 452) (495 439)

Loss attributable to: 

Equity holders of the Company (20 578) (538 311)

Non‑controlling interest (37 320) (41 548)

Loss for the year (57 898) (579 859)

Total comprehensive loss attributable to:

Equity holders of the Company 13 460 (456 690)

Non‑controlling interest (31 912) (38 749)

Total comprehensive loss for the year (18 452) (495 439)

Loss per share 

Basic (cents) 14 (1.86) (69.91)

Diluted (cents) 14 (1.86) (69.91)

1  Impairment charges recognised in other operating costs are disclosed in note 6.
2  This component of other comprehensive loss does not attract taxation.

Summary Audited Consolidated  
Statement of Comprehensive Income
For the year ended 29 February 2020
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Notes
2020

R’000
2019

R’000

ASSETS 

Non-current assets 

Exploration	and	evaluation	assets 7 110 857 99 275

Oil	and	gas	properties 6 32 147 76 808

Investment in joint venture  –  – 

Loans and other non‑current receivables 8 256 189 230 151

Property, plant and equipment 9 53 167 72 905

Right‑of‑use of assets 4 7 154  – 

Intangible assets 6 9 953 80 364

Total non-current assets  469 467 559 503

Current assets 

Loans and other current receivables 8 124 187  – 

Inventories 11 223 13 744

Trade and other receivables 10 93 240 188 545

Cash and cash equivalents 68 188 61 875

Total current assets 296 838 264 164

Total assets 766 305 823 667

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Shareholders’ equity 

Stated capital 11 1 668 354 1 668 354

Reserves 11 136 872 102 834

Accumulated loss (1 355 241) (1 333 414)

Equity	attributable	to	equity	holders	of	the	Company 449 985 437 774

Non‑controlling interest (36 235) (3 813)

Total shareholders’ equity 413 750 433 961

LIABILITIES

Non-current liabilities

Lease	liabilities 4 6 434 126

Total non-current liabilities 6 434 126

Current liabilities 

Borrowings 12 186 062 240 720

Financial	liabilities  – 104

Lease	liabilities 4 463 585

Loan from joint venture 12 940 11 969

Taxation	payable 8 366 12 851

Trade and other payables 13 138 290 123 351

Total current liabilities 346 121 389 580

Total liabilities 352 555 389 706

Total equity and liabilities 766 305 823 667

Summary Audited Consolidated  
Statement of Financial Position 
As at 29 February 2020
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Note

Stated
capital

(note 11)
R’000

Foreign 
currency

translation
reserve

(note 11)
R’000

Share-based
payment

reserve
(note 11)

R’000

Total
reserves
(note 11)

R’000

Accumulated
loss

R’000

Total equity 
attributable

to equity
holders of

the Company
R’000

Non-
controlling

interest 
(”NCI”)
R’000

Total
equity
R’000

Balance at 1 March 2018 1 305 911 10 720 10 352 21 072 (750 639) 576 344 1 834 578 178

Changes in equity: 

Effect	of	the	adoption	of	IFRS	9  –  –  –  – (11 362) (11 362)  – (11 362)

Adjusted balance at 1 March 2018 1 305 911 10 720 10 352 21 072 (762 001) 564 982 1 834 566 816

Loss for the year  –  –  –  – (538 311) (538 311) (41 548) (579 859)

Other comprehensive income for the year  – 81 621  – 81 621  – 81 621 2 799 84 420

Total comprehensive (loss)/income for the year  – 81 621  – 81 621 (538 311) (456 690) (38 749) (495 439)

Acquisition	of	NCI  –  –  –  – (33 102) (33 102) 33 102  – 

Rights Issue 367 052  –  –  –  – 367 052  – 367 052

Transaction	costs	 (4 609)  –  –  –  – (4 609)  – (4 609)

Share‑based payments expense  –  – 141 141  – 141  – 141

Total changes 362 443 81 621 141 81 762 (571 413) (127 208) (5 647) (132 855)

Balance at 28 February 2019 1 668 354 92 341 10 493 102 834 (1 333 414) 437 774 (3 813) 433 961

Balance at 1 March 2019 1 668 354 92 341 10 493 102 834 (1 333 414) 437 774 (3 813) 433 961

Changes in equity: 

Effect	of	the	adoption	of	IFRS	16 4  –  –  –  – (1 249) (1 249) (510) (1 759)

Adjusted balance at 1 March 2019 1 668 354 92 341 10 493 102 834 (1 334 663) 436 525 (4 323) 432 202

Loss for the year  –  –  –  – (20 578) (20 578) (37 320) (57 898)

Other comprehensive income for the year  – 34 038  – 34 038  – 34 038 5 408 39 446

Total comprehensive (loss)/income for the year    – 34 038  – 34 038 (20 578) 13 460 (31 912) (18 452)

Total changes    – 34 038  – 34 038 (20 578) 13 460 (31 912) (18 452)

Balance at 29 February 2020 1 668 354 126 379 10 493 136 872 (1 355 241) 449 985 (36 235) 413 750

Summary Audited Consolidated  
Statement of Changes in Equity 
For the year ended 29 February 2020
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Note

Stated
capital

(note 11)
R’000

Foreign 
currency

translation
reserve

(note 11)
R’000

Share-based
payment

reserve
(note 11)

R’000

Total
reserves
(note 11)

R’000

Accumulated
loss

R’000

Total equity 
attributable

to equity
holders of

the Company
R’000

Non-
controlling

interest 
(”NCI”)
R’000

Total
equity
R’000

Balance at 1 March 2018 1 305 911 10 720 10 352 21 072 (750 639) 576 344 1 834 578 178

Changes in equity: 

Effect	of	the	adoption	of	IFRS	9  –  –  –  – (11 362) (11 362)  – (11 362)

Adjusted balance at 1 March 2018 1 305 911 10 720 10 352 21 072 (762 001) 564 982 1 834 566 816

Loss for the year  –  –  –  – (538 311) (538 311) (41 548) (579 859)

Other comprehensive income for the year  – 81 621  – 81 621  – 81 621 2 799 84 420

Total comprehensive (loss)/income for the year  – 81 621  – 81 621 (538 311) (456 690) (38 749) (495 439)

Acquisition	of	NCI  –  –  –  – (33 102) (33 102) 33 102  – 

Rights Issue 367 052  –  –  –  – 367 052  – 367 052

Transaction	costs	 (4 609)  –  –  –  – (4 609)  – (4 609)

Share‑based payments expense  –  – 141 141  – 141  – 141

Total changes 362 443 81 621 141 81 762 (571 413) (127 208) (5 647) (132 855)

Balance at 28 February 2019 1 668 354 92 341 10 493 102 834 (1 333 414) 437 774 (3 813) 433 961

Balance at 1 March 2019 1 668 354 92 341 10 493 102 834 (1 333 414) 437 774 (3 813) 433 961

Changes in equity: 

Effect	of	the	adoption	of	IFRS	16 4  –  –  –  – (1 249) (1 249) (510) (1 759)

Adjusted balance at 1 March 2019 1 668 354 92 341 10 493 102 834 (1 334 663) 436 525 (4 323) 432 202

Loss for the year  –  –  –  – (20 578) (20 578) (37 320) (57 898)

Other comprehensive income for the year  – 34 038  – 34 038  – 34 038 5 408 39 446

Total comprehensive (loss)/income for the year    – 34 038  – 34 038 (20 578) 13 460 (31 912) (18 452)

Total changes    – 34 038  – 34 038 (20 578) 13 460 (31 912) (18 452)

Balance at 29 February 2020 1 668 354 126 379 10 493 136 872 (1 355 241) 449 985 (36 235) 413 750
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Notes
2020

R’000
2019

R’000

Cash flows from operating activities

Cash	generated	from/(used	in)	operations 87 627 (147 283)

Finance income received 2 345 4 650

Finance costs paid (1 093) (10 938)

Taxation	paid – (16)

Net cash generated from/(used in) operating activities 88 879 (153 587)

Cash flows from investing activities

Purchase of property, plant and equipment 9 (762) (40)

Proceeds on disposal of property, plant and equipment 81 380

Purchase	of	oil	and	gas	properties – (2 974)

Purchase of intangible assets 6 (60) (1 325)

Repayments of loans and other receivables – 410

Advances of loans and other receivables (500) (1 200)

Net cash used in investing activities (1 241) (4 749)

Cash flows from financing activities

Transaction	costs	on	share	issue – (4 609)

Proceeds on issue of shares – 367 052

Loan from joint venture – 3 505

Proceeds from borrowings – 239

Repayments of borrowings 12 (80 408) (210 523)

Repayments	of	financial	liabilities – (5 815)

Repayments	of	lease	liabilities 4 (1 026) (2 444)

Net cash (used in)/from financing activities (81 434) 147 405

Total movement in cash and cash equivalents for the year 6 204 (10 931)

Foreign	exchange	differences	on	cash	and	cash	equivalents 109 – 

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 61 875 72 806

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 68 188 61 875

Summary Audited Consolidated  
Statement of Cash Flows 
For the year ended 29 February 2020
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1 BASIS OF PREPARATION
  The summary audited consolidated financial statements for the year ended 29 February 2020 have been prepared in accordance 

with the framework concepts, the recognition and measurement criteria of International Financial Reporting Standards (”IFRS”) 
and in accordance with and containing the information required by the International Accounting Standard 34 – Interim Financial 
Reporting (”IAS 34”) as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (”IASB”), the Financial Reporting Guides as issued by 
the South African Institute of Chartered Accountants’ (”SAICA”) Accounting Practices Committee, Financial Reporting Pronouncements 
as issued by the Financial Reporting Standards Council, the JSE Limited (”JSE”) Listings Requirements and the requirements of the 
Companies Act, No. 71 of 2008, as amended. The summary audited consolidated financial statements have been prepared on the 
historical cost basis, except for certain financial instruments which are measured at amortised cost, and have been modified for the 
effects of inflation with respect to a subsidiary of the Group which operates in a hyperinflationary economy. The economy in Zimbabwe 
is now considered to be hyperinflationary. Accordingly, the results, cash flows and financial position of the Group’s subsidiary in 
Zimbabwe have been expressed in terms of the measuring unit current at the reporting date. The significant accounting policies 
applied in the preparation of the summary audited consolidated financial statements are in terms of IFRS and are consistent with those 
applied in the previous consolidated annual financial statements, except as detailed in notes 4 and 5. The significant accounting policies 
are available in the audited annual financial statements for the year ended 29 February 2020 which are available on the website at 
www.eforaenergy.com or at the Company's registered office.

  The Group adopted the new, revised or amended accounting pronouncements as issued by the IASB, which were effective and 
applicable to the Group from 1 March 2019. The accounting pronouncement considered by the Group as significant on adoption is 
IFRS 16 – Leases and the impact of its adoption is set out in note 4. Other IFRS changes adopted on 1 March 2019 have no material 
impact on the consolidated results, financial position or cash flows of the Group. Full details pertaining to the adoption of these other 
standards will be disclosed in the Group’s consolidated audited annual financial statements for the year ended 29 February 2020.

  These summary audited consolidated financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis after taking into account the 
matters in note 17. 

  The summary audited consolidated financial statements are presented in South African Rand which is the Company’s functional and 
presentation currency. All monetary information is rounded to the nearest thousand (R’000) unless stated otherwise.

2  PREPARATION OF THE SUMMARY AUDITED CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS

  The summary audited consolidated financial statements have been derived from the audited consolidated financial statements. 
The Directors of the Company take full responsibility for the preparation of the summary audited consolidated financial statements 
and are satisfied that the financial information has been correctly derived and is consistent in all material respects with the underlying 
audited consolidated financial statements. The summary consolidated financial statements for the year ended 29 February 2020 have 
been audited by our Auditor, SizweNtsalubaGobodo Grant Thornton Inc., who expressed an adverse opinion thereon. The Auditor 
also expressed an adverse opinion on the audited consolidated financial statements from which these summary audited consolidated 
financial statements were derived. A copy of the Auditor’s Report on the consolidated financial statements is available for inspection 
at the Company’s registered office, together with the financial statements identified in the Auditor’s Report.

  The Group’s summary audited consolidated financial statements have been prepared under the supervision of the interim Group Chief 
Financial Officer, Mr Thabang Monametsi, CA (SA).

3  SEGMENTAL REPORTING
  The Group has identified reportable segments that are used by the Group Executive Committee (chief operating decision‑maker) 

to make key operating decisions, allocate resources and assess performance. For management purposes the Group is organised and 
analysed by geographical locations. For the year under review the Group operated in the following locations: South Africa, Egypt, 
Nigeria, the Democratic Republic of Congo (“DRC”), Zimbabwe, Zambia and Mauritius. The Group’s externally reportable operating 
segments are shown on the next page. 

  Head office activities include the general management, financing and administration of the Group. The Group’s operations in Zambia, 
which were immaterial for the current year, did not meet the recognition criteria for externally reportable segments and have been 
aggregated under the South Africa segment as they meet the aggregation criteria permitted by IFRS.

Notes to the Summary Audited Consolidated 
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3 SEGMENTAL REPORTING (CONTINUED)

Notes
 Egypt 
 R’000 

 Nigeria 
 R’000 

 DRC 
 R’000 

 South Africa 
 R’000 

 Zimbabwe 
 R’000 

 Mauritius 
 R’000 

 Head office 
 R’000 

 Eliminations 
 R’000 

 Consolidated
 R’000

2020
Revenue

External customers 3 091  – – 1 954 218  –  – –  – 1 957 309
Total revenue1 3 091  – – 1 954 218  –  –  –  – 1 957 309
Cost of sales2 (7 239) – – (1 893 984)  –  –  –  – (1 901 223)
Gross (loss)/profit (4 148) – – 60 234 – – – – 56 086
Gain on derecognition of borrowings and other 
payables – – – 10 263 – – – – 10 263
Encha Group Limited (”Encha”) Refund 8 – – – – – – 75 000 – 75 000
Recovery of past business development costs  –  –  – – –  – 11 814 – 11 814
Other income – 556 – 16 215 975 – 1 028 (1 459) 17 315
Provision for impairment of financial assets – (752) – (4 016) – – 1 063 – (3 705)
Impairment of financial assets – (12 912) – – – – (12 913) – (25 825)
Impairment of oil and gas properties (53 512) – – – – – – – (53 512)
Impairment of intangible assets 6 (13 513) – – (45 067) – – – – (58 580)
Depreciation and amortisation (4 174) – – (20 323) (2 945) – (901) – (28 343)
Net foreign exchange gains/(losses) – – – 6 643 (869) – 35 684 (6 818) 34 640
Employee benefit expense (3 865) – – (25 011) (597) – (16 750) – (46 223)
Motor vehicle expense – – – (11 197) – – – – (11 197)
Other operating costs (1 784) (345) (766) (30 186) (1 119) (218) (21 244) 2 504 (53 158)
Share of profit from joint venture – – – – – – – – – 
Finance income – 12 001 – 2 051 – – 76 740 (12 367) 78 425
Finance costs – – – (38 890) – – (1) 12 367 (26 524)
Net monetary loss 5 – – – – (39 151) – – – (39 151)
Taxation – – – 289 – – 4 488 – 4 777
(Loss)/profit for the year (80 996) (1 452) (766) (78 995) (43 706) (218) 154 008 (5 773) (57 898)

Segment assets – non‑current 40 265 127 845 110 857 57 643 20 569 45 686 498 194 (431 592) 469 467
 – current 9 618 3 27 264 310 350 63 137 775 (115 308) 296 838

Segment liabilities – non‑current (168 417) – (86 151) (7 787) (43 203) (14 364) – 313 488 (6 434)
 – current (3 684) (374) (674) (430 033) (111 018) (110) (26 800) 226 572 (346 121)

2019
Revenue1

External customers 3 848 – – 2 576 581 18 940 – – – 2 599 369
Inter‑segment – – – 18 377 – – – – 18 377

Total revenue1 3 848 – – 2 594 958 18 940 – – – 2 617 746
Cost of sales2 (7 333) – – (2 523 664) (18 377) – – – (2 549 374)
Gross (loss)/profit (3 485) – – 71 294 563 – – – 68 372
Other income – 221 67 148 15 214 11 944 – 6 078 (6 406) 94 199
Impairment of financial assets – (11 678) (270 593) (11 992) – – (80 510) – (374 773)
Impairment on intangible assets (30 739) – – (143 522) – – – – (174 261)
Impairment of joint venture – (8 142) – – – – – – (8 142)
Impairment on oil and gas properties (121 538) – – – – – – – (121 538)
Depreciation and amortisation (6 113) – – (22 685) – – (445) – (29 243)
Other operating costs (10 072) (717) (821) (65 749) (21 813) (213) (60 892) 6 406 (153 871)
Share of profit from joint venture – 1 138 – – – – – – 1 138
Finance income – 11 194 23 862 2 538 – – 36 683 (6 047) 68 230
Finance costs – – (3 676) (41 658) – – (8 187) 6 047 (47 474)
Taxation – – 98 921 (1 417) – – – – 97 504
Loss for the year (171 947) (7 984) (85 159) (197 977) (9 306) (213) (107 273) – (579 859)

Segment assets – non‑current 97 235 115 075 99 275 100 596 32 259 – 468 027 (352 964) 559 503
 – current 9 732 2 25 256 578 5 695 61 15 111 (23 040) 264 164

Segment liabilities – non‑current (143 745) – (81 970) (127 341) – – – 352 930 (126)
 – current (3 392) (540) (294) (379 016) (100) (171) (29 141) 23 074 (389 580)
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3 SEGMENTAL REPORTING (CONTINUED)

Notes
 Egypt 
 R’000 

 Nigeria 
 R’000 

 DRC 
 R’000 

 South Africa 
 R’000 

 Zimbabwe 
 R’000 

 Mauritius 
 R’000 

 Head office 
 R’000 

 Eliminations 
 R’000 

 Consolidated
 R’000

2020
Revenue

External customers 3 091  – – 1 954 218  –  – –  – 1 957 309
Total revenue1 3 091  – – 1 954 218  –  –  –  – 1 957 309
Cost of sales2 (7 239) – – (1 893 984)  –  –  –  – (1 901 223)
Gross (loss)/profit (4 148) – – 60 234 – – – – 56 086
Gain on derecognition of borrowings and other 
payables – – – 10 263 – – – – 10 263
Encha Group Limited (”Encha”) Refund 8 – – – – – – 75 000 – 75 000
Recovery of past business development costs  –  –  – – –  – 11 814 – 11 814
Other income – 556 – 16 215 975 – 1 028 (1 459) 17 315
Provision for impairment of financial assets – (752) – (4 016) – – 1 063 – (3 705)
Impairment of financial assets – (12 912) – – – – (12 913) – (25 825)
Impairment of oil and gas properties (53 512) – – – – – – – (53 512)
Impairment of intangible assets 6 (13 513) – – (45 067) – – – – (58 580)
Depreciation and amortisation (4 174) – – (20 323) (2 945) – (901) – (28 343)
Net foreign exchange gains/(losses) – – – 6 643 (869) – 35 684 (6 818) 34 640
Employee benefit expense (3 865) – – (25 011) (597) – (16 750) – (46 223)
Motor vehicle expense – – – (11 197) – – – – (11 197)
Other operating costs (1 784) (345) (766) (30 186) (1 119) (218) (21 244) 2 504 (53 158)
Share of profit from joint venture – – – – – – – – – 
Finance income – 12 001 – 2 051 – – 76 740 (12 367) 78 425
Finance costs – – – (38 890) – – (1) 12 367 (26 524)
Net monetary loss 5 – – – – (39 151) – – – (39 151)
Taxation – – – 289 – – 4 488 – 4 777
(Loss)/profit for the year (80 996) (1 452) (766) (78 995) (43 706) (218) 154 008 (5 773) (57 898)

Segment assets – non‑current 40 265 127 845 110 857 57 643 20 569 45 686 498 194 (431 592) 469 467
 – current 9 618 3 27 264 310 350 63 137 775 (115 308) 296 838

Segment liabilities – non‑current (168 417) – (86 151) (7 787) (43 203) (14 364) – 313 488 (6 434)
 – current (3 684) (374) (674) (430 033) (111 018) (110) (26 800) 226 572 (346 121)

2019
Revenue1

External customers 3 848 – – 2 576 581 18 940 – – – 2 599 369
Inter‑segment – – – 18 377 – – – – 18 377

Total revenue1 3 848 – – 2 594 958 18 940 – – – 2 617 746
Cost of sales2 (7 333) – – (2 523 664) (18 377) – – – (2 549 374)
Gross (loss)/profit (3 485) – – 71 294 563 – – – 68 372
Other income – 221 67 148 15 214 11 944 – 6 078 (6 406) 94 199
Impairment of financial assets – (11 678) (270 593) (11 992) – – (80 510) – (374 773)
Impairment on intangible assets (30 739) – – (143 522) – – – – (174 261)
Impairment of joint venture – (8 142) – – – – – – (8 142)
Impairment on oil and gas properties (121 538) – – – – – – – (121 538)
Depreciation and amortisation (6 113) – – (22 685) – – (445) – (29 243)
Other operating costs (10 072) (717) (821) (65 749) (21 813) (213) (60 892) 6 406 (153 871)
Share of profit from joint venture – 1 138 – – – – – – 1 138
Finance income – 11 194 23 862 2 538 – – 36 683 (6 047) 68 230
Finance costs – – (3 676) (41 658) – – (8 187) 6 047 (47 474)
Taxation – – 98 921 (1 417) – – – – 97 504
Loss for the year (171 947) (7 984) (85 159) (197 977) (9 306) (213) (107 273) – (579 859)

Segment assets – non‑current 97 235 115 075 99 275 100 596 32 259 – 468 027 (352 964) 559 503
 – current 9 732 2 25 256 578 5 695 61 15 111 (23 040) 264 164

Segment liabilities – non‑current (143 745) – (81 970) (127 341) – – – 352 930 (126)
 – current (3 392) (540) (294) (379 016) (100) (171) (29 141) 23 074 (389 580)
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3 SEGMENTAL REPORTING (CONTINUED)

2020
R’000

2019
R’000

1 Revenue

Total revenue for reportable segments 1 957 309 2 617 746

Elimination of inter‑segment revenue – (18 377)

RevenueRevenue 1 957 309 2 599 369
2 Cost	of	sales

Total cost of sales for reportable segments (1 901 223) (2 549 374)

Elimination of inter‑segment cost of sales – 18 377

Cost of salesCost of sales (1 901 223) (2 530 997)

Details relating to the impairment of intangible assets and oil and gas properties disclosed under the South Africa and Egypt segments 
are provided in note 6.

BUSINESS SEGMENTS
The operations of the Group comprise oil and gas exploration and production, crude trading and the sale of petroleum products.

REVENUE
The Group derives revenue from the following sources:
•  The sale of crude oil from the Lagia Oil Field to the Egyptian General Petroleum Corporation (”EGPC”). This revenue is included 

under the Egypt segment.
•  Sales of petroleum products to a diversified customer base which includes local government and mining, construction, transport, 

manufacturing, retail and agricultural customers. These revenues are included under the South Africa segment.

Inter‑segment transactions are eliminated upon consolidation. The reconciliation of segment revenue to the Group’s reported 
revenue is provided above.

Revenue from contracts with customers is disaggregated as follows:

2020
R’000

2019
R’000

Sale of crude oil 3 091 3 848

Sale of petroleum products 1 954 218 2 595 521

1 957 3091 957 309 2 599 3692 599 369

During the year ended 29 February 2020, R0.7 billion or 38% (2019: R1.0 billion or 40%) of the Group's revenue depended on the sale 
of petroleum products to one customer (2019: two customers) under the South Africa segment.
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4 ADOPTION OF NEW ACCOUNTING STANDARD
2020

ADOPTION OF IFRS 16 – LEASES (”IFRS 16”)

IFRS 16, adopted by the Group effective 1 March 2019, is a new standard that requires a lessee to recognise assets and liabilities for all 
leases with a term of more than 12 months, unless the underlying asset is of low value. A lessee is required to recognise a right‑of‑use 
(”ROU”) asset, representing its right to use the underlying leased asset, and a lease liability, representing its obligation to make lease 
payments. A lessee measures ROU assets similarly to other non‑financial assets (such as property, plant and equipment) and lease 
liabilities similarly to other financial liabilities. As a consequence a lessee recognises depreciation of the ROU asset and interest on 
the lease liability, and also classifies cash repayments of the lease liability into a principal portion and an interest portion and presents 
them separately in the statement of cash flows.

The Group elected, as permitted by IFRS 16, not to restate comparative financial statements. The reclassifications and adjustments 
arising from the new leasing rules are therefore recognised in the statement of financial position on 1 March 2019. The Group used 
the following practical expedients when applying IFRS 16 to leases previously classified as operating leases under IAS 17 – Leases:
•  Applied the exemption not to recognise ROU assets and liabilities for leases with less than a 12‑month lease term
•  All leases that meet the criteria of a lease of a low‑value asset are accounted for on a straight‑line basis over the lease term
•  Use of a single discount rate for a portfolio of leases with reasonably similar characteristics

On transition to IFRS 16 the Group recognised the lease liabilities at the present value of the remaining lease payments, discounted 
using the lessee’s incremental borrowing rate at transition date and the corresponding ROU assets were measured on a retrospective 
basis as if the new rules had always been applied.

 The impact on transition to IFRS 16 as at 1 March 2019 was as follows:
 1 March 2019

 R’000

Recognition	of	ROU	assets 8 972

Recognition	of	lease	liabilities (10 731)

Adjustment to accumulated loss due to initial application of IFRS 16 (1 759)

Equity holders of the Company (1 249)

Non‑controlling interest (510)

Lease liabilities reconciliation as at 1 March 2019:
 1 March 2019

 R’000

Non-cancellable	operating	lease	commitments	as	at	28	February	2019  (19 592)

Less: lease payments associated with short‑term leases recognised on a straight‑line basis as expense 2 835

(16 757)

Less:	effect	of	discounting	using	the	incremental	borrowing	rate 6 027

Lease liabilities recognised at the date of transition (10 730)

In relation to those leases under IFRS 16, the Group now recognises depreciation and finance costs, instead of operating lease expenses 
(except for short‑term and low‑value leases). 

The transactions and balances recognised as at 29 February 2020 with respect to the adoption of IFRS 16 are outlined below:

29 February 2020 
R’000

Statement of financial position

ROU assets 7 154

Lease	liabilities 6 897

Statement of comprehensive income

Interest 1 093

Depreciation 1 827

Statement of cash flows

Lease payments 1 026
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5 SUBSIDIARY OPERATING IN A HYPERINFLATIONARY ECONOMY
The Group has a subsidiary which is incorporated in Zimbabwe, namely Afric Oil Petroleum Private Limited (”AOP”).

APPLICATION OF HYPERINFLATION ACCOUNTING
On 11 October 2019 the Public Accountants and Auditors Board of Zimbabwe classified Zimbabwe as a hyperinflationary economy 
in accordance with the provisions of IAS 29 – Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies (”IAS 29”), applicable to entities 
operating in Zimbabwe with financial periods ended on or after 1 July 2019. The Group concurs with this classification, supported by 
the following factors:

•  The significant deterioration of the interbank Real Time Gross Settlement (”RTGS”) Dollar and Zimbabwean Dollar (”ZWL$”) 
exchange rates, the official currencies adopted in Zimbabwe during the year.

•  Based on the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe’s (”RBZ”) published consumer price index (”CPI”), the inflation rate was 640.16% as at 
29 February 2020.

The general price index, as published by the RBZ, was used in adjusting the historical cost local currency results, financial position 
and cash flows of AOP. The adjustment factors used to restate the financial statements of AOP as at 29 February 2020, using 2019 as 
a base year, are as follows:

Indices Adjusting factor

29 February 202029 February 2020 640.16640.16 1.001.00
28 February 2019 59.39 10.78

During the prior reporting period
Since the adoption of multiple currencies by the Zimbabwean Government in 2009 entities in Zimbabwe were operating in a multi‑
currency regime. As a result of this regime, and prior to 1 October 2018, the US Dollar (“USD”) was designated as the functional and 
presentation currency of AOP. The Group applied official average and closing USD to Rand (”ZAR”) exchange rates during this period. 
On 1 October 2018, following the directive issued by the RBZ, the RTGS Dollar was adopted as the functional and presentation currency of 
AOP. The application of the change in functional currency was applied prospectively and the prior‑year effect was considered immaterial.

During the current reporting period
On 24 June 2019 the RBZ introduced statutory instrument 142 of 2019, resulting in the renaming of the RTGS Dollar to the ZWL$ 
and resulting in the ZWL$ being the only form of legal tender in the country. The ZWL$ was therefore adopted as the functional and 
presentation currency of AOP prospectively from this date. 

The results, financial position and cash flows of AOP have been translated into the Group’s presentation currency at the closing rate 
in accordance with the hyperinflationary accounting provisions of IAS 21 – The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates and 
consolidated in the Group results at this rate. The closing rate in this regard is the official exchange rate of ZWL$1: ZAR0.86925. 

For purposes of a sensitivity analysis judgement was applied in the estimation and application of the ZWL$:ZAR exchange rate. 
Zimbabwe’s ZWL$ officially floats against other international currencies on the Interbank Foreign Exchange Market, on a willing‑seller‑
willing‑buyer basis, which is the basis for the determination of the official exchange rate mentioned above. However, a significant 
amount of transactions happen outside the official market, at an unofficial exchange rate. One of the few gauges of the Zimbabwean 
exchange rate is the so‑called “Old Mutual Implied Rate” (”OMIR”), a comparison of the price of shares of insurer Old Mutual Limited 
in London and Harare. Management assessed that the official interbank exchange rate is not available for immediate settlement as 
shortages of foreign currency result in the official exchange rate not being liquid. An estimate of ZWL$1:ZAR0.38246 was used as the 
exchange rate to provide a comparison for sensitivity purposes which was based on the OMIR. This estimate was calculated using 
the official USD:ZAR exchange rate divided by the OMIR.

 

Determined using 
the official rate

ZWL$1:ZAR0.86925
R'000

Determined using 
OMIR

ZWL$1:ZAR0.38246
R'000

Impact on the statement of financial position:
Current assets 350 154
Total assets 19 565 8 608
Current liabilities 111 018 48 846
Total liabilities 154 220 67 855
Impact on statement of comprehensive income:
Other income 975 429
Other operating costs (5 134) (2 259)
Net monetary loss (39 151) (17 226)
Loss for the year (43 310) (19 056)
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6 IMPAIRMENTS OF NON-FINANCIAL ASSETS
6.1 OIL AND GAS PROPERTIES

 
 Total

 R’000

Cost

At 1 March 2019 219 005

Exchange differences 9 900

At 29 February 2020 228 905

Depletion and impairment

At 1 March 2019 (142 197)

Depletion (1 049)

Provision for impairment (53 512)

At 29 February 2020 (196 758)

Net book value  

At 28 February 2019 76 808

At 29 February 2020 32 147

 

A provision for impairment of R67.0 million (US$4.3 million) (2019: R152.3 million (US$10.9 million)) was recognised with respect to 
the Lagia oil and gas properties (R53.5 million) and the petroleum reserves intangible asset (R13.5 million) (see note 6.2) under other 
operating costs within the Egypt segment. The carrying amounts of the Lagia oil and gas assets and the petroleum reserves intangible 
asset were compared to their recoverable amounts. The recoverable amounts were negatively impacted by (a) changes in the oil 
sales price forecast, (b) changes in the oil production forecast, (c) the effect of rolling the report forward by one year, while the end 
of the licence term remains fixed and (d) a change in the discount rate. The recoverable amount of the oil and gas properties and the 
petroleum reserves intangible of R40.3 million (US$2.6 million) was determined using value‑in‑use calculations where future cash 
flows were estimated and discounted at a weighted average cost of capital of 17.4% (2019: 10.0%).
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6 IMPAIRMENTS OF NON-FINANCIAL ASSETS (CONTINUED)

6.2 INTANGIBLE ASSETS 

 

 Computer 
 software 

 R’000 

 
 Brands 

 R’000 

 Customer 
relationships 

 R’000 

 
 Goodwill 

 R’000 

 Petroleum
 reserves 

 R’000 
 Total

 R’000

Cost

At 1 March 2019 2 994 9 672 79 082 135 443 78 476 305 667

Additions 60 – – – – 60

Disposals (131) – – – – (131)

Write-off	 – – – (135 443) – (135 443)

Exchange	differences – – – – 5 379 5 379

At 29 February 2020 2 923 9 672 79 082 – 83 855 175 532

Accumulated depreciation and 
impairment 

At 1 March 2019 (238) (4 588) (26 985) (135 443) (58 049) (225 303)

Disposals 131 – – – – 131

Write-off	 – – – 135 443 – 135 443

Amortisation (982) (1 695) (10 419) – (4 174) (17 270)

Impairment – (3 389) (41 678) – (13 513) (58 580)

At 29 February 2020 (1 089) (9 672) (79 082) – (75 736) (165 579)

At 28 February 2019 2 756 5 084 52 097 – 20 427 80 364

At 29 February 2020 1 834 – – – 8 119 9 953

Customer relationships with a carrying amount of R41.7 million and the brand with a carrying amount of R3.4 million allocated to the 
Forever Fuels cash‑generating unit (“CGU”) on acquisition were tested for impairment as at 28 February 2020. The carrying amount 
of the CGU was compared to its recoverable amount which was determined through value‑in‑use calculations where future cash 
flows were estimated and discounted at the weighted average cost of capital. The recoverable amount of the Forever Fuels CGU as 
at 29 February 2020 was determined to be nil. The discount rate applied to the cash flow projections was 11.62%. As a result of the 
analysis, management recognised an impairment of R45.1 million for the Forever Fuels CGU of which R41.7 million was allocated 
against customer relationships and R3.4 million against the brand.

The impairment above was due to loss‑making operations mainly as a result of decreased volumes sold by the business. The impairment 
has been recognised in the statement of comprehensive income under other operating costs.

7 EXPLORATION AND EVALUATION ASSETS
The movement in exploration and evaluation assets for the year is attributable to foreign exchange gains of R11.6 million arising on 
the translation of the Group’s interest in Block III in the DRC.

Pursuant to Total’s exit in 2019, the Group's interest in Block III increased from 12.5% to 42.5%. The additional interest was acquired 
for no consideration. The licence to Block III expired on 27 July 2020. The Group awaits feedback on the further renewal of the licence. 
Developments with COVID‑19 and the resultant lock‑down restrictions have had an impact on this process.
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8 LOANS AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

 
 2020 

 R’000 
 2019

 R’000
Non-current  
Transnational Corporation of Nigeria Limited ("Transcorp") Refund 258 246 231 203
Supplier development loans 4 318 3 818
 262 564 235 021
Provision for impairment (6 375) (4 870)
 256 189 230 151

Current 
Encha Refund 128 009 – 
Loan due from Energy Equity Resources Norway Limited (”EERNL”) – 69 970
Phembani Group Proprietary Limited 827 827
Deferred consideration on disposal of Greenhills Plant 1 805 1 805
 130 641 72 602
Provision for impairment (6 454) (72 602)
 124 187 – 

380 376 230 151

ENCHA REFUND
The Encha Refund was recognised pursuant to the arbitration award granted on 15 November 2019, wherein Encha was ordered to 
pay R75.0 million plus interest and costs with respect to the Group’s claim against Encha. As at 29 February 2020 the amount due from 
Encha was R128.0 million inclusive of interest totalling R52.1 million and legal costs to be recovered totalling R0.9 million. The recovery 
of the principal amount of R75.0 million was recognised in other income whilst the interest thereon was accounted for under finance 
income in the statement of comprehensive income. The legal costs incurred by the Group for the year were reduced by the R0.9 million 
recoverable from Encha. Refer to note 18 for events after the reporting period relating to this asset.

EERNL
The liquidation of EERNL was finalised in December 2019 and the amount owed to the Group could not be recovered. In this regard the 
Group utilised the provision for impairment previously recognised to write off the asset.

TRANSCORP REFUND
Foreign exchange gains totalling R28.9 million and interest totalling R24.0 million were recognised during the year with respect to the 
Transcorp Refund. An impairment charge of R25.8 million (2019: R23.2 million) was also recognised which represents the time value 
adjustments attributable to the deferral of the receipt of expected contractual cash flows due from Transcorp. Refer to note 18 for 
events after the reporting period relating to this asset.

 Gross 
 carrying amount 
29 February 20201 

 R’000 

 Specified 
 impairment2 

 R’000 

Provision for 
 impairment 

 R’000

 
 

 Write-down 
 R’000 

 Net
 carrying amount

 29 February 2020
 R’000

Movements in the significant loans and 
other receivables:
Transcorp Refund 284 071 (25 825) (2 557) – 255 689
Encha Refund 128 009 – (3 822) – 124 187
Loan due from EERNL 78 134 – – (78 134) – 
Supplier development loans 4 318 – (3 818) – 500
Deferred	consideration	on	disposal	of	
Greenhills Plant 1 805 – (1 805) – – 
Phembani Group Proprietary Limited 827 – (827) – – 
 497 164 (25 825) (12 829) (78 134) 380 376

1 Before impairments and write‑downs.
2  Time value adjustments attributable to the deferral of the receipt of expected contractual cash flows due from Transcorp.

 

 Lifetime
 expected 

credit losses
("ECLs") 
 R’000 

 12-month 
ECLs

 R’000

 Credit-impaired
 financial assets

 (lifetime ECLs)1 
 R’000 

 Total
 R’000

Reconciliation of the provision for impairment: 
At 1 March 2019 (7 502) – (69 970) (77 472)
Exchange	differences – – (8 164) (8 164)
Write-off – – 78 134 78 134
Changes in risk parameters (1 505) (3 822) – (5 327)
At 29 February 2020 (9 007) (3 822) – (12 829)
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9 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

 

 Land and
 buildings

 R’000 

 Signage and
 leasehold
 improve-

ments 
 R’000 

 Plant and
 equipment 

 R’000 

 Furniture 
and fittings 

 R’000 

 Motor
 vehicles 

 R’000

 Computer 
equipment 

 R’000 
 Total

 R’000

Cost
At 1 March 2019 26 085 579 28 551 3 498 32 143 1 552 92 408
Transfer to right‑of‑use 
assets – – – – (3 772) – (3 772)
Exchange	differences (4 076) (56) (16 878) 11 760 (503) 367 (9 386)
Additions – 744 – – – 18 762
Disposals – – – (2 653) (679) (413) (3 745)
Write-off – – – (174) – (1) (175)
At 29 February 2020 22 009 1 267 11 673 12 431 27 189 1 523 76 092

Accumulated depreciation
At 1 March 2019 809 396 6 443 1 894 8 701 1 260 19 503
Transfer to right‑of‑use 
assets – – – – (2 514) – (2 514)
Write-off – – – (121) – (1) (122)
Disposals – – – (2 154) (624) (407) (3 185)
Depreciation	 467 871 1 176 2 407 4 021 301 9 243
At 29 February 2020 1 276 1 267 7 619 2 026 9 584 1 153 22 925

Net book value   
At 28 February 2019 25 276 183 22 108 1 604 23 442 292 72 905
At 29 February 2020 20 733 – 4 054 10 405 17 605 370 53 167

10 TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

 
 2020 

 R’000 
 2019

 R’000

Trade receivables 119 153 229 781
Provision for impairment (32 151) (51 631)

87 002 178 150
Other receivables 5 819 14 764
Provision for impairment (149) (5 787)
Financial assets 92 672 187 127
Value‑added tax 568 1 418

93 240 188 545

Trade receivables are non‑interest bearing (except in the event of default) and are generally on 30 days’ terms. The carrying values 
of all trade and other receivables approximate their fair values. The provision for impairment of trade and other receivables is 
based on lifetime ECLs. Trade and other receivables are measured at amortised cost.

The movements in the provision for impairment of trade receivables for the year determined using the ECL model are outlined below:

 Lifetime
 ECLs 

 R’000 

At 1 March 2019 51 631

Exchange differences (23 496)
Arising during the year 4 016
At 29 February 2020 32 151

The provision for impairment of other receivables is considered immaterial and has not been reconciled.

Notes to the Summary Audited Consolidated 
Financial Statements
For the year ended 29 February 2020 (continued)
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10 TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES (CONTINUED)

The carrying values of the Group's trade and other receivables are denominated in the following currencies:

 
 2020 

 R’000 
 2019

 R’000

US Dollar 5 075 37 540
British Pounds – 191
South African Rand 88 165 150 814

93 240 188 545

Engen Limited, the Group’s supplier of petroleum products has a first cession over all trade receivables, second in line is the 
Unemployment Insurance Fund (“UIF”) and third in line is Lombard Insurance.

11 STATED CAPITAL AND RESERVES
2020 2019

Stated capital
Authorised:  
Number of ordinary shares with no par value (000’s) 5 000 000 5 000 000

Allotted equity share capital:
At 1 March (R’000) 1 668 354 1 305 911
Issued during the year for cash (R’000) – 367 052
Share issue costs (R’000) – (4 609)
As at 28/29 February (R’000) 1 668 354 1 668 354

Reconciliation of number of shares issued:
At 1 March (000’s) 1 103 836 369 733
Issued during the year for cash (000’s) – 734 103
As at 28/29 February (000’s) 1 103 836 1 103 836

All issued shares are fully paid up.

Reserves
Group

Share-based
payment 

reserve
 R’000

Foreign
 currency

 translation
 reserve

 R’000
 Total

 R’000

At 1 March 2019 10 493 92 341 102 834

Foreign	exchange	gains	arising	on	translation	of	foreign	operations – 34 038 34 038

As at 29 February 2020 10 493 126 379 136 872

12 BORROWINGS

 

At 1 March
 2019

 R’000 
 Other
 R’000 

Interest
 R’000 

 Exchange 
differences

 R’000
Repayments 

 R’000 

 At 
29 February

 2020
 R’000

UIF 235 188 – 25 246 – (75 082) 185 352
Redlex Investments Proprietary Limited 5 152 – 174 – (5 326) – 
Loan due to EERNL 380 279 – 51 – 710

240 720 279 25 420 51 (80 408) 186 062

As previously reported, Afric Oil Proprietary Limited, a 71%‑owned subsidiary of the Group, remains in breach of debt covenants 
relating to its loan arrangement with the UIF and subsequent to the year‑end has fallen behind on loan repayments, a result of the 
impact on cash flows of the decreased demand for fuel products during the COVID‑19 lockdown. This note should be read together 
with notes 17 and 18.

Borrowings are measured at amortised cost. The carrying values of borrowings approximate their fair values.
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13 TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES
 2020
R’000

2019
 R’000 

Trade payables 125 644 98 579

Accruals 7 354 8 735

Other payables 5 292 16 037

138 290 123 351

The carrying values of trade and other payables approximate their fair values. The carrying values 
of the Group’s trade and other payables are denominated in the following currencies:

US Dollar 5 194 4 574

South African Rand 133 096 118 777

138 290 123 351

14 (LOSS)/EARNINGS PER SHARE
 2020 2019

Basic (cents) (1.86)  (69.91)
Diluted (cents) (1.86)  (69.91)

Both the basic and diluted loss per share have been calculated using the loss attributable to 
shareholders of the Company as the numerator. No adjustments to the reported loss were 
necessary in 2020 and 2019.

Loss	attributable	to	equity	holders	of	the	Company	used	in	the	calculation	of	
the basic and diluted loss per share (R’000) (20 578) (538 311)

Weighted	average	number	of	ordinary	shares	used	in	the	calculation	of	basic	loss	
per share  (000’s) 1 103 836 769 968

Issued shares at the beginning of the year  (000’s) 1 103 836 369 731
Effect	of	shares	issued	during	the	year	(weighted)  (000’s) – 400 237

Add:	dilutive	share	options  (000’s) – –
Weighted average number of ordinary shares used in the calculation of diluted 
loss per share  (000’s) 1 103 836 769 968

Headline earnings/(loss) per share
Basic (cents) 4.96  (45.31)
Diluted (cents) 4.96  (45.31)

Reconciliation of headline earnings/(loss)  R’000  R’000

Loss	attributable	to	equity	holders	of	the	Company (20 578) (538 311)

Adjusted for:

Provision	for	impairment	of	oil	and	gas	properties 53 512 121 538

Provision	for	impairment	of	brand,	customer	relationships	and	other	intangible	assets	(note	6) 58 580 38 821

Impairment of goodwill – 135 443

Gain	on	settlement	of	property	purchase	price – (7 651)

Impairment of joint venture – 8 142

Loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment 601 4 920

Adjustments	attributable	to	NCI (13 244) (49 744)

Tax	effects	of	adjustments (24 159) (62 038)

Headline earnings/(loss) 54 712 (348 880)

Notes to the Summary Audited Consolidated 
Financial Statements
For the year ended 29 February 2020 (continued)
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15 FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENT
The fair values of cash and cash equivalents, trade and other receivables, trade and other payables, borrowings and the loan from 
the joint venture approximate carrying values due to the short‑term maturities of these instruments. Set out below is a comparison, 
by class, of the carrying amounts and fair values of the Group’s financial instruments, other than those with carrying amounts that 
are reasonable approximations of fair values:

Carrying value  Fair value

2020
 R’000

2019
 R’000

2020
 R’000

2019
 R’000

Financial assets at amortised cost

Loans and other receivables1 380 376 230 151 394 369 245 783

1 	In	terms	of	Efora's	accounting	policies	these	financial	instruments	are	carried	at	amortised	cost	and	not	at	fair	value,	given	that	Efora	intends	to	
collect the contractual cash flows from these instruments when they fall due over the life of the instrument. 

VALUATION TECHNIQUES AND ASSUMPTIONS APPLIED TO MEASURE FAIR VALUES
When the fair values of financial assets and financial liabilities disclosed above cannot be measured based on quoted prices in active 
markets, their fair value is measured using valuation techniques including the discounted cash flow (DCF) model. The inputs to 
these models are taken from observable markets, where possible, but where this is not feasible a degree of judgement is required 
in establishing fair values. Judgements include considerations of inputs such as liquidity risk, credit risk and volatility. Changes in 
assumptions relating to these factors could affect the disclosed fair value of financial instruments.

Financial	assets	at	amortised	cost

Fair value at 
29 February 2020

 R’000 Valuaton technique Significant	inputs

Loans and other receivables 394 369 DCF model Weighted average cost 
of capital

FAIR VALUE HIERARCHY
The following table presents the Group’s assets for which the fair value is disclosed above. The different levels have been defined 
as follows:

Level	1:	Quoted	(unadjusted)	prices	in	active	markets	for	identical	assets	or	liabilities
Level 2:  Other techniques for which all inputs which have a significant effect on the recorded fair value are observable, either directly 

or indirectly
Level 3:  Techniques which use inputs that have a significant effect on the recorded fair value that are not based on observable market 

data

Level 1  Level 2  Level 3  Total
At 29 February 2020
Loans and other receivables  (R’000) – – 394 369 394 369

At 28 February 2019
Loans and other receivables  (R’000) – – 245 783 245 783

There were no transfers between levels during the year.
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Notes to the Summary Audited Consolidated 
Financial Statements
For the year ended 29 February 2020 (continued)

16 COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
CAPITAL COMMITMENTS

Boland Diesel has committed to carry out improvements to the value of R1.0 million on the vacant land situated at Portion of 
Erf 5520, Moorreesburg, Western Cape.

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
Claimed transaction fees
Gem Capital issued summons against Afric Oil on 11 October 2017. The claim is twofold:

(a)  Gem Capital is claiming outstanding fees for assisting Afric Oil with the procurement of financing from the PIC to purchase Forever 
Fuels. The claim is for an outstanding amount of R0.5 million plus interest at 2% above prime rate from 22 May 2017. The claim is 
being opposed by Afric Oil’s attorneys, TGR Attorneys.

(b)  Gem Capital is claiming success fees for providing advice and assistance with the SacOil (now Efora) transaction, being the 
acquisition of Afric Oil by Efora for R200 million (correct purchase price is R126.8 million). The claim is for R6.8 million plus interest 
at 2% above prime rate from 31 May 2018. The claim is being opposed by Afric Oil’s attorneys, TGR Attorneys.

Noble Company Proprietary Limited issued summons against Afric Oil claiming R1.4 million in capital‑raising fees. The claim is being 
opposed by Afric Oil’s attorneys, TGR Attorneys.

The outcome of these matters cannot be estimated at this point in time and, accordingly, no provision was recognised at 29 February 2020.

17 GOING CONCERN
The Group was negatively impacted by the underperformance of its key subsidiaries, Afric Oil and Mena, and for the year ended 
29 February 2020 generated cash totalling R6.2 million (2019: utilisation of R10.9 million). As disclosed in note 18, Afric Oil was 
subsequently placed under business rescue in April 2021 and in June 2020 the Board made the decision to dispose of its interest in 
Mena. Management has therefore taken these developments into account in performing its going concern assessment for the Group.

The Group cash flow forecast (“Forecast”) to September 2022 (“Forecast Period”) includes expected cash receipts from Encha and 
Transcorp which form the primary income streams for the Forecast Period as there are no material cash inflows expected from 
either Afric Oil or Mena given the developments mentioned above. In addition, Efora will not be required to provide further financial 
assistance to Afric Oil by virtue of the nature of the business rescue process, which upon completion will result in the full discharge 
of Afric Oil’s indebtedness to its creditors.

The Forecast therefore indicates that the Group will be adequately funded based on the funds expected from Encha and Transcorp, 
however, uncertainties exist with respect to the recovery, and extent thereof, of amounts owed to the Group by these parties.

RECOVERY OF FUNDS FROM ENCHA
Included in the Forecast is R40.0 million receivable from Encha during the Forecast Period pursuant to a compromise arrangement 
reached in August 2020 (see note 18). One cannot say with certainty that the funds expected will be received as and when they 
become due. 

RECOVERY OF FUNDS FROM TRANSCORP
Included in the Forecast is R52.1 million receivable from Transcorp during the Forecast Period arising from the settlement agreement 
concluded in November 2020 (see note 18). One cannot say with certainty that the funds expected will be received as and when they 
become due. 

CONCLUSION
Whilst the uncertainties as highlighted above exist, management has prepared the financial statements on a going concern basis as 
it has considered that it is reasonable to conclude that the Group will be able to recover funds owed to the Group given the payment 
history over the past year relating to these counterparties.

In the event that the Group receives funds from either counterparty, it will still be able to meet its financial obligations in the ordinary 
course of business. Should both parties default and the expected cash inflows do not materialise, the Group will be unable to meet 
its financial obligations in the normal course of business from July 2021 and a deficit of R35.6 million will exist for the Forecast Period. 
The same will apply to the Company, which is also dependent on the payments from Encha and Transcorp.
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18 EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING PERIOD
The Directors are not aware of any material events that occurred after the reporting period and up to the date of this report, other 
than as disclosed below.

COVID-19
Not long after 29 February 2020 South Africa reported its first case of COVID‑19 and the pandemic has had an unprecedented impact on 
the local and global economy. The economic consequences of COVID‑19 as it relates to the Group and the countries in which it operates 
emerged after the balance sheet date and as such the Board assessed that COVID‑19 and its effects are non‑adjusting events.

Entities within the Group are classified as essential services and were able to operate even during the strict lockdown imposed by 
the government for the most part of the financial year, to help curb the spread of COVID‑19. Regrettably, although we were well 
prepared to serve our many customers in the public and private sectors, the demand for fuel products decreased significantly since 
the commencement of the lockdown in March 2020. Shortages of fuel products during the financial year due to the shutdown of the 
refineries during the lockdown and sabotage on the Transnet multi‑product pipeline further decreased the overall volumes sold by 
the Group. The Group’s debtors have also been impacted by the pandemic and are struggling to fulfil the credit terms. The Board has 
therefore assessed that COVID‑19 has had a material impact on our business post the statement of financial position date. 

COVID‑19 is expected to continue to have a negative impact on the economy and in turn on the financial performance of the Group. 
In February 2020, having completed our strategic planning for the financial year ended 28 February 2021, we were confident that we 
were on a path to growth, especially given the new customers we had secured in the earlier months of that financial year. Like many, 
no one could have predicted our current operating context and we have had to adjust our plans in the face of this challenge in order to 
prevail in the existing market conditions. That said, whilst it is difficult to predict the short‑term to long‑term impact of the pandemic, 
we have analysed the projected performance of the Group and have highlighted material uncertainties that exist with respect to the 
viability of the Group as outlined in note 17.

The Group will keep a close eye on further developments as the impact of the COVID‑19 pandemic continues to unfold and will 
continue to assess the Group’s responses to these developments to ensure the effectiveness of measures implemented to safeguard 
the sustainability of the Group. 

NOTICE OF DEMAND FROM A LENDER
Afric Oil is in default of loan repayment obligations and is in breach of debt covenants on the UIF loan as mentioned in note 12. 
On 15 January it received a notice from the PIC, manager of the UIF, demanding settlement of R56.4 million in outstanding loan 
repayments by 12 February 2021. As at the date of this report, Afric Oil has been unable to make this payment due to continued cash 
flow constraints.

In an effort to seek recapitalisation of the business and further consideration of the loan restructuring proposal, Afric Oil called an 
extraordinary meeting with its shareholders, the Compensation Fund and Efora Energy Limited which hold 29% and 71% interests in 
the company, respectively. Afric Oil proposed for its shareholders to inject R380.0 million in the business and to reconsider the loan 
restructuring proposal. Afric Oil could not obtain the 75% vote required for the resolution to pass. As such the recapitalisation of the 
business and loan restructuring could not be pursued further.

INTERIM COURT ORDER ISSUED AGAINST AFRIC OIL
On 14 April 2021 the Company announced that the UIF had obtained an interim court order against Afric Oil, a material subsidiary 
of the Company, the effect of which was to take possession of moveable and immoveable assets of Afric Oil pursuant to the terms 
of the loan agreement between the parties. Under the terms of this loan agreement, the UIF advanced R210.0 million to Afric Oil in 
February 2017 of which R196.1 million remains due and payable as 28 February 2021. Afric Oil is in breach of loan covenants and is 
also now in arrears on the loan repayments.

NOTICE OF BUSINESS RESCUE RELATING TO AFRIC OIL
On 20 April 2021 the Company announced that its key subsidiary, Afric Oil, had been placed under business rescue on the basis 
of financial distress and the inability to operate the business with unrestricted access and use of assets. This followed the court 
order obtained by the UIF to perfect its security for the debt owed by Afric Oil as highlighted above. Mr. Phahlani Mkhombo and 
Mr Moses Singo were appointed as the business rescue practitioners. At this stage it is uncertain which of Afric Oil’s operations will 
continue and on what basis, following the conclusion of the business rescue process.

SUSPENSION OF TRADING OF THE COMPANY'S SHARES ON THE JSE 
Pursuant to the non‑compliance outlined on page 47 of the integrated report, the Company's shares were suspended from trading 
on the JSE on 9 October 2020.
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18 EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING PERIOD (CONTINUED)
TRANSCORP
Following summarised judgments issued by the Nigeria Court of Appeal on 27 May 2020 which ordered SacOil 281 and EER 281 
(“the Parties”) to proceed with arbitration in their claim against Transcorp, and following further engagement with the latter, the 
Parties and Transcorp reached a settlement agreement on 9 November 2020, the terms of which are summarised below:
• 	the	 payment	 of	US$500	 000	 by	 Transcorp	 to	 the	 Parties	 10	 business	 days	 after	 the	 execution	 of	 the	 settlement	 agreement	

(amount was received);
• 	four	quarterly	payments	of	US$1	250	000	each	to	be	made	by	Transcorp	to	the	Parties	on	the	last	business	day	of	each	quarter	

(based on the calendar year) commencing on 31 March 2021;
• 	Transcorp	reserves	the	right	to	defer	the	payment	of	US$500	000	of	the	last	quarterly	payment	expected	on	31	December	2021	

to the first quarter of 2022;
• 	all	such	payments	are	to	be	made	to	Efora	pursuant	to	a	prior	settlement	agreement	reached	between	the	Parties;
• 	dismissal	of	all	lawsuits	and	disputes	by	the	Parties	and	Transcorp;	and
• 	all	payments	made	as	set	out	to	represent	full	and	final	settlement	of	Transcorp’s	indebtedness	to	the	Parties.

The settlement agreement has been treated as a non‑adjusting event.

COMPROMISE WITH ENCHA
During August 2020 the Company entered into a compromise with Encha, whereby Encha will now settle an agreed amount of 
R85.75 million over a four‑year period. R5.75 million of this amount was paid in August 2020 and September 2020. Thereafter, 
R20.0 million will become due and payable on 30 June of each year for a four‑year period.

Efora has reserved its rights to recover the full arbitration appeal award in the event that Encha fails to pay any amounts under the 
compromise as they become due and payable. Encha will be required to ensure that its auditors provide an audit certificate to Efora 
reflecting its net asset value by 30 April of each year, whilst any portion of the R85.75 million remains outstanding.

The compromise with Encha has been treated as a non‑adjusting event.

LOSS OF A MATERIAL CONTRACT
The Group was not able to obtain the renewal of a material contract with a key customer which accounted for 38% of the Group's 
revenue for the financial year ended 29 February 2020. The contract ended on 30 September 2020.

APPROVAL OF PLAN TO DISPOSE OF THE GROUP’S INTEREST IN MENA INTERNATIONAL PETROLEUM COMPANY LIMITED 
(“MENA”)
On 29 June 2020 the Board approved a plan to dispose of the Group’s 100% interest in Mena which owns the Lagia Oil Field. The Group 
has been unable to further develop the field in order to increase oil output due to funding constraints. In addition, the heavy oil 
reserves at the field continue to pose operational challenges, especially at the prevailing oil prices. The assets and liabilities of Mena 
are shown under the Egypt segment in note 3.

On behalf of the Board

Vuyo Ngonyama Darrin Arendse
Chairperson Chief Executive Officer (Interim)

Johannesburg
28 June 2021
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Analysis of Registered Shareholders
For the year ended 29 February 2020

 Number of  
 shareholdings %

 Number of  
 shares %

SHAREHOLDER SPREAD
1 – 1 000 shares 1 721 51.86 432 566 0.04

1 001 – 10 000 shares 973 29.32 3 871 054 0.35

10 001 – 100 000 shares 496 14.94 16 959 169 1.54

100 001 – 1 000 000 shares 109 3.28 33 766 562 3.06

1 000 001 – 10 000 000 shares 17 0.51 46 078 965 4.17

10 000 001 shares and over 3 0.09 1 002 726 319 90.84

Total 3 319 100.00 1 103 834 635 100.00

DISTRIBUTION OF SHAREHOLDERS
Banks/brokers 139 4.19 18 837 056 1.71

Close	corporations 37 1.11 4 618 638 0.42

Endowment funds 4 0.12 314 113 0.03

Individuals 2 994 90.21 62 469 378 5.66

Insurance companies 2 0.06 4 461 674 0.40

Investment companies 2 0.06 69 994 0.01

Mutual funds 1 0.03 70 576 0.01

Other	corporations 29 0.87 1 018 910 0.08

Private companies 46 1.39 51 946 219 4.71

Public companies 13 0.39 4 720 448 0.43

Retirement	funds 1 0.03 953 078 829 86.34

Trusts 51 1.54 2 228 800 0.20

Total 3 319 100.00 1 103 834 635 100.00

PUBLIC/NON-PUBLIC SHAREHOLDERS
Non-public shareholders 2 0.06 953 152 027 86.35

Directors 1 0.03 73 198 0.01

Strategic holdings (more than 10%) 1 0.03 953 078 829 86.34

Public shareholders 3 317 99.94 150 682 608 13.65

Total 3 319 100.00 1 103 834 635 100.00

BENEFICIAL SHAREHOLDERS HOLDING 5% OR MORE
Government Employees Pension Fund 953 078 829 86.34

Total 953 078 829 86.34

Company: Efora Energy Limited 
Issued share capital: 1 103 834 635

In accordance with the JSE Limited Listings Requirements the following table confirms that the spread of registered shareholders of the 
Company as at 28 February 2020 was as follows:

SHAREHOLDERS’ DIARY

Annual General Meeting  ................................................................................................................................................  30 July 2021
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Notice of Annual General Meeting
OF SHAREHOLDERS OF EFORA ENERGY LIMITED

EFORA ENERGY LIMITED
(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa)
(Registration number: 1993/000460/06)
JSE share code: EEL
ISIN: ZAE000248258
LEI: 213800Z9GDANDTE13745
(”Efora” or “the Company”)

Notice is hereby given that an Annual General Meeting (“AGM”) of shareholders of the Company will be held on Friday, 30 July 2021 at 10:00.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
One of Efora’s top priorities is to protect 
the health and safety of all its stakeholders 
and, with this in mind, the Company will 
continue to closely monitor developments 
around COVID‑19 (the coronavirus). 

Although the intention is to hold the 
AGM as scheduled on 30 July 2021 at 
the set venue, Efora strongly encourages 
its shareholders not to attend in 
person but to exercise their voting 
rights by way of electronic or written 
proxy and to submit their questions 
relating to the 2020 AGM agenda in 
advance by e‑mail to the Company 
Secretary melinda@fusioncorp.co.za or 
andrea@fusioncorp.co.za. Efora reserves 
the right to make further changes, such as 
limiting the number of attendees to 
enable social distancing, changing the 
venue, providing live voting facilities, 
or even prohibiting physical attendance, 
should same be required.

Shareholders should regularly check 
the release of Stock Exchange News 
Service (”SENS”) announcements on the 
JSE Limited’s platform and on the Efora 
website for further updates. 

Efora will continue to evaluate the 
implications of regulations announced by 
the South African Government, as well 
as any potential future measures that 
may be imposed by the government 
or recommended by the World Health 
Organisation.

PURPOSE
The purpose of the AGM is to transact the 
business set out in the agenda below.

If you are in doubt as to what action to take 
in regard to this notice, please consult your 
Central Securities Depository Participant 
(”CSDP”), broker, banker, accountant, 

attorney or other professional adviser 
immediately and refer to the instructions 
set out in the conclusion of this notice.

AGENDA
•  Presentation of the audited annual 

financial statements of the Company, 
including the reports of the Directors 
and the Audit, Risk and Investment 
Committee for the year ended 
29 February 2020. The annual financial 
statements, including the adverse 
audit opinion, are available on Efora’s 
website at www.eforaenergy.com, 
or may be requested and obtained in 
person, at no charge, at the registered 
office of Efora during office hours. 
The integrated annual report, of which 
this notice forms part, contains 
the summarised Group financial 
statements and the aforementioned 
Directors’ Report. 

•  To consider and, if deemed fit, 
approve, with or without modification, 
the following ordinary and special 
resolutions.

Shareholders are requested to note the 
following dates:

•  Record date to receive notice of the 
AGM is Friday, 25 June 2021 

•  Last date to trade to be eligible to vote 
is Tuesday, 20 July 2021

•  Record date to be eligible to vote is 
Friday, 23 July 2021

•  Last date for lodging forms of proxy is 
Wednesday, 28 July 2021

Kindly note that in terms of section 63(1) 
of the Companies Act, No. 71 of 2008, 
as amended (”the Companies Act”), 
meeting participants (including proxies) 
will be required to provide reasonably 
satisfactory identification before being 
entitled to participate in or vote at the 

AGM. Forms of identification that will 
be accepted include original and valid 
identity documents, driver’s licences 
and passports.

REPORT OF THE 
SOCIAL, ETHICS AND 
REMUNERATION 
COMMITTEE
The Company’s Social and ethics report, 
included on page 62 of the integrated 
annual report will serve as the Social, 
Ethics and Remuneration Committee’s 
report to the Company’s shareholders 
at the AGM on the matters within its 
mandate. Any specific questions to the 
Committee may be sent to the Company 
Secretary prior to the AGM.

Note: 
For any of the ordinary resolutions 
numbers 1 to 6 (inclusive), 9 and 11 to be 
adopted, more than 50% (fifty per cent) of 
the voting rights exercised on each such 
ordinary resolution must be exercised 
in favour thereof. The endorsement of 
the Company’s Remuneration Policy and 
Remuneration Implementation Report, 
as contemplated in ordinary resolutions 
numbers 7 and 8 (inclusive) requires a 
non‑binding advisory vote. The voting 
percentages required to pass the 
remaining resolutions are set out below 
such respective resolutions. 

1.  ORDINARY RESOLUTION 
NUMBER 1: 
REAPPOINTMENT OF 
EXTERNAL AUDITORS 
AND DESIGNATED AUDIT 
PARTNER

Resolved that SizweNtsalubaGobodo 
Grant Thornton Johannesburg, situated at 
20 Morris Street East, Woodmead, 2191, 
South Africa, be and is hereby appointed 
as the Independent External Auditor of 
the Company and Mr Altaf Fajandar as 
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the individual designated Auditor of the 
Company, for the ensuing year on the 
recommendation of the Audit, Risk and 
Investment Committee of the Company, 
and that shareholders authorise the Board 
to determine the remuneration of the 
Auditors.

Reason for and effect of ordinary 
resolution number 1
The reason for ordinary resolution 
number 1 is that the Company, being 
a public listed company, must have its 
financial results audited and such Auditor 
must be appointed or reappointed each 
year at the AGM of the Company as 
required by the Companies Act.

2.  ORDINARY RESOLUTION 
NUMBER 2: 
CONFIRMATION 
OF DIRECTOR 
APPOINTMENT – 
MS MALANDE TONJENI 

Resolved that shareholders confirm 
Ms Malande Tonjeni’s appointment 
as a Director of the Company in terms 
of section 6(1)(7) of the Company’s 
Memorandum of Incorporation (“MOI”). 

A brief curriculum vitae of 
Ms Malande Tonjeni appears on page 40 
of the integrated annual report.

3.  RETIREMENT AND RE-
ELECTION OF DIRECTOR

3.1 Ordinary resolution number 3: 
Re-election of Director who retires by 
rotation – Mr Patrick Mngconkola 
Resolved that shareholders re‑elect, by way 
of a separate vote, Mr Patrick Mngconkola 
as a Non‑executive Director, who retires 
by rotation in terms of section 6.2 of the 
Company’s MOI, and who has offered 
himself for re‑election.

A brief curriculum vitae of the Director 
offering himself for re‑election is 
contained on page 40 of the integrated 
annual report.

Reason for and effect of ordinary 
resolution number 3
The reason for ordinary resolution 
number 3 is that the MOI of the Company, 
the Listings Requirements and, to the 
extent applicable, the Companies Act, 
require that a component of the Non‑

executive Directors rotates at every AGM 
of the Company and, being eligible, 
may offer themselves for re‑election 
as Directors.

4.  APPOINTMENT AND 
REAPPOINTMENT 
OF THE MEMBERS 
OF THE AUDIT, RISK 
AND INVESTMENT 
COMMITTEE OF THE 
COMPANY 

Note: For the avoidance of doubt, 
all references to the Audit, Risk and 
Investment Committee of the Company 
is a reference to the audit committee as 
contemplated in the Companies Act.

4.1 Ordinary resolution number 4
Resolved that subject to the passing 
of ordinary resolution number 2 
Ms Malande Tonjeni, being eligible, 
be and is appointed as a member of the 
Audit, Risk and Investment Committee 
of the Company, as recommended by 
the Board of Directors of the Company, 
until conclusion of the next AGM of 
the Company.

4.2 Ordinary resolution number 5
Resolved that subject to the passing 
of ordinary resolution number 3 
Mr Patrick Mngconkola, being eligible, 
be and is reappointed as a member of the 
Audit, Risk and Investment Committee 
of the Company, as recommended by 
the Board of Directors of the Company, 
until conclusion of the next AGM of 
the Company. 

4.3 Ordinary resolution number 6
Resolved that Ms Zanele Radebe, 
being eligible, be and is reappointed 
as a member of the Audit, Risk and 
Investment Committee of the Company, as 
recommended by the Board of Directors 
of the Company, until conclusion of the 
next AGM of the Company.

Reason for and effect of ordinary 
resolutions numbers 4 to 6
The reason for ordinary resolutions 
numbers 4 to 6 (inclusive) is that the 
Company, being a public listed company, 
must appoint an Audit Committee and the 
Companies Act requires that Independent 
Non‑executive Directors of the Company 
be appointed or reappointed, as members 

of such Audit Committee, as the case may 
be, at each AGM. Brief curricula vitae of 
the Director(s) up for election and re‑
election to the Audit, Risk and Investment 
Committee appear on pages 40 and 41 of 
the integrated annual report.

5.  NON-BINDING 
ENDORSEMENT 
OF EFORA’S 
REMUNERATION POLICY 
AND IMPLEMENTATION 
REPORT

5.1 Ordinary resolution number 7
Resolved that the Company’s 
Remuneration Implementation Report as 
set out on pages 50 to 54 of the integrated 
annual report, be and is hereby endorsed 
by way of a non‑binding advisory vote. 

Reason for and effect of ordinary 
resolution number 7
The reason for ordinary resolution 
number 7 is that King IVTM and the 
Listings Requirements recommend that 
the Remuneration Implementation Report 
of the Company be endorsed through a 
non‑binding advisory vote by shareholders 
each year.

This enables shareholders to express 
their views on the Remuneration Policies 
adopted. Ordinary resolution number 7 is 
of an advisory nature only and failure to 
pass this resolution will therefore not have 
any legal consequences relating to existing 
remuneration arrangements.

However, the Board will engage 
with dissenting shareholders in good 
faith in the event that a vote of 25% 
(twenty-five per cent) or more is 
recorded against the Remuneration 
Implementation Report, to ascertain 
with best reasonable effort the reasons 
for the dissenting votes, and to address 
legitimate and reasonable objections 
which may include amending the 
Remuneration Implementation Report, 
or clarifying or adjusting remuneration 
governance and/or processes. Dissenting 
shareholders are also invited to engage 
with the Company to communicate 
their concerns to the Group Company 
Secretary, Fusion Corporate Secretarial 
Services Proprietary Limited (”Fusion”), 
represented by Melinda van den Berg 
at melinda@fusioncorp.co.za within a 
reasonable period after the AGM.
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The Board will take the outcome of the 
vote, and any subsequent engagement 
with dissenting shareholders, into 
consideration when considering 
amendments to the Company’s 
Remuneration Implementation Report.

5.2 Ordinary resolution number 8
Resolved that the Company’s 
Implementation Report in regard to its 
Remuneration Policy, as contained in this 
integrated annual report on page 55, 
be and is hereby endorsed by way of a 
non‑binding advisory vote. 

Reason for and effect of ordinary 
resolution number 8
The reason for ordinary resolution 
number 8 is that King IVTM recommends 
that every year the Company’s 
remuneration framework be disclosed in 
three parts, namely:

•  a background statement;

•  an overview of the Remuneration 
Policy; and 

•  an Implementation Report, 

and that shareholders be requested 
to pass separate non‑binding advisory 
votes on the Remuneration Policy and 
the Implementation Report at the AGM. 
Voting on the above two resolutions 
enables shareholders to express their 
views on the Remuneration Policy adopted 
and on its implementation. 

This enables shareholders to express 
their views on the Remuneration Policies 
adopted. Ordinary resolution number 8 is 
of an advisory nature only and failure to 
pass this resolution will therefore not have 
any legal consequences relating to existing 
remuneration arrangements.

However, the Board will engage with 
dissenting shareholders in good faith in 
the event that a vote of 25% (twenty-five 
per cent) or more is recorded against the 
Remuneration Implementation Report, 
to ascertain with best reasonable effort 
the reasons for the dissenting votes, and 
to address legitimate and reasonable 
objections which may include amending 
the Remuneration Implementation Report, 
or clarifying or adjusting remuneration 
governance and/or processes. Dissenting 
shareholders are also invited to engage 
with the Company to communicate their 
concerns to the Group Company Secretary, 

Fusion, at melinda@fusioncorp.co.za within 
a reasonable period after the AGM.

The Board will take the outcome of the 
vote, and any subsequent engagement 
with dissenting shareholders, into 
consideration when considering 
amendments to the Company’s 
Remuneration Implementation Report.

6.  ORDINARY RESOLUTION 
NUMBER 9: GENERAL 
AUTHORITY TO 
DIRECTORS TO ALLOT 
AND ISSUE AUTHORISED 
BUT UNISSUED 
ORDINARY SHARES 

Resolved that, subject to the provisions 
of the Companies Act and the JSE Listings 
Requirements, from time to time, that 
the Directors of the Company be and are 
hereby authorised, as a general authority 
and approval, to allot, issue and otherwise 
dispose of, for such purposes and on such 
terms and conditions as they may in their 
discretion determine and deem fit, ordinary 
shares in the authorised but unissued share 
capital of the Company, subject to the 
provisions of the Companies Act, the MOI 
of the Company and the JSE Listings 
Requirements when applicable, up to 
a maximum of 5% (five per cent) of the 
number of ordinary shares in issue on 
the date of passing this resolution, with 
such authority to remain in force until the 
next AGM. 

Reason for and effect of ordinary 
resolution number 9
In terms of the Company’s MOI the 
Board may, with the prior approval of the 
shareholders at a general meeting, subject 
to the statutes and the approval of the 
Issue Regulation Division of the JSE (where 
necessary), issue authorised but unissued 
shares in the Company to such person or 
persons on such terms and conditions and 
with such rights or restrictions attached 
thereto as the Directors may determine 
from time to time. 

 The reason for proposing ordinary 
resolution number 9 above is to seek a 
general authority and approval for the 
Directors to allot and issue ordinary shares 
in the authorised but unissued share capital 
of the Company, up to 5% (five per cent) 
of the number of ordinary shares of the 

Company in issue at the date of passing this 
resolution, in order to enable the Company 
to take advantage of business opportunities 
which might arise in the future.

7.  ORDINARY RESOLUTION 
NUMBER 10: GENERAL 
AUTHORITY TO ISSUE 
SHARES FOR CASH

Resolved that the Directors are hereby 
authorised as a general authority to allot 
and issue the authorised but unissued 
shares in the capital of the Company, for 
cash, subject to the Companies Act, the 
MOI of the Company and the JSE Listings 
Requirements, provided that:

(a)  the ordinary shares which are the 
subject of this general authority be 
of a class already in issue or, where 
this is not the case, must be limited to 
such ordinary shares or rights that are 
convertible into a class already in issue;

(b)  the ordinary shares must be issued to 
public shareholders, as defined in the 
JSE Listings Requirements, and not to 
related parties;

(c)  the ordinary shares which are the 
subject of this general authority:

 (i)  may not, in aggregate, exceed 5% 
(five per cent) of the Company’s 
listed ordinary shares as at the date 
of the AGM, being the equivalent 
of 55 191 731 (fifty five million 
one hundred and ninety‑one 
thousand seven hundred and 
thirty‑one) equity securities, 
provided that;

 (ii)  any ordinary shares issued in terms 
of this general authority must be 
deducted from the initial number of 
ordinary shares available under this 
general authority; and

 (iii)  in the event of a subdivision or 
consolidation of issued ordinary 
shares during the period of this 
general authority, the general 
authority must be adjusted 
accordingly to represent the same 
allocation ratio;

(d)  the general authority shall be 
valid until Efora’s next AGM, or for 
15 (fifteen) months from the date 
on which the general authority for 
such ordinary resolution was passed, 
whichever period is shorter subject 
to the JSE Listings Requirements and 
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any other restrictions set out in this 
authority;

(e)  the maximum discount at which 
ordinary shares may be issued is 10% 
(ten per cent) of the weighted average 
traded price of such ordinary shares 
measured over the 30 (thirty) business 
days prior to the date that the price 
of the issue is agreed between the 
Company and the party subscribing for 
the equity securities. The JSE should be 
consulted for a ruling if the applicant’s 
ordinary shares have not traded in 
such 30‑business‑day period;

(f)  an announcement giving full details 
will be published at the time of any 
issue representing, on a cumulative 
basis within the period of this 
authority, 5% (five per cent) or more of 
the number of ordinary shares in issue 
prior to the general issue for cash, in 
accordance with paragraph 11.22 of 
the JSE Listings Requirements; and

(g)  this authority includes any options/
convertible ordinary shares that are 
convertible into an existing class of 
equity securities.

For this resolution to be adopted at 
least 75% (seventy‑five per cent) of the 
shareholders present in person or by proxy 
and entitled to vote on this resolution at 
the AGM must cast their vote in favour of 
this resolution. 

Reason for and effect of ordinary 
resolution number 10
For listed entities wishing to issue shares 
for cash (other than issues by way of Rights 
Offers), in consideration for acquisitions 
and/or to share incentive schemes 
(which schemes have been duly approved 
by the JSE and by the shareholders of 
the Company), it is necessary for the 
Board to obtain prior authority of the 
shareholders in accordance with the 
Listings Requirements and the MOI of 
the Company. Accordingly, the reason for 
ordinary resolution number 10 is to obtain 
a general authority from shareholders to 
issue shares for cash in compliance with the 
Listings Requirements.

8.  ORDINARY RESOLUTION 
NUMBER 11: AUTHORITY 
TO SIGN ALL REQUIRED 
DOCUMENTS

Resolved that subject to the passing of 
the ordinary and special resolutions at 
the AGM, any Director of the Company 
or the Company Secretary shall be 
and is hereby authorised to sign all 
documentation and perform all acts which 
may be required to give effect to such 
ordinary and special resolutions.

Reason for and effect of ordinary 
resolution number 11
The resolution grants authority to any 
Director or the Company Secretary to 
carry out, execute all documentation 
and do all such things as he/she may in 
his/her discretion consider necessary 
or appropriate in connection with and 
to implement and give effect to the 
ordinary resolutions above and special 
resolutions below.

9.  SPECIAL RESOLUTION 
NUMBER 1: GENERAL 
AUTHORITY TO ACQUIRE 
(REPURCHASE) SHARES

Resolved that the Company and/or any 
subsidiary be and is hereby authorised by 
way of a specific approval as contemplated 
in section 48, read with section 46, of 
the Companies Act to acquire from time 
to time issued ordinary shares of the 
Company, upon such terms and conditions 
and in such amounts as the Directors 
of the Company may from time to time 
determine, but subject to the MOI of the 
Company, the provisions of the Companies 
Act and the JSE Listings Requirements, 
provided that:

(a)  any such acquisition of ordinary shares 
shall be effected through the order 
book operated by the JSE trading 
system and done without any prior 
understanding or arrangement with 
the counterparty (reported trades 
being prohibited);

(b)  this general authority shall be valid 
until the Company’s next AGM, 
provided that it shall not extend 
beyond 15 (fifteen) months from 
the date of passing of this special 
resolution number 1, whichever period 
is shorter;

(c)  when the Company has cumulatively 
repurchased 3% (three per cent) of the 
initial number of the relevant class of 
securities, and for each 3% (three per 
cent) in aggregate of the initial number 
of that class acquired thereafter, 
an announcement will be made in 
accordance with paragraph 11.27 of 
the Listings Requirements;

(d)  the general authority to repurchase is 
limited to a maximum of 20% (twenty 
per cent) in the aggregate in any 
1 (one) financial year of the Company’s 
issued share capital at the beginning of 
the financial year;

(e)  ordinary shares may not be acquired at 
a price greater than 10% (ten per cent) 
above the weighted average of the 
market value at which such ordinary 
shares traded for the 5 (five) business 
days immediately preceding the date 
of the transaction. The JSE should be 
consulted for a ruling if the Company’s 
ordinary shares have not traded in 
such five‑business‑day period;

(f)  the Company has been given authority 
by its MOI;

(g)  at any point in time, the Company and/
or its subsidiaries may only appoint 
1 (one) agent to effect any such 
acquisition;

(h)  the aggregate of such acquisitions by 
subsidiaries of Efora may not result in 
such subsidiaries holding more than 
10% (ten per cent) of Efora’s issued 
share capital;

(i)  the Company and/or its subsidiaries 
undertake that they will not enter the 
market to so acquire the Company’s 
shares until the Company’s sponsor 
has provided written confirmation 
to the JSE regarding the adequacy 
of the Company’s working capital in 
accordance with Schedule 12 of the JSE 
Listings Requirements;

(j)  a resolution has been passed by the 
Board of Directors confirming that 
the Board has authorised the general 
repurchase, that the Company passed 
the solvency and liquidity tests and 
that, since the tests were done, there 
have been no material changes to the 
financial position of the Company and 
the Group; and
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(k)  the Company and/or its subsidiaries 
may not acquire any shares during a 
prohibited period, as defined in the 
JSE Listings Requirements unless a 
repurchase programme is in place, 
where dates and quantities of shares 
to be traded during the prohibited 
period are fixed and full details of 
the programme have been disclosed 
in an announcement on SENS 
prior to the commencement of the 
prohibited period.

Although no such repurchases are 
currently being contemplated, the 
Directors undertake that they will not 
effect a general repurchase of shares as 
contemplated above unless the following 
can be met for a period of 12 (twelve) 
months after the date of this notice:

•  the Company and the Group would in 
the ordinary course of their business 
be able to pay debts;

•  the consolidated assets of the 
Company and the Group would exceed 
the consolidated liabilities of the 
Company and the Group, respectively, 
such assets and liabilities being fairly 
valued and recognised and measured 
in accordance with the accounting 
policies used in the financial 
statements; 

•  the issued capital and reserves of 
the Company and the Group would 
be adequate for the purposes of the 
Company’s and the Group’s business;

•  the Company’s and the Group’s 
working capital would be sufficient for 
ordinary business purposes; and

•  a resolution by the Board of Directors 
will have been passed that authorised 
the repurchase, that Efora and its 
subsidiaries have passed the solvency 
and liquidity test and that, since the 
test was performed, there have been 
no material changes to the financial 
position of the Group.

The JSE Listings Requirements require the 
following disclosures, which appear in the 
integrated annual report:

Directors and management – refer to 
pages 40 to 42 of the integrated annual 
report

Major shareholders – refer to page 91 of 
the integrated annual report

Directors’ interests in ordinary shares 
– refer to the Directors’ Report in 
the annual financial statements 
available on the Company’s website at 
www.eforaenergy.com 

Share capital of the Company – refer to 
page 91 of the integrated annual report.

Litigation statement
The Directors, whose names appear on 
pages 40 and 41 of the integrated annual 
report of which the Notice of AGM forms 
part, except as disclosed in the Directors’ 
Report in the consolidated annual financial 
statements available on Efora’s website 
at www.eforaenergy.com, are not aware 
of any legal or arbitration proceedings 
that are pending or threatened, that may 
have or had in the recent past, being at 
least the previous 12 (twelve) months, 
a material effect on Efora’s financial 
position.

Directors’ responsibility statement
The Directors, whose names appear on 
pages 40 and 41 of the integrated annual 
report, collectively and individually accept 
full responsibility for the accuracy of the 
information pertaining to this special 
resolution and certify that, to the best of 
their knowledge and belief, there are no 
facts that have been omitted which would 
make any statements false or misleading, 
and that all reasonable enquiries to 
ascertain such facts have been made and 
that this special resolution contains all 
information required by law and the JSE 
Listings Requirements.

Material changes
Other than the facts and developments 
reported on in the integrated annual 
report, there have been no material 
changes in the financial or trading position 
of the Company and its subsidiaries since 
the date of signature of the Audit, Risk 
and Investment Committee report and up 
to the date of the Notice of AGM.

The Directors have no specific intention, 
at present, for the Company or its 
subsidiaries to acquire any of the 
Company’s shares but consider that 

such a general authority should be put 
in place should an opportunity present 
itself to do so during the year, which is in 
the best interests of the Company and its 
shareholders. 

The Directors are of the opinion that 
it would be in the best interest of the 
Company to extend such general authority 
and thereby allow the Company or any 
of its subsidiaries to be in a position to 
acquire the shares issued by the Company 
through the order book of the JSE, should 
the market conditions, tax dispensation 
and price justify such an action.

Reason for and effect of special 
resolution number 1
The reason for and effect of special 
resolution number 1 is to grant the 
Company general approval to acquire 
its own issued shares on such terms, 
conditions and in such amounts 
determined from time to time by 
the Directors of the Company by the 
limitations set out above.

Pursuant to and in terms of the JSE 
Listings Requirements, the Directors of the 
Company hereby state:

•  The Directors of the Company have 
no specific intention to effect the 
provisions of special resolution 
number 1 but will, however, 
continually review this position having 
regard to prevailing circumstances.

•  The intention of the Company and/or 
its subsidiaries is to utilise the general 
authority to repurchase its own issued 
shares if at some future date the cash 
resources of the Company are in excess 
of its requirements.

•  The method by which the Company 
and/or any of its subsidiaries intends 
to repurchase its ordinary shares and 
the date on which such repurchase 
will take place, have not yet been 
determined.

The percentage of voting rights that 
will be required for this resolution to be 
adopted is more than 75% (seventy-five 
per cent) of the votes exercised on the 
resolution.
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10. SPECIAL RESOLUTION NUMBER 2: REMUNERATION OF NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
Resolved, in terms of section 66(9) of the Companies Act, that the Company be and is hereby authorised to remunerate its Non‑executive 
Directors for their services as Directors on the basis set out below (exclusive of value‑added tax), provided that this authority will be valid 
until the next AGM of the Company.

Proposed fees Current fees

Position

Annual 
retainer

R
60%

Fee per 
meeting

R
Proposed
	meetings	

Attendance	
fee

R
40%

Total
 fee

R

Annual 
retainer

R
60%

Attendance 
fee

R
40%

Total
 fee

R

BOARD

Chairperson 401 004 66 834 4 267 336 668 340 401 004 267 336 668 340

Lead Independent Non‑
executive	Director 193 414 27 236 4 108 944 302 358 193 414 108 944 302 358

Non-executive	Directors 163 414 27 236 4 108 944 272 358 163 414 108 944 272 358

AUDIT, RISK AND INVESTMENT COMMITTEE 

Chairperson 99 194 16 532 4 66 128 165 322 99 194 66 128 165 322

Member 58 642 9 774 4 39 096 97 738 58 642 39 096 97 738

SOCIAL, ETHICS AND REMUNERATION COMMITTEE

Chairperson 68 949 15 322 3 45 966 114 915 68 949 45 966 114 915

Member 50 331 11 184 3 33 552 83 883 50 331 33 552 83 883

NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE 

Chairperson 45 966 15 322 2 30 644 76 610 45 966 30 644 76 610

Member 33 554 11 184 2 22 368 55 922 33 554 22 368 55 922

Reason for and effect of special resolution number 2
The reason for and effect of special resolution number 2 is for the Company to obtain the approval of shareholders, by way of a special 
resolution, for the payment of remuneration to its Non‑executive Directors in accordance with the requirements of the Companies Act.

The effect of special resolution number 2 is that the Company will be able to pay its Non‑executive Directors for the services they render 
to the Company as Directors without requiring further shareholder approval until the next AGM of the Company.

The percentage of voting rights that will be required for this resolution to be adopted is more than 75% (seventy-five per cent) of the votes 
exercised on the resolution.
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11.  SPECIAL RESOLUTION 
NUMBER 3: GENERAL 
APPROVAL TO PROVIDE 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
FOR SUBSCRIPTION 
OR PURCHASE OF 
ORDINARY SHARES 
IN RELATED OR 
INTERRELATED 
ENTITIES IN TERMS OF 
SECTION 44 OF THE 
COMPANIES ACT

Resolved that, in terms of and subject 
to the provisions of section 44 of the 
Companies Act, the shareholders of the 
Company hereby approve, as a general 
approval, the giving by the Company of 
financial assistance, by way of a loan, 
guarantee, the provision of security or 
otherwise to any person for the purpose 
of, or in connection with, the subscription 
of any option, or any securities, issued 
or to be issued by the Company or 
any affiliate, or for the purchase of 
any ordinary shares of the Company 
or its affiliates (including, without 
limitation, the giving of a guarantee to 
any subscriber, holder or purchaser of 
preference shares in any affiliate, as 
security for such affiliate’s obligations 
under such preference shares), as set 
out in section 44 of the Companies Act, 
which approval shall be valid for a period 
of 2 (two) years from the date that this 
special resolution is passed.

The shareholders of the Company hereby 
resolve that the Board may, subject to 
compliance with the requirements of 
the MOI, the Companies Act and the JSE 
Listings Requirements, each as presently 
constituted and as amended from time to 
time, authorise the Company to provide 
financial assistance as contemplated 
in section 44 of the Companies Act, on 
such terms and conditions and for such 
amounts as the Board may determine.

It is hereby noted that the Company 
may from time to time provide financial 
assistance in terms of section 44 of 
the Companies Act, by way of a loan, 
guarantee, the provision of security or 
otherwise to any person for the purpose 
of, or in connection with, the subscription 

of any option, or any securities, issued 
or to be issued by the Company or 
a related or interrelated company 
(as contemplated in the Companies Act, 
including, without limitation, any present 
or future subsidiaries of the Company, 
its holding company and subsidiaries 
of its holding company and/or any 
other company or corporation that is or 
becomes related or interrelated to the 
Company) (collectively for purposes of 
this resolution, the “affiliates”), or for the 
purchase of any ordinary shares of the 
Company or its affiliates, on such specific 
terms as may be authorised by the Board.

It is further noted that the Board of 
Directors of the Company shall not 
authorise any financial assistance 
contemplated in such special resolution 
unless the Board:

(a)  is satisfied that immediately after 
providing the financial assistance, 
the Company will satisfy the solvency 
and liquidity tests contemplated in 
section 4 of the Companies Act (read 
with section 44(3)(b)(i));

(b)  is satisfied that the terms under which 
the financial assistance is proposed to 
be given are fair and reasonable to the 
Company (section 44(3)(b)(ii)); and

(c)  is satisfied that any applicable 
conditions or restrictions in respect of 
the granting of financial assistance set 
out in the Company’s MOI have been 
satisfied (section 44(4)).

In compliance with the requirements of 
the Companies Act the Board is seeking 
a general authority from shareholders to 
cause the Company to provide financial 
assistance for subscription and purchase 
of ordinary shares as set out in section 44 
of the Companies Act.

Reason for and effect of special 
resolution number 3
The reason for and effect of special 
resolution number 3 is to grant the Board 
a general authority in terms of the Act to 
cause the Company to provide financial 
assistance by way of a loan, guarantee, 
the provision of security or otherwise 
to any person for the purpose of, or in 
connection with, the subscription of any 

option, or any securities, issued or to be 
issued by the Company or any affiliate, 
or for the purchase of any ordinary shares 
of the Company or its affiliates, as set out 
in section 44 of the Act in such amounts 
and on such terms and conditions as may 
be determined by the Board. The passing 
of special resolution number 3 will have 
the effect that the Board will have the 
flexibility, subject to the requirements 
of the MOI, the Companies Act, 
the JSE Listings Requirements and the 
requirements of any other stock exchange 
on which the shares of the Company may 
be quoted or listed from time to time, 
to provide financial assistance as set out 
in section 44 of the Companies Act should 
it be in the interests of the Company to 
do so.

This general authority shall be valid for a 
period of 2 (two) years from the date of 
approval of this special resolution unless 
such general authority is varied or revoked 
by special resolution of shareholders prior 
to the expiry of such two‑year period.

The percentage of voting rights that 
will be required for this resolution to be 
adopted is at least 75% (seventy-five 
percent) of the votes exercised on the 
resolution.

12.  SPECIAL RESOLUTION 
NUMBER 4: DIRECT 
OR INDIRECT 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
(”FINANCIAL 
ASSISTANCE” WILL 
HEREIN HAVE THE 
MEANING ATTRIBUTED 
TO IT IN SECTION 45(1) 
OF THE COMPANIES 
ACT) TO ANY 
COMPANY RELATED OR 
INTERRELATED TO THE 
COMPANY OR TO ANY 
JURISTIC PERSON WHO 
IS A MEMBER OF OR 
RELATED TO ANY SUCH 
COMPANIES

Resolved that, as a general approval, 
the Company may, in terms of 
section 45(3)(a)(ii) of the Companies 
Act and subject to compliance with the 
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remainder of section 45 of the Companies 
Act, provide any direct or indirect financial 
assistance that the Board of Directors 
of the Company may deem fit to any 
related or interrelated company or to any 
juristic person who is a member of or 
related to any such companies (”related” 
and “interrelated” will herein have the 
meaning so attributed in section 2 of 
the Companies Act) (on the terms and 
conditions, to the recipient(s), in the 
form, nature and extent, and for the 
amounts that the Board of Directors of 
the Company may determine from time 
to time).

Reason for and effect of special 
resolution number 4
The reason for and effect of special 
resolution number 4, if adopted, will 
be to confer authority on the Board of 
Directors of the Company to authorise 
financial assistance to companies related 
or interrelated to the Company, or to 
any juristic person who is a member 
of or related to any such companies 
generally as the Board of Directors of the 
Company may deem fit, on the terms and 
conditions, and for the amounts that the 
Board of Directors may determine from 
time to time, for a period of 2 (two) years 
after this AGM of the Company.

The granting of the general authority 
would obviate the need to refer each 
instance of provision of financial 
assistance in the circumstances 
contemplated in this special resolution for 
ordinary shareholder approval.

This general authority would assist 
the Company with, inter alia, making 
intercompany loans to subsidiaries of 
the Company, or related or interrelated 
companies, as well as granting letters of 
support and guarantees in appropriate 
circumstances.

This would avoid undue delays and 
attendant adverse financial impact on 
subsidiaries, or related or interrelated 
companies, as it would facilitate the 
expeditious conclusion of negotiations.

In the event that this special resolution is 
adopted by the ordinary shareholders of 

the Company, thereby conferring general 
authority on the Board of Directors 
of the Company to authorise financial 
assistance to companies related or 
interrelated to the Company or to any 
juristic person who is a member of or 
related to any such companies, then the 
Board of Directors of the Company shall 
not authorise any financial assistance 
contemplated in such special resolution 
unless the Board:

(a)  is satisfied that immediately after 
providing the financial assistance, 
the Company will satisfy the solvency 
and liquidity test contemplated 
in section 4 of the Companies Act 
(section 45(3)(b)(i)); 

(b)  is satisfied that the terms under which 
the financial assistance is proposed to 
be given are fair and reasonable to the 
Company (section 45(3)(b)(ii)); and

(c)  has ensured that any conditions or 
restrictions in respect of the granting 
of financial assistance set out in the 
Company’s MOI have been satisfied 
(section 45(4)).

The percentage of voting rights that will be 
required for this resolution to be adopted 
is at least 75% (seventy-five per cent) of 
the votes exercised on the resolution.

13. VOTING INSTRUCTIONS
To transact such other business as may 
be transacted at an AGM or raised by 
shareholders with or without advance 
notice to the Company.

VOTING INSTRUCTIONS
In terms of the Companies Act, any 
member entitled to attend and vote at 
the above AGM may appoint one or more 
persons as proxy, to attend, speak and 
vote in his/her stead. A proxy need not 
be a member of the Company. Forms of 
proxy must be deposited at the office of 
the Transfer Secretaries not later than 
48 hours before the time fixed for the 
AGM (excluding Saturdays, Sundays and 
gazetted South African public holidays).

If your Efora ordinary shares have been 
dematerialised and are held in a nominee 
account then your Central Securities 

Depository Participant (”CSDP”) or broker, 
as the case may be, should contact you to 
ascertain how you wish to cast your vote 
at the AGM and thereafter cast your vote 
in accordance with your instructions.

If you have not been contacted it would 
be advisable for you to contact your CSDP 
or broker, as the case may be, and furnish 
them with your instructions. If your 
CSDP or broker, as the case may be, does 
not obtain instructions from you, they 
will be obliged to act in terms of your 
mandate furnished to them, or if the 
mandate is silent in this regard to abstain 
from voting.

Dematerialised shareholders whose 
ordinary shares are held in a nominee 
account must not complete the attached 
form of proxy. Unless you advise your 
CSDP or broker timeously in terms of the 
agreement between yourself and your 
CSDP or broker by the cut‑off time advised 
by them that you wish to attend the AGM 
or send a proxy to represent you at the 
AGM your CSDP or broker will assume 
that you do not wish to attend the AGM 
nor send a proxy. If you wish to attend the 
AGM your CSDP or broker will issue the 
necessary letter of representation to you 
to attend the AGM.

Shareholders who have dematerialised 
their ordinary shares through a CSDP or 
broker, other than “own name” registered 
dematerialised shareholders, who wish 
to attend the AGM, must request their 
CSDP or broker to issue them with a letter 
of representation, or they must provide 
the CSDP or broker with their voting 
instructions in terms of the relevant 
custody agreement/mandate entered into 
between them and the CSDP or broker.

SHAREHOLDER RIGHTS
It is recommended that forms of proxy 
should be forwarded to reach the 
Company’s Transfer Secretaries at the 
address given below by no later than 
10:00 on Wednesday, 28 July 2021. 
Any form of proxy not delivered to the 
Transfer Secretaries by this time may be 
handed to the Chairman of the AGM at 
any time prior to the commencement of 
the AGM. 
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Notice of Annual General Meeting continued

ELECTRONIC 
PARTICIPATION
In terms of section 61(10) of the 
Companies Act, every shareholders’ 
meeting of a public company must 
be reasonably accessible within 
South Africa for electronic participation 
by shareholders. All shareholders who 
wish to attend and participate in the 
Meeting by way of electronic participation 
are required to send a notice in writing 
(including details on how the shareholder 
or representative (including proxy) 
can be contacted) to the Scrutineers, 
at The Meeting Specialists Proprietary 
Limited, JSE Building, One Exchange 
Square, Gwen Lane, Sandown, 2196 
or post to The Meeting Specialists 
Proprietary Limited at PO Box 62043, 
Marshalltown, 2107, South Africa or 
e‑mail proxy@tmsmeetings.co.za. 
The written notification must be 
received by the Scrutineers at least 
48 hours prior to the Meeting (thus 
Wednesday, 28 July 2021) for the 
Scrutineers to arrange for the shareholder 
(or representative or proxy) to provide 
reasonably satisfactory identification to 
the transfer secretaries for the purposes 
of section 63(1) of the Companies Act 
and for the Scrutineers to provide the 
shareholder (or representative or proxy) 
with details on how to access the Meeting 

Transfer Secretaries

JSE Investor Services Proprietary Limited
13th Floor, Rennie House
19 Ameshoff Street, Braamfontein
Johannesburg, 2001
(PO Box 4844, Johannesburg, 2000)

by means of electronic participation. 
The written notification should contain 
the following:

• 	a	certified	copy	of	the	shareholder’s	
identification document or passport if 
the shareholder is an individual;

• 	a	certified	copy	of	a	resolution	of	
letter of representation given by the 
holder if you are a company or juristic 
person, and certified copies of identity 
document or passports of the persons 
who passed the resolution; and

• 	a	valid	e-mail	address	and/or	
telephone number.

Participants who have complied with 
the notice requirement above, will 
be contacted between Wednesday, 
28 July 2021 and Thursday, 29 July 2021, 
and provided the relevant connection 
details as well as the passcodes through 
which they or their proxy/ies can 
participate via electronic communication 
and of the process for participation via 
a unique link to the e‑mail/cellphone 
number provided in the notification.

It is recommended that shareholders 
log into the online platform at least 
15 minutes prior to the scheduled start 
time for the meeting. Should shareholders 
require assistance with accessing the 

online platform, they can call the following 
helpline: +27 81 711 4255.

Shareholders will be able to view a live 
webcast of the Meeting, ask directors 
questions online in written format or 
orally and submit your votes in real time 
if the shareholder has not already voted 
through their CSDP or broker.

The cost of dialling in using a 
telecommunication line/webcast/
web‑streaming to participate in the 
virtual meeting is for the expense of the 
Participant and will be billed separately by 
the Participant's own telephone/internet 
service provider.

By order of the Board

Melinda van den Berg

Fusion Corporate Secretarial Services 
Proprietary Limited 
Company Secretary

28 June 2021
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Form of Proxy
EFORA ENERGY LIMITED
(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa)
(Registration number: 1993/000460/06)
JSE share code: EEL
ISIN: ZAE000248258
LEI: 213800Z9GDANDTE13745
(”Efora” or “the Company”)

FORM OF PROXY FOR THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING TO BE HELD AT 10:00 AT 2ND FLOOR, BUILDING 11, DESIGN QUARTER DISTRICT, 
LESLIE AVENUE ON FRIDAY, 30 JULY 2021 – FOR USE BY CERTIFICATED ORDINARY SHAREHOLDERS AND DEMATERIALISED ORDINARY 
SHAREHOLDERS WITH “OWN NAME” REGISTRATION ONLY

Holders of dematerialised ordinary shares, other than “own name” registration, must inform their Central Securities Depository Participant 
(”CSDP”) or broker of their intention to attend the Annual General Meeting and request their CSDP or broker to issue them with the 
necessary authorisation to attend the Annual General Meeting in person or provide their CSDP or broker with their voting instructions 
should they not wish to attend the Annual General Meeting in person but wish to be represented thereat.

I/We ________________________________________________________________________________________________  (please print)

of ______________________________________________________________________________________________________  (address)

e‑mail:  ______________________________________________ Tel: _______________________ Cell: _____________________

being the registered holder(s) of __________________________ ordinary shares in the capital of the Company, do hereby appoint:

1.  _______________________________________________________________________________________________  or failing him/her,

2.  _______________________________________________________________________________________________  or failing him/her,

the Chairman of the Annual General Meeting, as my/our proxy to act on my/our behalf at the Annual General Meeting of the Company, for 
the purpose of considering and, if deemed fit, passing, with or without modification, the ordinary and special resolutions to be proposed 
thereat and at any adjournment thereof, and to vote for and/or against such resolutions and/or abstain from voting in respect of the shares 
registered in my/our name(s), in accordance with the following instructions: 

Number of ordinary shares
For Against Abstain

1 Ordinary resolution number 1: Reappointment of External Auditors and Designated Audit Partner
2 Ordinary resolution number 2: Election of Director – Ms Malande Tonjeni 
3 Ordinary resolution number 3: Re‑election of Director who retires by rotation 

– Mr Patrick Mngconkola 
4 Ordinary resolution number 4: Election of Audit, Risk and Investment Committee member 

– Ms Malande Tonjeni 
5 Ordinary resolution number 5: Re‑Election of Audit, Risk and Investment Committee member 

– Mr Patrick Mngconkola 
6 Ordinary resolution number 6: Re‑election of Audit, Risk and Investment Committee member 

– Ms Zanele Radebe 
7 Ordinary resolution number 7: Non‑binding endorsement of Efora’s Remuneration Policy 
8 Ordinary resolution number 8: Non‑binding endorsement of the Implementation Report
9 Ordinary resolution number 9: General authority to Directors to allot and issue authorised but 

unissued ordinary shares
10 Ordinary resolution number 10: General authority to issue shares for cash
11 Ordinary resolution number 11: Authority to sign all required documentation
12 Special resolution number 1: General authority to acquire (repurchase) shares
13 Special resolution number 2: Remuneration of Non‑executive Directors
14 Special resolution number 3: General approval to provide financial assistance for subscription 

or purchase of ordinary shares in related or interrelated entities in terms of section 44 of the 
Companies Act

15 Special resolution number 4: Direct or indirect financial assistance (”financial assistance” will 
herein have the meaning attributed to it in section 45(1) of the Companies Act) to any company 
related or interrelated to the Company or to any juristic person who is a member of or related to 
any such companies

Please indicate with an “X” in the appropriate spaces provided above how you wish your vote to be cast. If no indication is given the proxy 
will be entitled to vote or abstain as he or she deems fit.

Signed at  _________________________________________________________ on _______________________________________ 2021.

Signature  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Assisted by me (where applicable)  ___________________________________________________________________________________

Please read the summary and notes on the reverse hereof. 
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Summary and Notes to the Form of Proxy

SUMMARY OF RIGHTS 
CONTAINED IN SECTION 58 
OF THE COMPANIES ACT
In terms of section 58 of the 
Companies Act:

•  a shareholder of a company may, 
at any time and in accordance with 
the provisions of section 58 of the 
Companies Act, appoint any individual 
(including an individual who is not a 
shareholder) as a proxy to participate in, 
and speak and vote at, a shareholders’ 
meeting on behalf of such shareholder;

•  a proxy may delegate his or her 
authority to act on behalf of a 
shareholder to another person, 
subject to any restriction set out in the 
instrument appointing such proxy;

•  irrespective of the form of instrument 
used to appoint a proxy, the 
appointment of a proxy is suspended 
at any time and to the extent that the 
relevant shareholder chooses to act 
directly and in person in the exercise 
of any of such shareholder’s rights as 
a shareholder;

•  any appointment by a shareholder of a 
proxy is revocable, unless the form of 
instrument used to appoint such proxy 
states otherwise;

•  if an appointment of a proxy is 
revocable, a shareholder may 
revoke the proxy appointment by: 
(i) cancelling it in writing, or making 
a later inconsistent appointment of a 
proxy; and (ii) delivering a copy of the 
revocation instrument to the proxy and 
to the relevant company;

•  a proxy appointed by a shareholder is 
entitled to exercise, or abstain from 
exercising, any voting right of such 
shareholder without direction, except to 
the extent that the relevant company’s 
memorandum of incorporation, or 
the instrument appointing the proxy, 
provides otherwise; and

•  if the instrument appointing a proxy 
or proxies has been delivered by a 
shareholder to a company, then, for 
so long as that appointment remains 
in effect, any notice that is required 
in terms of the Companies Act or 
such company’s memorandum of 
incorporation to be delivered to a 
shareholder must be delivered by such 
company to:

 – the relevant shareholder; or

 –  the proxy or proxies, if the relevant 
shareholder has:

  (i)  directed such company to do so, 
in writing; and

  (ii)  paid any reasonable fee charged 
by such company for doing so.

NOTES TO THE FORM OF 
PROXY
1.  An ordinary shareholder holding 

dematerialised shares by “own name” 
registration, or who holds shares that 
are not dematerialised, may insert 
the name of a proxy or the names of 
two alternative proxies of the ordinary 
shareholder’s choice in the space 
provided, with or without deleting 
“the Chairman of the Annual General 
Meeting”. The person whose name 
stands first on this form of proxy and 
who is present at the Annual General 
Meeting will be entitled to act as 
proxy to the exclusion of those whose 
names follow. Should a proxy not be 
specified, this role will be exercised by 
the Chairman of the Annual General 
Meeting. A proxy need not be a 
shareholder of the Company.

2.  An ordinary shareholder is entitled 
to one vote on a show of hands and, 
on a poll, to that proportion of the 
total votes in the Company which the 
aggregate amount of the nominal value 
of the shares held by him or her bears 
to the aggregate amount of the nominal 
value of all the shares issued by the 
Company. An ordinary shareholder’s 
instructions to the proxy must be 
indicated by inserting the relevant 
number of votes exercisable by the 
ordinary shareholder in the appropriate 
box(es). An “X” in the appropriate box 
indicates the maximum number of 
votes exercisable by that shareholder. 
Failure to comply with the above will be 
deemed to authorise the proxy to vote 
or to abstain from voting at the Annual 
General Meeting as he or she deems 
fit in respect of the entire number of 
the shareholder’s votes exercisable 
thereat. An ordinary shareholder or his 
or her proxy is not obliged to use all 
the votes exercisable by the ordinary 
shareholder, or to cast all those votes 
exercised in the same way, but the total 
of the votes cast and in respect whereof 
abstention is recorded, may not exceed 
the total of the votes exercisable by the 
ordinary shareholder.

3.  If any ordinary shareholder does not 
indicate on this instrument that his 
or her proxy is to vote in favour of or 
against any resolution or to abstain 
from voting, or give contradictory 
instructions, or should any further 
resolution(s) or any amendment(s) 
which may be properly put before the 
Annual General Meeting be proposed, 
the proxy shall be entitled to vote as he 
or she thinks fit.

4.  The completion and lodging of this form 
of proxy will not preclude the relevant 
shareholder from attending the Annual 
General Meeting and speaking and 
voting in person thereat instead of any 
proxy appointed in terms hereof.

5.  Documentary evidence establishing the 
authority of a person signing this form 
of proxy in a representative capacity 
must be attached to this form of proxy, 
unless previously recorded by the 
Company or waived by the Chairman of 
the Annual General Meeting.

6.  The Chairman of the Annual General 
Meeting may reject or accept any form 
of proxy which is completed and/or 
received other than in compliance with 
these notes.

7.  A proxy may not delegate his or her 
authority to act on behalf of the 
shareholder to another person.

8.  To be valid, the completed forms of 
proxy must be lodged with The Meeting 
Specialists Proprietary Limited, 
JSE Building, One Exchange Square, 
Gwen Lane, Sandown, 2196 or posted 
to The Meeting Specialists Proprietary 
Limited at PO Box 62043, Marshalltown, 
2107, South Africa or e‑mailed to  
proxy@tmsmeetings.co.za, or 
call The Meeting Specialists on 
+27 11 520 7952/0/1, so as to be 
received by them, for administrative 
purposes, by no later than 10:00, 
on Wednesday, 28 July 2021. Any forms 
of proxy not lodged by this time must 
be received by the Chairperson of the 
Annual General Meeting in a timely 
manner.

9.  Should a shareholder lodge this form 
of proxy with the Transfer Secretaries 
less than 48 hours before the Annual 
General Meeting, such shareholder 
will also be required to furnish a copy 
of such form of proxy to the Chairman 
of the Annual General Meeting before 
the appointed proxy exercises any of 
such shareholder’s rights at the Annual 
General Meeting.

ADDITIONAL FORMS OF PROXY ARE 
AVAILABLE FROM THE TRANSFER 
SECRETARIES ON REQUEST.
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To:
The Directors
Efora Energy Limited

I/We,  _____________________________________________________________________________________________  the undersigned
(please print) 
 
of  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________  
(address)

being the registered holder(s) of  ________________________________________________ordinary shares in the capital of the Company, 

with account number ______________________________________________________________________________________________

do hereby elect to receive any documents or notices from Efora by electronic post or notification, to the extent that the Company is 
permitted to so distribute any notices, documents, records or statements in terms of the Companies Act, No. 71 of 2008, as amended, and 
any and every other statute, ordinance, regulation or rule in force from time to time, including the Listings Requirements of the JSE Limited 
concerning companies and affecting Efora.

I/We hereby furnish the following e‑mail address or mobile number for such electronic communication:

E‑mail address  ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Mobile number  __________________________________________________________________________________________________

Any written amendment or withdrawal of any such notice of consent by me/us, shall only take effect if signed by me/us and received by 
the Company.

Signed at  ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Date  ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Signature  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Assisted by me (where applicable)  ___________________________________________________________________________________

Please complete, detach and return this election form to:
Efora’s Company Secretary, Fusion Corporate Secretarial Services, at melinda@fusioncorp.co.za or the Transfer Secretaries, JSE Investor 
Services Proprietary Limited, at ecomms@jseinvestorservices.co.za.

Election Form

EFORA ENERGY LIMITED
(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa)
(Registration number: 1993/000460/06)
JSE share code: EEL
ISIN: ZAE000248258
LEI: 213800Z9GDANDTE13745
(”Efora” or “the Company”)

Electronic  
Communication
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Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations
TECHNICAL
Bbl(s)
Barrel(s) of oil

CPR
Competent Person’s Report

CSI
Corporate social investment

EGPC
Egyptian General Petroleum Corporation

Farm-out
Farm‑out or farm‑in is an assignment or partial 
assignment of an oil and gas interest from one 
party to another party.

HSE
Health, safety and environmental

JV(s)
Joint Venture(s)

m; m2; m3 
metre(s); square metre(s); cubic metre(s)

MM
Millions

MMbbl
Millions of Barrels

NNPC
Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation

O&G
Oil and gas

Prospect or Prospects
A project associated with a potential 
accumulation that is sufficiently well defined to 
represent a viable drilling target.

Prospective Resources
Those quantities of petroleum which are 
estimated, as of a given date, to be potentially 
recoverable from undiscovered accumulations.

Reserves
A comprehensive list of definitions and notes on 
reserves is available on our website at  
www.eforaenergy.com.

SAMOG
South African Code for the Reporting of Oil and 
Gas Resources.

FINANCIAL
Afric Oil 
Afric Oil Proprietary Limited (Registration 
number: 1995/001866/07), a company 
incorporated in South Africa and which 
company’s shares are held 71.13% by Efora and 
28.87% by the Compensation Fund1.

AGM
Annual General Meeting

Block III
Block III, Albertine Graben in the DRC

CGU
Cash‑generating unit

Companies Act
The Companies Act, No. 71 of 2008, as amended

CSDP
A Central Securities Depository Participant, 
appointed by individual Efora shareholders for 
the purpose of and in regard to Dematerialisation 

in terms of the Securities Services Act, No. 36 of 
2004, as amended.

Dematerialise or Dematerialisation
The process whereby physical share certificates 
are replaced with electronic records evidencing 
ownership of Efora ordinary shares for the 
purposes of Strate, as contemplated in the 
Securities Services Act, No. 36 of 2004, 
as amended.

DIGOil
DIGOil Proprietary Limited (formerly Divine 
Inspiration Group Proprietary Limited) 
(Registration number: 2007/003931/07), a private 
company duly incorporated in accordance with 
the company laws of South Africa.

DRC 
Democratic Republic of Congo

EER
Energy Equity Resources Limited (Registration 
number: 5308516), a company duly incorporated 
in accordance with the laws of England and 
Wales.

EERNL
Energy Equity Resources (Norway) Limited 
(Registration number: 05216866), a company 
incorporated in accordance with the laws of 
the United Kingdom, with oil and gas interests 
in Nigeria.

ERM
Enterprise Risk Management

IAS
International Accounting Standards

IASB
International Accounting Standards Board

IFRS
International Financial Reporting Standards

IT
Information technology

JSE
JSE Limited (Registration number: 
2005/022839/06), a company duly registered 
and incorporated with limited liability under the 
company laws of South Africa and licensed as 
an exchange under the Securities Services Act, 
No. 36 of 2004, as amended.

King IVTM

The King Report on Corporate Governance is a 
groundbreaking code of corporate governance 
in South Africa issued by the King Committee 
on Corporate Governance. Compliance with the 
King Reports is a requirement for companies 
listed on the JSE Limited.

Listings Requirements
Listings Requirements of the JSE

Mena 
Mena International Petroleum Company Limited 
(Registration number: 270447), a company duly 
registered and incorporated in Cyprus and which 
shares are held 100% by Efora.

MOI
Memorandum of Incorporation

NCI(s)
Non‑controlling interest(s)

NED(s)
Non‑executive Director(s)

Ordinary shares or Efora ordinary shares
Ordinary shares in the issued capital of Efora

RDK Mining
RDK Mining Proprietary Limited (Registration 
number: 1953/002101/07), a company 
incorporated in South Africa and which 
company’s shares are held 100% by Efora.

RSA or South Africa
The Republic of South Africa

SAICA
The South African Institute of Chartered 
Accountants

SEER
Sacoil Energy Equity Resources (Registration 
number: 179156), incorporated in the Republic of 
Seychelles and which company’s shares are held 
50% by Efora.

SENS
The Stock Exchange News Service of the JSE 

Shareholders 
Efora shareholders

Stakeholders
A person, group, organisation, member or system 
with a direct interest, involvement or investment 
in our activities, and who affects or can be 
affected by an organisation’s actions. Efora’s 
stakeholders include employees, shareholders, 
local communities, NGOs, the media, 
governments’ regulatory authorities and research 
organisations.

Sustainability
A strategy that drives long‑term corporate 
growth and profitability by mandating the 
inclusion of environmental and social issues 
in the business model. Unlike corporate social 
responsibility which retroactively addresses 
issues, sustainability implies a forward trajectory, 
not looking to the past actions of a company, 
but looking forward by adapting the nature of 
the company.

Total
Total E&P RDC (Registration number: 712081382 
RCS), a company incorporated in accordance with 
the laws of France.

Transcorp
Transnational Corporation of Nigeria Limited 
(Registration number: RC611238), a company 
incorporated in accordance with the laws of 
Nigeria.

VWAP
Volume weighted average price

ENVIRONMENTAL
CO2
Carbon dioxide emissions

mtCO2e
Tonnes of CO2 equivalent emissions

GHG 
Greenhouse Gas emissions

GRI 
Global Reporting Initiatives

GJ
Gigajoules

CONVERSION TABLE
A technical conversion table is available on our 
website at www.eforaenergy.com.

1 Represented by its agent the Public Investment Corporation SOC Limited (Registration number: 2005/009094/07).
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Corporate information
COMPANY NAME
Efora Energy Limited

COUNTRY OF INCORPORATION
The Republic of South Africa

LEGAL FORM
Public interest entity

REGISTRATION NUMBER
1993/000460/06

SHARE CODE
JSE code: EEL
ISIN: ZAE000248258
LEI: 213800Z9GDANDTE13745

REGISTERED OFFICE AND PHYSICAL ADDRESS
2nd	Floor,	Building	11,	Design	Quarter	District,	
Leslie Ave, Fourways, 2191

POSTAL ADDRESS
PostNet Suite 211
Private Bag X75, Bryanston, 2021

CONTACT DETAILS
Tel: +27 (0) 10 591 2260
Fax: +27 (0) 10 591 2268
General queries: info@eforaenergy.com
Investor and shareholder queries: investorrelations@eforaenergy.com
Media queries: media@eforaenergy.com
Twitter: @EforaEnergy
LinkedIn: Efora Energy Limited

ADVISERS AND REGISTRARS
COMPANY SECRETARY
Fusion Corporate Secretarial Services Proprietary Limited

TRANSFER SECRETARIES
JSE Investor Services Proprietary Limited

CORPORATE LEGAL ADVISERS
Norton Rose Fulbright South Africa

JSE SPONSOR
PSG Capital

AUDITORS
EXTERNAL AUDITORS
SizweNtsalubaGobodo Grant Thornton Inc.

INTERNAL AUDITORS
BDO PS Advisory Proprietary Limited
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